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CUSTODIANS OF THE INTERNET
all platforms moderate

In the ideal world, I think that our job in terms of a moderating function would be really to be able to just turn the lights on and off and sweep the floors . . . but there are always the edge cases, that are gray.

—personal interview, member of content policy team, YouTube

Titled *The Terror of War* but more commonly known as “Napalm Girl,” the 1972 Pulitzer Prize–winning photo by Associated Press photographer Nick Ut is perhaps the most indelible depiction of the horrors of the Vietnam War. You’ve seen it. Several children run down a barren street fleeing a napalm attack, their faces in agony, followed in the distance by Vietnamese soldiers. The most prominent among them, Kim Phuc, naked, suffers from napalm burns over her back, neck, and arm. The photo’s status as an iconic image of war is why Norwegian journalist Tom Egeland included it in a September 2016 article reflecting on photos that changed the history of warfare. And it was undoubtedly some combination of that graphic suffering and the underage nudity that led Facebook moderators to delete Egeland’s post.

After reposting the image and criticizing Facebook’s decision, Egeland was suspended twice, first for twenty-four hours, then for three additional days.¹ Norway’s daily newspaper *Aftenposten* then reported on his suspensions and included the photo; Facebook moderators subsequently instructed the newspaper to remove or pixelate the photo, then went ahead and deleted it anyway.² The editor in chief of *Aftenposten* took to the newspaper’s front page to express his outrage at Facebook’s decision, again publishing the photo along with a statement directed at Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg.
Dear Mark Zuckerberg

Jeg skriver til deg for å fortelle hvorfor Aftenposten ikke vil etterkome Facebooks krav om å fjerne eller redigere dette viktige dokumentarbildet.

Espen Egil Hansen, sjefredaktør

Front page of the Norwegian newspaper Aftenposten, September 8, 2016, including the “Terror of War” photograph (by Nick Ut / Associated Press) and editor in chief Espen Egil Hansen’s open letter to Mark Zuckerberg, critical of Facebook’s removal of Ut’s photo. Newspaper used with permission from Aftenposten; photo used with permission from Associated Press.
In it he criticized both the decision and Facebook’s undue influence on news, calling Facebook “the world’s most powerful editor.”3 Many Norwegian readers, even the prime minister of Norway herself, reposted the photo to Facebook, only to have it quickly removed.4

More than a week after the image was first removed, after a great deal of global news coverage critical of the decision, Facebook reinstated the photo. Responding to the controversy, Facebook Vice President Justin Osofsky explained:

> These decisions aren’t easy. In many cases, there’s no clear line between an image of nudity or violence that carries global and historic significance and one that doesn’t. Some images may be offensive in one part of the world and acceptable in another, and even with a clear standard, it’s hard to screen millions of posts on a case-by-case basis every week. Still, we can do better. In this case, we tried to strike a difficult balance between enabling expression and protecting our community and ended up making a mistake. But one of the most important things about Facebook is our ability to listen to our community and evolve, and I appreciate everyone who has helped us make things right. We’ll keep working to make Facebook an open platform for all ideas.5

It is easy to argue, and many did, that Facebook made the wrong decision. Not only is Ut’s photo of great historical and emotional import, but it also has been “vetted” by Western culture for decades. And Facebook certainly could have handled the removals differently. At the same time, what a hard call to make! This is an immensely challenging image: a vital document of history, so troubling an indictment of humanity that many feel it must be seen—and a graphic and profoundly upsetting image of a fully naked child screaming in pain. Cultural and legal prohibitions against underage nudity are firm across nearly all societies, with little room for debate. And the suffering of these children is palpable and gruesome. It is important precisely because of how Kim Phuc’s pain, and her nakedness, make plain the horror of chemical warfare. Its power is its violation: “the photo violates one set of norms in order to activate another; propriety is set aside for a moral purpose. It is a picture that shouldn’t be shown of an event that shouldn’t have happened.”6 There is no question that this image is obscenity. The question is whether it is the kind of obscenity of representation that should be kept from view, no matter how relevant, or the kind of obscenity of history that must be shown, no matter how devastating.
Much of the press coverage treated Facebook’s decision to remove the image as a thoughtless one, even an automatic one. But Egeland’s post was almost certainly removed by a paid, human reviewer, though it may have been flagged by automatic software or by a user. Nor was it an error: in fact, Facebook had a specific policy on this specific image, which it had encountered before, many times. It was later reported by Reuters that the famous photo “had previously been used in training sessions as an example of a post that should be removed. . . . Trainers told content-monitoring staffers that the photo violated Facebook policy, despite its historical significance, because it depicted a naked child, in distress, photographed without her consent.”

It’s photo is a test image, literally and figuratively, a proxy with which an industry and a society draws parameters of what is acceptable. It is important to remember, however, that traditional media outlets also debated whether to publish this image, long before Facebook. In 1972 the Associated Press struggled with whether even to release it. As Barbie Zelizer tells it, “Ut took the film back to his bureau, where he and another photographer selected eight prints to be sent over the wires, among them the shot of the napalmed children. The photo at first met internal resistance at the AP, where one editor rejected it because of the girl’s frontal nudity. A subsequent argument ensued in the bureau, at which point photo department head Horst Faas argued by telex with the New York office that an exception needed to be made; the two offices agreed to a compromise display by which there would be no close-up of the girl alone. Titled ‘Accidental Napalm Attack,’ the image went over the wires.”

The first version of the photo the Associated Press released was lightly airbrushed to minimize the hint of Kim Phuc’s pubic hair—though the untouched photo was also made available, and was what most newspapers ran the next day. The New York Times was the first to publish the photo, and it too had an internal debate as to whether it could do so. Though many U.S. and European newspapers published the photo, many did so after much debate, and some did not. And some readers were offended by the photo, enough to send their complaints to the newspapers: “Readers’ letters labeled the display ‘nauseating,’ ‘obscene,’ and in ‘poor taste,’ on the one hand, and urged the photo’s widespread display so as to end the war, on the other.”

Since the moment it was taken, this photo has been an especially hard case for Western print media—and it continues to be so for social media. It was always both a document of war and a troubling object of concern itself: “Kim’s suffering was captured and published movingly in a still photograph—and the still is what became the iconic image—but the photograph
also immediately became a story.” At the time, commentators like Susan Sontag wrote extensively about it; U.S. President Richard Nixon mused on his secret White House recordings whether it had been faked; many others have acknowledged its troubling power ever since—in articles like Egeland’s.

PLATFORMS MUST MODERATE, WHILE ALSO DISAVOWING IT

Social media platforms arose out of the exquisite chaos of the web. Many were designed by people who were inspired by (or at least hoping to profit from) the freedom the web promised, to host and extend all that participation, expression, and social connection. But as these platforms grew, that chaos and contention quickly found its way back onto them, and for obvious reasons: if I want to say something, whether it is inspiring or reprehensible, I want to say it where others will hear me. Social media platforms put more people in direct contact with one another, afford them new opportunities to speak and interact with a wider range of people, and organize them into networked publics. Though the benefits of this may be obvious, and even seem utopian at times, the perils are also painfully apparent, more so every day: the pornographic, the obscene, the violent, the illegal, the abusive, and the hateful.

The fantasy of a truly “open” platform is powerful, resonating with deep, utopian notions of community and democracy—but it is just that, a fantasy. There is no platform that does not impose rules, to some degree. Not to do so would simply be untenable.

Platforms must, in some form or another, moderate: both to protect one user from another, or one group from its antagonists, and to remove the offensive, vile, or illegal—as well as to present their best face to new users, to their advertisers and partners, and to the public at large.

This project, content moderation, is one that the operators of these platforms take on reluctantly. Most would prefer if either the community could police itself or, even better, users never posted objectionable content in the first place. But whether they want to or not, platforms find that they must serve as setters of norms, interpreters of laws, arbiters of taste, adjudicators of disputes, and enforcers of whatever rules they choose to establish. Having in many ways taken custody of the web, they now find themselves its custodians.

The challenge for platforms, then, is exactly when, how, and why to intervene. Where they draw the line between the acceptable and the prohibited rehearses centuries-old debates about the proper boundaries of public
expression, while also introducing new ones. The rules imposed by social media platforms today respond to contemporary fears (for example, sexual predation, terrorism), and they revisit traditional concerns around media and public culture (sex, obscenity, graphic violence). They also revive a perennial challenge, particularly for Western media: do private information providers, having achieved a place of prominence, have an obligation to shape and sometimes restrict content? Do such obligations accompany, or run counter to, the legal promise of free speech?

Moreover, the particular ways in which these platforms enforce their policies have their own consequences. Regardless of the particular rule, it matters whether the enforcement comes in the form of a warning or a removal, whether action comes before or only after someone complains, whether the platform segregates the offending content behind an age barrier or removes it completely. And, however it is enforced, moderation requires a great deal of labor and resources: complaints must be fielded, questionable content or behavior must be judged, consequences must be imposed, and appeals must be considered. For most platforms, this is now a significant portion of what they do.

The very fact of moderation shapes social media platforms as tools, as institutions, and as cultural phenomena. Across the prominent social media platforms, these rules and procedures have coalesced into functioning technical and institutional systems—sometimes fading into the background, sometimes becoming a vexing point of contention between users and platform. Users, whether they sense it or not, are swarming within, around, and sometimes against the parameters that platforms set.

The ways that platforms moderate today are slowly settling in as the familiar and accepted ways to handle user-generated content, mundane features of the digital culture landscape. Approaches battle-tested over time by many platforms are shared among them as “best practices.” They are picked up by new sites looking for “what works.” To the extent that regulators see such industry “self-regulation” as effective, they tend to then craft policy to complement it or give it legal teeth.

As more and more of our public discourse, cultural production, and social interactions move online, and this handful of massive, privately owned digital intermediaries continues to grow in economic and cultural power, it is crucial that we examine the choices moderators make.

Moderation is hard to examine, because it is easy to overlook—and that is intentional. Social media platforms are vocal about how much content they
make available, but quiet about how much they remove. Content-sharing platforms typically present themselves as cornucopias: thousands of apps, millions of videos, billions of search results, more than you could ever consume. With so much available, it can start to seem as if nothing is unavailable. These sites also emphasize that they are merely hosting all this content, while playing down the ways in which they intervene—not only how they moderate, delete, and suspend, but how they sort content in particular ways, algorithmically highlight some posts over others, and grant their financial partners privileged real estate on the site.

This requires regularly disavowing all the ways in which platforms are much more than mere conduits: in 2016, in the face of mounting criticism, Mark Zuckerberg made a pointed statement that Facebook was not a “media company.” Phil Napoli and Robyn Caplan convincingly argue that this claim is both inaccurate and strategic: Zuckerberg and his colleagues do not want to be saddled with the social and legal obligations that apply to media companies. Platforms offer to merely host: positioned front and center are your friends and those you follow, and all the content they share. The platform would like to fall away, become invisible beneath the rewarding social contact, the exciting content, the palpable sense of community.

When they acknowledge moderation at all, platforms generally frame themselves as open, impartial, and noninterventionist—in part because their founders fundamentally believe them to be so, and in part to avoid obligation or liability. Twitter, for example, begins its posted community guidelines with: “We believe that everyone should have the power to create and share ideas and information instantly, without barriers. In order to protect the experience and safety of people who use Twitter, there are some limitations on the type of content and behavior that we allow.” These companies prefer to emphasize their wide-open fields of content, and then their impartial handling of it.

It’s also not surprising that so few users are aware of how platforms moderate, given that few users ever encounter these rules, or feel the force of their imposition. For many, using these sites as intended, there is little reason to bump up against these restrictions. It is easy to imagine these platforms as open and unregulated, if there appears to be no evidence to the contrary. Since users tend to engage with those like them and use the platform in similar ways, the lack of any sign of rules or their enforcement can be self-confirming. Even some of those suffering harassment, or regularly offended by the content they’re encountering, are unaware that the platforms have rules against it or remedies on offer.
On the other hand, many users—more and more every day—are all too aware of how social media platforms moderate. Believing that these platforms are wide open to all users, and that all users experience them that way, reveals some subtle cultural privilege at work. For more and more users, recurring abuse has led them to look to the platforms for some remedy. Others know the rules because they’re determined to break them.31 And others know about platform moderation because they are regularly and unfairly subjected to it. Social media platforms may present themselves as universal services suited to everyone, but when rules of propriety are crafted by small teams of people that share a particular worldview, they aren’t always well suited to those with different experiences, cultures, or value systems. Put another way, I am not a pornographer or a terrorist, but I am also not a whistleblower, a drag queen, a Muslim, a lactation specialist, a sex educator, or a black antiviolence activist. So while I may experience social media platforms as wide open, international human rights activists don’t; they experience them as censored, unreliable, and inhospitable to their efforts.32 While I have never had a post deleted or my account suspended, other users with just as much legitimacy to participate as I regularly run up against the rules the platform imposes. Moderation is meant to disappear, but it does so for some more than others.

In the press, there have been growing attention to and debate about how and why platforms moderate. In the earliest days of social media, there was sporadic coverage of the moderation decisions of platforms. Most was little more than “gotcha journalism,” typically criticizing a platform for a specific decision that seemed either boneheaded or hypocritical. But in recent years the press has raised deeper concerns: about the implications of platforms intervening too much, the rampant harms for which some platforms do too little, or the punishing labor that this moderation requires. In 2010, Apple was roundly criticized for removing more than five thousand apps from its App Store, because of their sexual nature. The technology press raised a collective eyebrow when Steve Jobs said the then new iPad should offer its users “freedom from porn,” but the issue did help show moderation to be systemic and values-laden.33 In 2012, for the first time but not the last, some of Facebook’s moderator training documents were leaked, giving a rare, unvarnished glimpse of what Facebook does and does not want taken down.34 Two years later the national press finally took notice of the pervasive misogyny online in the wake of #Gamergate, a dispute in the gaming community that blew up into a venomous campaign of harassment and threats.
targeting women in gaming, feminist critics, and just about anyone who came to their defense.\textsuperscript{35} When private nude photos of celebrities stolen by hackers began circulating on the news aggregation platform Reddit, the site was lambasted for allowing the groups responsible to persist.\textsuperscript{36} Late-night talk show host Jimmy Kimmel enjoyed viral success with “Mean Tweets,” a recurring feature in which celebrities read aloud to the camera hateful tweets they had received. Journalists began to examine the hidden labor behind content moderation, most notably a 2014 \textit{Wired} report by Adrian Chen documenting the experiences of Filipino workers who scrubbed U.S. social media platforms for dollars a day.\textsuperscript{37} Cover stories about trolling and harassment moved from the online technology press to the major newspapers, weekly magazines, and national radio programs and podcasts, especially when celebrities like Ashley Judd, Zelda Williams, Leslie Jones, and Megyn Kelly were targeted.\textsuperscript{38} Many were troubled when terrorist organization ISIS circulated gruesome videos of civilians and journalists being beheaded, and some called on YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook to remove them.\textsuperscript{39} And in the run-up to and the aftermath of the 2016 U.S. presidential election, many drew attention to the efforts of the “alt-right” to shut down outspoken commentators and journalists through coordinated tactics of online harassment, and to the surge of “fake news,” deliberately false news stories meant to mislead voters and/or make a tidy profit from the clicks of curious readers.\textsuperscript{40}

In 2016 \textit{Wired}, long a source of unbridled optimism about all things digital, published an open letter to the Internet, decrying not only harassment but the failure of platforms to handle this whole array of problems: “Things aren’t great, Internet. Actually, scratch that: they’re awful. You were supposed to be the blossoming of a million voices. We were all going to democratize access to information together. But some of your users have taken that freedom as a license to victimize others. This is not fine.”\textsuperscript{41}

\textbf{MODERATION IS HARD}

But before beginning to challenge platforms for their moderation policies and their responsibility for the Internet’s many troubles, let’s start with a simple reminder. Content moderation is hard. This should be obvious, but it is easily forgotten. Moderation is hard because it is resource intensive and relentless; because it requires making difficult and often untenable distinctions; because it is wholly unclear what the standards should be; and because one failure can incur enough public outrage to overshadow a million quiet successes.
It would be too simple to say that platforms are oblivious to the problems or too self-interested to do enough about them. Moderators do in fact want to exclude the worst atrocities and champion some basic rules of decency, while allowing everything else to flow undisturbed. Their efforts may be driven by a genuine desire to foster a hospitable community, or by a purely economic imperative not to lose users driven away by explicit content or relentless abuse, or by a fear of legal intervention if they are unable to protect their users themselves. But in speaking with representatives of the content policy teams at some of the major platforms, I found them genuinely committed to their work, and well aware of the difficulty of the task they have taken on. In some cases, it is even their job to press the seriousness of these issues back onto their own engineers, who often fail to imagine the ways their tools can be misused: as one policy manager from Flickr observed, “There have been so many different times that you think, ‘Haven’t you guys thought about how people are going to abuse this?’”42

Given the true atrocities that regularly appear on social media platforms, the question of whether to intervene is, for most, settled. But figuring out where and why to intervene means wading into some thorny questions: not just determining what is unacceptable, but balancing offense and importance; reconciling competing value systems; mediating when people harm one another, intentionally or otherwise; honoring the contours of political discourse and cultural taste; grappling with inequities of gender, sexuality, race, and class; extending ethical obligations across national, cultural, and linguistic boundaries; and doing all that around the hottest hot-button issues of the day.

Another way to think about it is that every well-intentioned rule has equally important exceptions. It is more complicated than simply “How bad is bad?” The blurry edges of bright line rules involve important and long-contested cultural questions: What is the difference between sexually explicit and pornographic? When is an image of the human body artistic, educational, or salacious? Are representations of fictional violence merely entertaining or psychologically harmful? Does discussing a dangerous behavior help those who suffer, or tempt them to act? Or, as in the Terror of War photo, does the fact that something is newsworthy supersede the fact that it is also graphic? These questions plague efforts to moderate questionable content, and they hinge not only on different values and ideologies but also on contested theories of psychological impact and competing politics of culture.
Too often the public debate about platform moderation happens at one of two extremes. Those looking to criticize social media platforms for being too permissive point to the most extreme material that can be found there: child pornography, graphic obscenities, rape threats, animal torture, racial and ethnic hatred, self-mutilation, suicide. Those looking to criticize platforms for intervening too much or for the wrong reasons point to arguably legitimate material that was nevertheless removed: the mildest of racy content, material that is frank or explicit but socially valuable, or material simply removed in error.

One of the biggest challenges platforms face is establishing and enforcing a content moderation regime that can address both extremes simultaneously. The rules must account for the most egregious atrocities as well as material that is questionable but defensible. Those in charge of content policy are often motivated by, and called to task for, the worst offenses, but must be careful not to ban culturally valuable material in the process. Users troubled by the most offensive content condemn it with the same passion as those who defend the material that rides the very edge of the rule. The reviewers enforcing those rules must maintain sensitive judgment about what does or does not cross a line while also being regularly exposed to—traumatized by—the worst humanity has to offer.

A second question immediately follows: according to whose criteria? We will see in later chapters how the major platforms work this out in practice, but it is a fundamentally difficult, perhaps intractable, problem. Even an online community that is self-governed faces the challenge of who should set the rules that will apply to everyone. Users within that community will have competing values; the challenge only grows as the community does.

For a platform with commercial aims, run by a small team, this tends to turn into a question about either “our values” or the “values of our users.” A platform is a product of the company that runs it, so there is a certain logic that it should be the company’s values and interests that determine what is acceptable and what should be removed. But these values do not exist in a vacuum. Nearly all social media platforms are commercial enterprises, and must find a way to make a profit, reassure advertisers, and honor an international spectrum of laws. For social media platforms, what ends up standing as “our values” is not some moral core that exists beneath these many competing pressures. It is whatever solution can resolve those pressures—perhaps presented in a language of “the right thing to do,” but
already accounting for the competing economic and institutional demands these platforms face.

On the other hand, if these platforms were imagined to be “for” their users, perhaps the values of the users should be preeminent. But how can a content policy team know the “values of our users”? Platform operators have limited ways of knowing their users. Listening to those they hear from most regularly can lead to either attending too much to those who complain, or too easily dismissing them as a noisy minority. It can also lend credence to the assumption that those who do not complain represent a “silent majority” who have no complaints—which may or may not be the case.

In the face of all this uncertainty, or sometimes in total disregard of it, designers and managers often assume their users are “just like us.” But platform operators are hardly a cross-section of their user base. Currently, the full-time employees of most social media platforms are overwhelmingly white, overwhelmingly male, overwhelmingly educated, overwhelmingly liberal or libertarian, and overwhelmingly technological in skill and worldview. This can lead these teams to overlook minority perspectives, and only worsens as a user base grows and diversifies. And it explodes when those platforms born in northern California open up to international user communities. As soon as these sites expand beyond the United States, platforms “face a world where the First Amendment is merely a local ordinance.” Their distinctly American assumptions about free speech, civil discourse, and healthy community are being subtly (and sometimes knowingly) imposed on an international user base with very different values.

All this means that platforms simply cannot “get it right,” in some simple or universal sense. Moderation policies are, at best, reasonable compromises—between users with different values and expectations, as well as between the demands of users and the demands of profit. I am not suggesting that platforms are beyond reproach or that their efforts should not be criticized. They aren’t, and they should. Users who feel wronged by the interventions, even when made on their behalf, have every right to challenge a particular decision, policy, or platform. But I’m convinced that most of the challenges are structural, that even the missteps are endemic to how the problem is approached.

The hard questions being asked now, about freedom of expression and virulent misogyny and trolling and breastfeeding and pro-anorexia and terrorism and fake news, are all part of a fundamental reconsideration of social media platforms. To move this reconsideration forward, we need to
examine the moderation apparatus that has been built over the past decade: the policies of content moderation, the sociotechnical mechanisms for its enforcement, the business expectations it must serve, the justifications articulated to support it. We need to look into why this apparatus is straining under the messiness of real uses, note the harms that have been made apparent, and document the growing pressure to address them. And finally, we must ask: If moderation should not be conducted the way it has, what should take its place?

But the reason to study moderation on social media platforms goes beyond preventing harm or improving enforcement. Moderation is a prism for understanding what platforms are, and the ways they subtly torque public life. Our understanding of platforms, both specific ones and as a conceptual category, has largely accepted the terms in which they are sold and celebrated by their own managers: open, impartial, connective, progressive, transformative. This view of platforms has limited our ability to ask questions about their impact, even as their impact has grown and/or concern about them has expanded.

In this celebratory vision of platforms, content moderation is treated as peripheral to what they do—a custodial task, like turning the lights on and off and sweeping the floors. It is occasionally championed in response to criticism, but otherwise it is obscured, minimized, and disavowed. I propose turning this understanding of platforms on its head. What if moderation is central to what platforms do, not peripheral? Moderation is an enormous part of the work of running a platform, in terms of people, time, and cost. And the work of policing all this caustic content and abuse haunts what they think their platforms are and what they must accomplish.

And moderation is, in many ways, the commodity that platforms offer. Though part of the web, social media platforms promise to rise above it, by offering a better experience of all this information and sociality: curated, organized, archived, and moderated. Consider two details, the first from Julia Angwin’s history of the now nearly forgotten social media platform MySpace. Tila Tequila, since disgraced for her association with white supremacists, in 2003 was becoming one of the first online celebrities for the flirty, revealing photos she posted on Friendster. But Friendster had repeatedly deleted her profile for violating their policy, and after each deletion she had to re-create her list of followers. After a fifth deletion, she decided to move to the fledgling MySpace—and brought her forty thousand followers
with her. Traffic spiked the day she arrived. Her choice, between two regimes of moderation, helped buoy the new site in its transition from spyware provider to social media giant, at a moment when its future was far from certain.\textsuperscript{48} Second: in 2016, Twitter was in negotiations with the likes of Google, Salesforce, and Disney to be acquired, but all three passed on the deal. Some in the financial press wondered whether Twitter could not be sold, might not even survive, because it had become a toxic environment marred by harassment and misogyny.\textsuperscript{49} In one instance, the promise of lenient moderation may have saved that platform for another week, or month, or year; in another, insufficient moderation may have rendered a billion-dollar company toxic to potential buyers.

By understanding moderation not just as an occasional act platforms must engage in but as a fundamental aspect of their service and a fundamental part of their place in public discourse, we can reconsider what platforms are, and ask new questions about their power in society. A focus on moderation slices through the myth that they are neutral conduits, to reveal their inner workings, their animating logics, their economic imperatives, and the actual footprint they leave on the dynamics of sociality and public discourse. It allows us to question their claim of deserving certain legal rights and obligations, and of being free of others. It helps reveal the real and often hidden investments platforms require, including the human, technical, and financial resources necessary, and it helps make sense of their responses to growing criticism from users and the press. It highlights the solutions platform managers prefer in the face of intractable social problems, like how to reconcile competing value systems within the same community, or how to uphold consistent policies in the face of competing societal expectations. And it can help us understand our commitment to platforms, and the ramifications of that cultural shift.

\textbf{WHAT IS A PLATFORM?}

We talk so much about platforms these days, it is easy to forget that they are still surrounded by the “world wide web” of home pages, personal blogs, news sites, oddball discussion spaces, corporate sites, games, porn, 404 error pages, file listings, and forgotten ephemera.\textsuperscript{50} Over the course of more than a decade, the kinds of encounters with information and people that were once scattered across the web have been largely gathered up by a small set of companies onto a handful of social media platforms. Today we are, by and large, speaking from platforms. In fact, when these platforms are
compared with their less regulated counterparts, it is to Reddit or 4chan—big platforms compared with smaller ones, mainstream platforms compared with marginal ones—not with the open web, not any more.

The dream of the open web emphasized new, expanded, and untrammeled opportunities for knowledge and sociality. Access to the public would no longer be mediated by the publishers and broadcasters that played such powerful gatekeeper roles in the previous century. The power to speak would be more widely distributed, with more opportunity to respond and deliberate and critique and mock and contribute. This participatory culture, many hoped, would be more egalitarian, more global, more creative, and more inclusive. Communities could be based not on shared kinship or location but on shared interest, and those communities could set their own rules and priorities, by any manner of democratic consensus. The web itself was to be the “platform.”

It would finally provide an unmediated public sphere, a natural gathering of the wisdom of the crowd, and a limitless cultural landscape.

Soon, new services began offering to facilitate, host, and profit from this participation. This began with the commercial provision of space for hosting web pages, offered first by Internet service providers (ISPs) themselves, and increasingly by web-hosting services like Tripod, Angelfire, and Geocities. Yet these still required knowledge of web design, HTML programming, and file management. The earliest content platforms—MP3.com, SixDegrees, Livejournal, Blogger, Cyworld, Friendster, LinkedIn, MySpace, Delicious, Orkut, Flickr, Dodgeball, YouTube—often began by trying to facilitate one element of being on the web (write without needing to know HTML; keep a list of friends or fans; make content easier to find through directed search). These services were meant to “solve” some of the challenges of navigating the open web. They substantially simplified the tools needed for posting, distributing, sharing, commenting; they linked users to a larger, even global audience; and they did so at an appealing price. They also had acute network effects: if you want to share and participate, you want to do so where there are people to share and participate with.

These platforms were, of course, nearly all for-profit operations. This made them quite interested in not just facilitating but also incorporating the kinds of participation that the web itself made possible. Platform companies developed new ways to keep users navigating and posting, coax them into revealing their preferences and proclivities, and save all of it as personalized data, to sell to advertisers and content partners. Some pushed to become all-in-one services—combining storage, organization, connection,
canvas, delivery, archive; some looked to partner with traditional media and news providers, to draw the circulation of their content onto the platforms. Some extended their services infrastructurally, building identity architectures (profiles, login mechanisms) that extend to other sites and computationally linking themselves to the rest of the web. These were all strategic attempts by platforms to counter the economic risks of being mere intermediaries, by turning themselves into ecosystems that keep users using their services and make data collection more comprehensive and more valuable.

In other words, to be free of intermediaries, we accepted new intermediaries. Platforms answer the question of distribution differently from the early web or traditional media. But they do offer the same basic deal: we’ll handle distribution for you—but terms and conditions will apply. These terms may be fewer and less imposing, though you may be asked to do more of the labor of posting, removing, maintaining, tagging, and so on. But the platform still acts as a provider.

Many content moderators and site managers came to these roles because they themselves were active users of the early Internet. Some of today’s platforms, particularly the ones that began as startups rather than as projects of large corporations, grew out of that participatory culture. The fundamental mythos of the open web was extended to the earliest platforms: they often characterize themselves as open to all; in their promotion they often suggest that they merely facilitate public expression, that they are impartial and hands-off hosts with an “information will be free” ethos, and that being so is central to their mission. Unfettered speech and participation on one’s own terms, they believed, meant that rough consensus would emerge and democratic values would flourish.

On the other hand, early adopters of the web were also enamored with the possibility of “virtual community”: like-minded individuals, joined by interest rather than geography or social obligation, building meritocratic and progressive social structures from scratch, and achieving the kind of communitarianism that had eluded Western society thus far. These champions of online communities quickly discovered that communities need care: they had to address the challenges of harm and offense, and develop forms of governance that protected their community and embodied democratic procedures that matched their values and the values of their users.

Both of these were, in important ways, myths. Nevertheless, they were familiar and meaningful to many of the people who found themselves...
in charge of moderating early social media platforms, and remain part of the corporate culture of many of the platforms today. This has had two consequences. First, many of social media platform designers were initially caught off guard by the proliferation of obscenity and cruelty on their sites. As one content policy manager at Dreamwidth put it, “Everybody wants their site to be a place where only Good Things happen, and when someone is starting up a new user-generated content site, they have a lot of enthusiasm and, usually, a lot of naïveté. . . . They think of their own usage of social media and their friends’ usage, and design their policies on the presumption that the site will be used by people in good faith who have the same definitions that they do as to what’s unacceptable. That works for a while.”60

Second, even as it became clear that content moderation was necessary, these two animating principles were in many ways at odds when it came to deciding how to intervene. Social media platform moderators often invoke one or even both principles when framing the values by which they moderate. But a platform committed to free speech, and comfortable with the wild and woolly Internet that early web participants were accustomed to, might install a very different form of moderation from that of a platform conceived as the protector of community, its moderators attuned to all the forces that can tear such community apart.

Still, from an economic perspective, all this talk of protecting speech and community glosses over what in the end matters to platforms more: keeping as many people on the site spending as much time as possible, interacting as much as possible. But even in this sense, platforms face a double-edged sword: too little curation, and users may leave to avoid the toxic environment that has taken hold; too much moderation, and users may still go, rejecting the platform as either too intrusive or too antiseptic. This is especially true as platforms expand their user base: platforms typically begin with users who are more homogenous, who share the goal of protecting and nurturing the platform, and who may be able to solve some tensions through informal means.61 As their user base broadens it tends also to diversify, and platforms find themselves hosting users and whole communities with very different value systems, and who look to the platform to police content and resolve disputes.

Today, there are many social media platforms vying for our attention, but only a handful in each domain seem to enjoy the bulk of users and of the public’s interest. Here is a representative but not exhaustive list of the social
media platforms I think about, and that will be central to my concern in this book: social network sites like Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+, Hi5, Ning, NextDoor, and Foursquare; blogging and microblogging providers like Twitter, Tumblr, Blogger, Wordpress, and Livejournal; photo- and image-sharing sites like Instagram, Flickr, Pinterest, Photobucket, DeviantArt, and Snapchat; video-sharing sites like YouTube, Vimeo, and Dailymotion; discussion, opinion, and gossip tools like Reddit, Digg, Secret, and Whisper; dating and hookup apps like OK Cupid, Tinder, and Grindr; collaborative knowledge tools like Wikipedia, Ask, and Quora; app stores like iTunes and Google Play; live broadcasting apps like Facebook Live and Periscope.

To those I would add a second set that, while they do not neatly fit the definition of platform, grapple with many of the same challenges of content moderation in platformlike ways: recommendation and rating sites like Yelp and TripAdvisor; exchange platforms that help share goods, services, funds, or labor, like Etsy, Kickstarter, Craigslist, Airbnb, and Uber; video game worlds like League of Legends, Second Life, and Minecraft; search engines like Google, Bing, and Yahoo.

At this point I should define the term that I have already relied on a great deal. Platform is a slippery term, in part because its meaning has changed over time, in part because it equates things that nevertheless differ in important and sometimes striking ways, and in part because it gets deployed strategically, by both stakeholders and critics. As a shorthand, “platform” too easily equates a site with the company that offers it, it implies that social media companies act with one mind, and it downplays the people involved. Platforms are sociotechnical assemblages and complex institutions; they’re not even all commercial, and the commercial ones are commercial in different ways. At the same time, “platform” is a widely used term, including by the companies themselves. And when assigning responsibility and liability (legal and otherwise) we often refer to institutions as singular entities, and for good reason.

For my purposes, platforms are: online sites and services that

a) host, organize, and circulate users’ shared content or social interactions for them,

b) without having produced or commissioned (the bulk of) that content,

c) built on an infrastructure, beneath that circulation of information, for processing data for customer service, advertising, and profit.
For the most part, platforms don’t make the content; but they do make important choices about it.\textsuperscript{64} While the early platforms merely made user contributions available and searchable, increasingly they determine what users can distribute and to whom, how they will connect users and broker their interactions, and what they will refuse. This means that a platform must negotiate any tensions between the aims of independent content providers who want their work to appear on a public forum and the platform’s own economic and political imperative to survive and flourish.\textsuperscript{65} And it must do so without having produced or commissioned the content. This means that platform managers by and large cannot oversee content through more traditional media industry relations such as salary, contract, or professional norms. For traditional media, employment arrangements and shared norms were key means of prohibiting illicit content. Platforms must find other ways.

Most platforms still depend on ad revenue, extending the monetization strategy common to amateur home pages, online magazines, and web portals. Advertising still powerfully drives their design and policy decisions. But most social media companies have discovered that there is more revenue to be had by gathering and mining user data—the content users post, the profiles they build, the search queries they enter, the traces of their activity through the site and beyond, the preferences they indicate along the way, and the “social graph” they build through their participation with others. This data can be used to better target all that advertising, and can be sold to customers and data brokers. This means platforms are oriented toward data collection and retention; toward eliciting more data, and more kinds of data, from its users; and toward finding new ways to draw users to the platform, and to follow users off the platform wherever they may go.\textsuperscript{66}

And now, for the fine print. Some would argue that I am using the term \textit{platform} incorrectly. It has a more specific computational meaning, where it means a programmable infrastructure upon which other software can be built and run, like the operating systems in our computers and gaming consoles, or information services that allow developers to design additional layers of functionality.\textsuperscript{67} Some have suggested that the term should be constrained to this meaning—that Facebook, for example, is not a platform because it hosts our updates and photos, it is a platform only in that it provides an application programming interface (API) for software developers to design extensions and games atop it.\textsuperscript{68} The distinction is convincing,
but at this point, it’s simply too late: *platform* has been widely embraced in its new sense—by users, by the press, by regulators, and by the platform providers themselves.

I may also be using the term too broadly. Platforms vary, in ways that matter both for the influence they can assert over users and for how they should be governed. It is deceptively easy in public debates, and in scholarship, to simply point in the direction of Facebook and move on, without acknowledging the variety of purpose, scope, membership, economics, and design across different platforms. For instance, YouTube has developed a program for paying some of its users, which changes the dynamics between platform and those users significantly. A live-streaming platform like Periscope faces different challenges moderating content in real time.

I may also be using the term too narrowly. First, my location and limited proficiency in languages limits my analysis to platforms based in the West and functioning largely in English. This overlooks massive platforms in other countries and languages, like Sina Weibo in China, VK in Russia, and, until 2014, Google’s Orkut in South America. However, many of the platforms I consider have a global reach and influence, mattering a great deal across many parts of the world. While this does not make my analysis universal, it does extend it beyond the specific platforms I focus on.

The platforms I spend the most time discussing are the largest, the most widely used, the best known. These are, of course, all good reasons to pay particular attention to them. It matters how Facebook sets and enforces rules, even if you’re not on Facebook. And it is harder and harder to not be on Facebook, even if you are uncomfortable with its oversight. But there are dozens of other platforms competing with these to be national or global services, and there are many thousands of smaller sites, with no such ambitions, more focused on specific regions or interests. All face many of the same moderation challenges, though on a smaller scale and with substantially less public scrutiny and criticism. Smaller sites may even be breeding grounds for innovative approaches and solutions to the challenges all platforms face. And there are also plenty of social media sites that are long dead, or nearly so—Friendster, MySpace, Orkut, Revver, Veoh, Chatroulette, Ping, Delicious, Xanga, Airttime, Diaspora, Vine, Yik Yak—that also faced the challenges of moderation, and can still be illuminating examples.

I did not include messaging services, which are hugely popular competitors to the platforms mentioned above. Millions regularly use WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, QZone, WeChat, Kik, Line, Google Hangout, and
Skype to communicate and congregate online. Because they are generally person-to-person or group-to-group, and overwhelmingly between known contacts, they sidestep many of the problems that plague platforms that offer public visibility and contact with strangers. But they too engage in their own forms of moderation.

Finally, there is a broader set of information sites and services that, while I would not lump them into this category, face similar questions about user activity and their responsibility for it: online discussion forums, unmoderated social spaces online, gaming worlds that allow for player-to-player interaction, amateur porn platforms, comment threads on blogs, news sites, and inside e-commerce sites.

**PLATFORMS ARE NOT PLATFORMS WITHOUT MODERATION**

To the definition of platforms, I would like this book to add a fourth element:

d) platforms do, and must, moderate the content and activity of users, using some logistics of detection, review, and enforcement.

Moderation is not an ancillary aspect of what platforms do. It is essential, constitutional, definitional. Not only can platforms not survive without moderation, they are not platforms without it. Moderation is there from the beginning, and always; yet it must be largely disavowed, hidden, in part to maintain the illusion of an open platform and in part to avoid legal and cultural responsibility. Platforms face what may be an irreconcilable contradiction: they are represented as mere conduits and they are premised on making choices for what users see and say.

Looking at moderation in this way should shift our view of what social media platforms really do: from transmitting what we post, to constituting what we see. There is no position of impartiality. Platform moderators pick and choose all the time, in all sorts of ways. Excluding porn or threats or violence or terrorism is just one way platforms constitute the social media product they are generating for the audience.

The persistent belief that platforms are open, impartial, and unregulated is an odd one, considering that everything on a platform is designed and orchestrated. Economists know this: like with any “multisided market,” a platform company is a broker, profiting by bringing together sellers and buyers, producers and audiences, or those in charge of tasks and those with the necessary skills to accomplish them. So, if Uber profits by bringing
independent drivers to interested passengers, coordinating and insuring their interaction, and taking a fee from the exchange, Twitter does much the same: it brings together independent speakers with interested listeners, coordinates their interaction, and takes a fee from the exchange—in the form of valuable user data.

It is a position that can be, for a few, extremely lucrative: as John Herrman notes, “If successful, a platform creates its own marketplace; if extremely successful, it ends up controlling something closer to an entire economy.”

And it depends on platforms not only bringing independent parties together but completely structuring every aspect of the exchange. YouTube connects videomakers with viewers, but also sets the terms: the required technical standards, what counts as a commodity, what is measured as value, how long content is kept, and the depth and duration of the relationship. YouTube can offer established videomakers a share of the advertising revenue or not, and it gets to decide how much, to whom, and under what conditions. And like any market, game world, or information exchange that invites users to participate according to their own interests, this requires excluding some to serve others: those who provide unwanted goods, those who game the system, those who disrupt the entire arrangement.

How platforms are designed and governed not only makes possible social activity, it calls it into being, gives it shape, and affirms its basic legitimacy as a public contribution. Platforms don’t just mediate public discourse, they constitute it. As José van Dijck observes, “Sociality is not simply ‘rendered technological’ by moving to an online space; rather, coded structures are profoundly altering the nature of our connections, creations, and interactions.”

They are designed so as to invite and shape our participation toward particular ends. This includes how profiles and interactions are structured; how social exchanges are preserved; how access is priced or paid for; and how information is organized algorithmically, privileging some content over others, in opaque ways. These “social media logics” are the repertoires of expression and action that social media platforms trade in. Put simply, if Twitter were designed and managed in fundamentally different ways, that would have some effect on what users could and would do with it. This includes what is prohibited, and how that prohibition is enforced.

On the other hand, it is also easy to overstate the influence platforms have as straightforward and muscular—either facilitating participation in powerful ways or constraining and exploiting it in powerful ways. Users
don’t simply walk the paths laid out by social media platforms. They push against them, swarm over them, commandeer them, and imbue them with new meanings. The instant a social media platform offers its service publicly, it is forever lashed to a ceaseless flow of information and activity that it cannot quite contain. So yes, Facebook tweaks its newsfeed algorithm and suspends users for breaking the rules. But it also hosts the regular participation of more than a billion people, who use the platform for countless different activities. This torrent of participation never stops, and is shaped much more by its own needs and tactics. Whatever structure a platform attempts to introduce may cause its own little eddies and detours, but they are minor compared to the massive perturbations endemic to public discourse: shifting sentiments, political flare-ups, communal and national rhythms, and the recursive loops of how forms of participation emerge and propagate, then are superseded. Platform managers may want to support and expand this ceaseless flow, but they also remain in constant fear of it turning sour or criminal, or simply drying up. While platforms structure user activity, users also have power over platforms—maybe less so as mere individuals or groups, but more in the aggregate, the slow, unrelenting shifts in what people seem to want to do.

This is not to say that platforms are of no consequence. I simply mean that we must examine their role, without painting them as either all-powerful or merely instrumental. We must recognize their attenuated influence over the public participation they host and the complex dynamics of that influence, while not overstating their ability to control it. Examining moderation and how it works slices these questions open for scrutiny.

Platforms may not shape public discourse by themselves, but they do shape the shape of public discourse. And they know it.
We suck at dealing with abuse and trolls on the platform and we’ve sucked at it for years. It’s no secret and the rest of the world talks about it every day. . . . We’re going to start kicking these people off right and left and making sure that when they issue their ridiculous attacks, nobody hears them.

*Dick Costolo, CEO, speaking internally at Twitter, leaked to the Verge, February 2015*

It was a revealing statement, and a welcome one. For years Twitter had been criticized for allowing a culture of harassment to fester largely unchecked on its service, particularly targeting women, but also the LGBTQ community, racial and ethnic minorities, participants of various subcultures, and public figures. This was more than just harsh talk or personal insults. These were misogyny and hate speech, explicit threats of rape and violence, concerted and relentless attacks targeting particular individuals, and doxxing (posting the victim’s private information as a veiled threat, or an invitation to others to threaten). The attacks had grown more vicious, more brazen, and more visible in the midst of the 2014 #Gamergate controversy. As a result, Twitter had come under increasing criticism for failing to recognize the scope of the problem and provide the procedural and technical mechanisms victims needed.

Costolo’s comment was leaked to the Verge and became the banner headline in the tech press in the days that followed. In a more carefully crafted op-ed for the *Washington Post* two months later, Twitter’s general counsel Vitaya Gadde promised changes to the site and its policies, navigating a more nuanced path between freedom of expression and the protection
of users than Costolo had. “Balancing both aspects of this belief—welcoming diverse perspectives while protecting our users—requires vigilance, and a willingness to make hard choices. . . . Freedom of expression means little as our underlying philosophy if we continue to allow voices to be silenced because they are afraid to speak up.” Here freedom of expression was positioned not as counter to restriction but as its outcome: “Protection from threats and abuse will allow users to remain and opinions to flourish, expanding diversity and debate.”

Many agreed with Costolo’s assessment. In fact, it may have been leaked deliberately, as a way to convince frustrated users that Twitter was finally getting serious about the problem (and signal the same to companies who might be interested in acquiring the company). Costolo himself stepped down just a few months later. But without absolving Twitter of responsibility, it’s not just that Twitter “sucked” at content moderation. Twitter was grappling with the legacy of a particular configuration of rights and responsibilities, or a relative absence of responsibilities, that was already two decades in the making, mapped out long before Twitter existed. Social media platforms, especially in the United States, had been offered a framework in which they faced little liability for what users might do across their service; they could moderate content as they wished but were under no obligation to do so. According to the principles that animated the early web, they were to a certain degree expected not to intervene. By 2015, the public concern and cultural tone had changed, but this legacy was hard to give up.

So how did we get here?

**REGULATION OF SPEECH ON THE INTERNET (BEFORE PLATFORMS)**

While scholars have long discussed the legal and political dynamics of speech online, much of that discussion preceded the dramatic move of so much of that speech onto social media platforms. Twenty years ago, questions emerged about the implications of the Internet, both positive and negative, for public expression. Would the Internet be an unbounded venue for all voices and opinions, the open forum that free-speech advocates had sought all along? What might prevent this from occurring? What should be done about harmful speech online, without hobbling this fragile new venue for communication, knowledge, and community?

The optimistic view was that the web was unregulated and unregulatable, that it permitted no possibility of censorship of any kind. In 1992, science fiction author Bruce Sterling captured this sentiment: “Why do
people want to be ‘on the Internet’? One of the main reasons is simple freedom. The Internet is a rare example of a true, modern, functional anarchy. There is no ‘Internet Inc.’ There are no official censors, no bosses, no board of directors, no stockholders.” Critics and scholars who did worry about the extension of control into online environments worried most about the power of the state. What would the legal standards for speech be online? How would local jurisdictions and community norms apply on a network that seemed to exceed geography? How would the openness of American forums play in countries that impose tighter restrictions and harsher consequences on political or explicit speech? Could governments use the worst content on the Internet to justify clumsy, overreaching, or politically motivated interventions?

In the United States, though there were incidents involving defamation, the posting of private documents, and hate speech, pornography dominated the public debate about online expression. In the mid-1990s, policymakers in the United States and elsewhere became aware of the proliferation of explicit sexual content on the web, fueled by panic among the popular press about a flood of “cyberporn” — a concern not unwarranted, but wildly overstated. Some called for its criminalization; the U.S. government would spend the next few years passing laws prohibiting the distribution of obscenity to minors, only to have most of those laws ruled unconstitutional by the Supreme Court. Other proposals imagined control mechanisms for the entire Internet: filtering software that blocked illicit content from specific users, already available to consumers, might be applied more broadly; perhaps pornography could be “zoned” away, behind credit card–patrolled paywalls or in a “.xxx” dedicated domain easily walled off from kids. Policy makers struggled, and not just because they did not yet understand the Internet as a technical and cultural phenomenon. They were having to work out the appropriate balance between protecting speech and preventing harm, in a new, dispersed, global, amorphous, and networked communication environment.

But amid the cyberporn panic, few were raising questions about the regulation of speech by intermediaries, be they providers of Internet access or makers of web publishing tools. Home pages were first hand-coded with simple text-editing tools, then later with the help of free-standing web design software. Bulletin board system (BBS) operators by and large embraced a hands-off approach to what users were saying and sharing, supported by a
political stance that they should not be interfering. The largest ISPs, like Compuserve and Delphi, prohibited abusive, profane, and offensive content, though it is not clear how often they enforced those rules. Most of the smaller ISPs had loose rules, if any, about what sites they hosted; they were more concerned with how much traffic a site generated and the bandwidth it consumed than what it said. As web-hosting services like Angelfire and Tripod and community spaces like Geocities emerged, many did have “community guidelines” or terms of service that prohibited certain kinds of content: typically pornography, hate speech, obscenity, and illegal activity. But even as these platforms grew, they were hardly an oligopoly; website hosting services were not geographically bound, so there was nearly infinite competition. If one host proved too tame, a user could simply find another willing to cater to more illicit materials.

The more pressing worry about BBSs, website-hosting services, and ISPs was not that they would restrict speech on their own accord but that they could be obligated to impose restrictions on behalf of courts or governments, or pressured to impose them to avoid liability for the content they made available. Policy makers, litigants, the courts, and police were discovering how difficult it is to directly pursue online “publishers” for their illegal behavior or illicit content—particularly when they were individuals, usually amateurs, sometimes anonymous, hard to locate and identify, and often in a different jurisdiction from the complainant.

A handful of late-1990s lawsuits regarding online defamation or the dissemination of illicit content were aimed not at the individual user but at the ISP or content provider. In 2000, the French government sued Yahoo for allowing Nazi memorabilia to be sold through its auction site; while U.S. courts held that the First Amendment protected Yahoo from liability, French courts later required Yahoo to block French users from accessing Nazi-related auctions. In general, these lawsuits did not imply that the ISP or site operator was to blame for the offending content. Liability here was something more like a question of convenience: intermediaries were in the position to know the true identity of someone speaking or publishing online, and in a position to remove that speech or ban that speaker.

If cyberporn was first to provoke questions about the responsibilities of online intermediaries, the battle over copyright and online piracy was where these questions of responsibility would play out over the next half decade, establishing many of the fundamental arrangements that platforms would
inherit. Again, the questions focused first on the users, who were making unauthorized copies of music and software available on home pages, Usenet groups, bulletin boards, and online forums. As early as 1993, copyright holders began suing individuals, most notably *Playboy* for the unauthorized circulation of photos from its magazines. But the issue soon shifted to music, beginning again on websites and online forums, but exploding with the development of peer-to-peer (p2p) file-sharing software like Limewire, Kazaa, and Napster.

In 1997, in response to online software piracy, the U.S. Congress passed the No Electronic Theft (NET) Act, criminalizing the unauthorized circulation of copyrighted materials online, even in cases where no money changed hands. But the law made no reference to intermediaries or their liability. That soon changed, however, as copyright holders began targeting intermediaries for the infringing material they helped make available. The Church of Scientology, for example, attempted to shut down an entire Usenet newsgroup for circulating its secret church documents, and unsuccessfully sued the operator of a BBS and the ISP it used. This same logic triumphed in the court decision rendered against Napster. Despite being a decentralized network, Napster was both more appealing to users and more vulnerable to legal action than other p2p software because it served as an intermediary for the illicit sharing of music. Unlike its competitors, Napster compiled the lists of all files available from its many users into a searchable index it hosted—in this, it shared some of the DNA of contemporary platforms. And as an intermediary, it was a convenient point of intervention for the courts to interrupt the millions of unauthorized user transactions it made possible. And even more than pornography sites, Napster was also publicly framed as the bad guy: knowing, smirking, and complicit in the act of piracy. It was with copyright, first, that the United States began to extend liability to intermediaries in a significant way—and not just because intermediaries are an effective point at which to intervene, but also because their prosecution functions as an assertion of their ethical and financial responsibility.

Pornography and piracy were the biggest public stories about what users were getting away with on the new medium. They overshadowed a quieter but no less pressing concern, the increasing prevalence of verbal attacks and harassment online, often with racist or misogynistic motivations. Usenet moderators, webmasters, and the managers of online forums were
discovering that their healthy communities and lively discussions sometimes devolved into name calling, flame wars, and personal attacks.\textsuperscript{17} AOL “community action teams” moderated chatrooms and even email on the system.\textsuperscript{18} Sites differed, of course, and the tone of a community could depend a great deal on its topic, its membership, and its management. But online forums could be rough-and-tumble environments; some blamed the ability to speak anonymously or under cover of a pseudonym, while others saw it as the product of the particular cultural norms of the earliest adopters of the Internet.\textsuperscript{19}

This tendency for political discussions to devolve into insults was so commonplace that it even had an axiom, known as Godwin’s Law: “If an online discussion (regardless of topic or scope) goes on long enough, sooner or later someone will compare someone or something to Hitler.”\textsuperscript{20} But this shrug of acceptance belied darker forms of online vitriol: hate speech, homophobia, violence toward women, and white supremacy all seemed to be finding a foothold in environments that, at their best, aspired to a utopia of participation and community unmarked by bias or hierarchy.\textsuperscript{21} A 1993 essay by Julian Dibbell in the \textit{Village Voice} documented a startling incident in which an unwelcome intruder in a long-standing online discussion space began harassing the other participants verbally, then went farther. He had the technical skill to instruct the forum software to narrate virtual actions of other players, making it appear that they were assaulting each other or themselves. This “rape in cyberspace” was not the first incident of its kind, and it would not be the last.\textsuperscript{22}

For the most part, concerns about harassment and hate speech online did not rise to the level of public or policy debates, though organizations dedicated to eradicating hate speech were raising the alarm about its growing prevalence.\textsuperscript{23} While harassment and flaming seemed to matter a great deal to users in the moment, the question of what to do about it rubbed uncomfortably against competing ideas about who should regulate speech and how.\textsuperscript{24} Most proposed solutions remained within the purview of the site or forum in question. Dibbell’s essay, for example, went on to document the difficult debates that the forum leaders and participants had about how to respond to the attack: whether to ban the offender, what rules of participation to establish, how to enforce them in the future. The incident shook a community that had hoped, believed, that it could function happily without oversight, but learned the hard way that it needed a system of governance.
SAFE HARBOR

The U.S. Congress crafted its first legislative response to online pornography, the Communications Decency Act (CDA), as part of a massive telecommunications bill. Passed in 1996, the CDA made it a criminal act, punishable by fines and/or up to two years in prison, to display or distribute “obscene or indecent” material online to anyone under age eighteen.25 (It also imposed similar penalties for harassing or threatening someone online.) During the legislation process, the House of Representatives added a bipartisan amendment drafted by Christopher Cox and Ron Wyden, largely as a response to early lawsuits trying to hold ISPs and web-hosting services liable for defamation by their users. It carved out a safe harbor for ISPs, search engines, and “interactive computer service providers”: so long as they only provided access to the Internet or conveyed information, they could not be held liable for the content of that speech.26

The Communications Decency Act was short-lived; less than a year later the U.S. Supreme Court judged it unconstitutional.27 While the justices recognized the concerns motivating the bill, the court ruled that CDA overreached in terms of what content was prohibited (indecent, not just obscene), it extended its protection of minors to the content available to adults, and it did not deal with the question of whose community norms should be the barometer for a network that spans communities. However, because the safe harbor amendment was not at issue in the Supreme Court decision, it survived the ruling.28

Now known as Section 230 of U.S. telecommunication law, this safe harbor has two parts.29 The first ensures that intermediaries that merely provide access to the Internet or other network services cannot be held liable for the speech of their users; these intermediaries will not be considered “publishers” of their users’ content in the legal sense. The implication is that, like the telephone company, intermediaries do not need to police what their users say and do. The second, less familiar part adds a twist. If an intermediary does police what its users say or do, it does not lose its safe harbor protection by doing so. In other words, choosing to delete some content does not suddenly turn the intermediary into a “publisher,” nor does it require the service provider to meet any standard of effective policing. As Milton Mueller writes, Section 230 “was intended both to immunize [online service providers] who did nothing to restrict or censor their users’ communications, and to immunize OSPs who took some effort to discourage or restrict online pornography and other forms of undesirable content.
Intermediaries who did nothing were immunized in order to promote freedom of expression and diversity online; intermediaries who were more active in managing user-generated content were immunized in order to enhance their ability to delete or otherwise monitor ‘bad’ content.”30 This second half was crafted so that the safe harbor would not create legal jeopardy for intermediaries that chose to moderate in good faith, by making them more liable for it than if they had simply turned a blind eye.31

These competing impulses, between allowing intermediaries to stay out of the way and encouraging them to intervene, continue to shape the way we think about the role and responsibility of all Internet intermediaries, and has extended to how we regulate social media platforms. From a legal standpoint, broad and conditional safe harbors are profoundly advantageous for Internet intermediaries. As Rebecca Tushnet put it, “Current law often allows Internet intermediaries to have their free speech and everyone else’s too.”32 It also provided ISPs and search engines with the framework upon which they depended for the next fifteen years: intervening on the terms they choose, while proclaiming their neutrality as a way to avoid obligations they prefer not to meet.

In a phrase common to their terms of service agreements (and many advantageous legal contracts), social media platforms can claim “the right but not the responsibility” to remove users and delete content. This is classic legal language, designed to protect a provider from as much liability as possible while ensuring it the most discretionary power.33 But the phrase captures the enviable position that the Section 230 safe harbor offers. And it is an apt description for the legal and cultural standing that platforms have enjoyed since, particularly in the United States.

Section 230 extends a legislative distinction common to U.S. telecommunication law between publishers that provide information (and therefore can be held liable for it) and distributors that merely circulate the information of others (and thus should not be held liable)—known as the “content/conduit” distinction.34 Since ISPs offered “access” to the Internet, and did not produce the content they help circulate, the law prioritized the free movement of information, and limited ISPs’ liability for the content users circulated through them.35 As with telephone systems, holding an intermediary liable for what users say or do might be an incentive to monitor users proactively and shut down anything that looked risky. This would be not only practically impossible and financially unbearable but also politically
undesirable. Legislators and technologists feared that this might also discourage innovation, as new ISPs or interactive computer services might not dare enter the market if the immediate legal risks were too costly.

Robert Horwitz reminds us that the U.S. approach toward media and telecommunication regulation has been markedly consistent, despite having historically regulated print, broadcasting, and telecommunications industries under separate regimes. First, U.S. regulation struggles to balance individualistic and collectivist interpretations of the First Amendment. The individualistic interpretation takes the First Amendment literally: speakers have the right to speak, a right that should not be abridged. If speakers speak, they should not be prevented from doing so based on who they are or what they have to say. The collectivist interpretation takes into account that, in practical terms, not everyone gets to speak with the same visibility. The obligation of policy is to cultivate a speech environment in which a diversity of speakers and perspectives is represented: this sometimes means ensuring the individual right to speak, but it can also mean regulating the medium or its stakeholders so as to produce the conditions for a robust marketplace of ideas. U.S. policy has shifted in emphasis, striking a different balance for broadcasting, print, and telecommunications, but always it is some version of this tension.

Second, U.S. policy makers seem to privilege the rights of providers over the public interest at issue. This has a great deal to do with the general friendliness of U.S. policy toward the market and market actors in general, and because publishers and broadcasters have successfully played up the fact that they are both facilitators of speech and speakers themselves. As Horwitz documents, U.S. courts and the Federal Communications Commission seem to privilege providers even when they’re imposing obligations on them. The now-defunct Fairness Doctrine, which obligated broadcasters to provide air time to opposing political candidates and viewpoints, was a strong swing toward a collectivist notion of speech protection, and put a significant obligation on broadcasters. But even within this obligation, broadcasters were in practice given a great deal of freedom to determine how they met it. Broadcasters could decide who represented the opposing viewpoint, and had a great deal of latitude in scheduling it.

Section 230 similarly tries to balance the individualistic and collectivist interpretations of freedom of expression doctrine, and similarly errs on the side of intermediaries. Offering ISPs and search engines the protection afforded to “conduits” like the telephone companies granted them a powerful
safe harbor—with no matching obligation to serve the public in any specific way. Offering them indemnity even if they do intervene meant that they could pick and choose how and when to do so, without even being held to account as “publishers,” or for meeting any particular standards for how they do so.

This is the regulatory framework, at least in the United States, that platforms inherited. Outside of the United States, few nations offer the robust safe harbor provided in Section 230. Rebecca MacKinnon and her research team dub the U.S. approach “broad immunity,” the most lenient of three intermediary liability regimes they identify. Most of the European Union nations, as well as Russia and most South American nations, offer intermediaries “conditional liability,” which is more akin to the U.S. rules for copyright: platforms are not liable for what their users post or distribute, as long as they have no “actual knowledge” of, and did not produce or initiate, the illegal or illicit material; they must respond to requests from the state or the courts to remove illicit third-party content. China and many of the nations in the Middle East impose “strict liability,” requiring Internet intermediaries to actively prevent the circulation of illicit or unlawful content. This generally means proactively removing or censoring, often in direct cooperation with the government. Without a regulatory bulwark against state intervention, these private actors are much more beholden to government demands. Finally, some nations, for example in sub-Saharan Africa, have not instituted laws articulating the responsibilities of Internet intermediaries in any form, leaving intermediaries there uncertain about what they might or might not be liable for.

**PLATFORMS ARE GROWING OUT OF SAFE HARBOR**

While safe harbor provisions have held up for two decades, three distinct challenges are helping reveal their limitations, and in some cases are fueling calls for their reconsideration.

First and perhaps most obvious, most of these laws were not designed with social media platforms in mind, though platforms have managed to enjoy them anyway. Most of the policies that currently apply to social media platforms were intended for a broader category of online services and access providers. When Section 230 was being crafted, few such platforms existed. U.S. lawmakers were regulating a web largely populated by ISPs and amateur web “publishers”—amateurs posting personal pages, companies designing stand-alone websites, and online communities having discussions. Besides
the ISPs that provided access to the network, the only intermediaries at the
time were those ISPs that doubled as content “portals,” like AOL and
Prodigy; the earliest search engines, like Altavista and Yahoo; and operators
of BBS systems, chatrooms, and newsgroups. The law predates not just
Facebook but MySpace, Friendster, and Livejournal; not just YouTube but
Veoh and Metacafe; not just Soundcloud but Last.fm and Lala, as well as
Napster and its peer-to-peer brethren; even Google. Blogging was in its
infancy, well before the invention of large-scale blog-hosting services like
Blogspot and Wordpress; eBay, Craigslist, and Match.com were less than a
year old; and the ability to comment on a web page had not yet been
modularized into a plug-in.

Although they were not included in or anticipated by the law, social
media platforms have generally claimed that they enjoy its safe harbor.42
Section 230, designed to apply to online services and access providers, in-
cluded a third category awkwardly called “access software providers” to
capture these early sites that hosted content provided by users.43 Such a site
is defined as “a provider of software (including client or server software),
or enabling tools that do any one or more of the following: (a) filter, screen,
allow, or disallow content; (b) pick, choose, analyze, or digest content; or
(c) transmit, receive, display, forward, cache, search, subset, organize, reor-
ganize, or translate content.” Contemporary social media platforms fit this
category, but they also complicate it. This definition might capture YouTube’s
ability to host, sort, and queue up user-submitted videos, but it is an ill fit
for YouTube’s ContentID techniques for identifying and monetizing copy-
righted material. It may approximate some of what Facebook offers, but it
could hardly have anticipated Facebook’s NewsFeed algorithm.

Social media platforms are eager to hold on to the safe harbor protec-
tions enshrined in Section 230, shielding them from liability for nearly
anything that their users might say or do. But all of them also take advantage
of the second half of its protection: nearly all platforms impose their own
rules and police their sites for offending content and behavior themselves.
In most cases their ceaseless and systematic policing cuts much, much
deeper than the law requires. In terms of impact on public discourse and
the lived experience of users, the rules these platforms impose probably
matter more than the legal restrictions under which they function.

Safe harbor gives platforms room to choose when, to what degree, and
why to claim responsibility for the material that they host—beyond what
is legally required. They have reasons to be reluctant to take on this task,
but they also have reasons to take it on. These are mostly economic reasons, though not exclusively so. Most social media platforms, if they have a functioning business model at all, depend on either advertising, on the data their users generate, or both. Troubling content can scare off wary advertisers, who are not eager to see their products paired with an X-rated video or a xenophobic rant. Platforms fear that users will leave if the site is overwhelmed by porn or trolls. No matter how successful or established or near-monopolistic, platform operators all fear users flocking en masse to a competitor. While the major platforms have developed clever ways to keep users within their ecosystem, they remain haunted by the fact that alternatives are “just one click away.” A graveyard of past social media services like MySpace and Digg linger in their discussions as cautionary tales of how a successful platform can collapse when users decide that it is not serving their interests or that a better alternative exists. And to be fair, these economic considerations are intertwined with other kinds: the deeply felt commitment of the platform operators to nurture a community or encourage the best creative output of their users; a sense of public obligation, especially as a platform grows and exerts greater influence on the public landscape; and the day-to-day need to respond to criticisms leveled by angry users, journalists, or activists.

Racy or unpleasant content and behavior, even if users are fine with it, does not always fit neatly with a platform’s effort to protect its public brand. This concern certainly motivated Apple’s 2010 efforts to purge not only sex apps but also badly designed apps as well—this policy represented two forms of quality control more than a moral or legal imperative. YouTube may want everyone to post, but it also partners with professional content producers and offers incentives to high-quality and popular amateurs. Patrolling its platforms for the gruesome and the obscene is part of tending to its public image and protecting its advertising revenue.

A second challenge is that while these intermediary liability regimes are bound by nation or region, platforms often are not. An ISP is almost exclusively located in the nation in which regulation is imposed and enforced, in terms of the (physical and legal) location of the company, its material infrastructure, and its users. This is not the case for the likes of Twitter, Instagram, or Wikipedia. Most of the major social media platforms today are, as corporate and legal entities, based in the United States, where they enjoy the broadest safe harbor, but they serve millions of users living in
nations that impose much stricter liability, or have specific requirements about responding to state or court requests to remove content.

Major social media platforms have had to develop their own policies on how to respond to requests from foreign governments to remove content. Google famously pulled out of China rather than filter its search results according to Chinese dictates (although there was certainly a variety of motivations for the move). LinkedIn remained by honoring the Chinese government’s policies and seeking financial investment from Chinese firms. Twitter will remove tweets in response to government requests, but does so only for users in that nation (rather than removing them from the entire service) and makes clear what has been removed and at whose behest. Many of the major platforms publish data on the number of removal requests they receive, by country and by category of request.

Because Western platforms have sometimes been reluctant to honor removal requests from foreign governments, some nations have threatened to block content they deem illegal or offensive. China and the Islamic nations of the Middle East and North Africa have been most aggressive with this tactic. This typically involves providing local ISPs with a “blacklist” of pages deemed criminal or otherwise unacceptable. This is more complicated, of course, on massive platforms where the offending post or video is just one element of a complex and constantly changing archive. This can lead to “overfiltering,” where a nation ends up blocking not just a single YouTube video or Facebook user, but YouTube or Facebook in its entirety. What often follows is a high-stakes game of chicken: platforms do not relish being blocked from an entire nation of users; at the same time, doing so is risky for the government as well, as the policy may have costs in terms of public sentiment. For countries with a stronger commitment to freedom of expression or independent telecommunications, this tendency to block legitimate content along with the offensive is an unpalatable one, but others may justify it as a bulwark against an unwelcome intrusion of Western culture and values.

Third, a slow reconsideration of platform responsibility has been spurred by categories of content particularly abhorrent to users and governments. Public and policy concerns around illicit content, at first largely focused on sexually explicit and graphically violent images, have expanded in recent years to include hate speech, self-harm, and extremism; and to deal with the enormous problem of user behavior targeting other users, including
misogynistic, racist, and homophobic attacks, trolling, harassment, and threats of violence. These hesitations are growing in all corners of the world: even U.S. policy, with the broadest safe harbor, has shifted in the face of specific concerns.

Most pressing has been, unsurprisingly, the issue of terrorism. Certainly, terrorist organizations have grown increasingly savvy in the use of social media platforms. At the same time, terrorism offers a compelling rationale for the imposition of policies that may have other aims as well. Even in the United States, where the First Amendment provides intermediaries a powerful shield against government intrusion, inhibiting terrorism can be a convincing counterargument. But as ISIS and other extremist groups have distributed gruesome beheading videos and glossy recruitment propaganda on YouTube and Twitter, and more quietly coordinated with supporters and radicalized the disaffected, pressure from Western governments on social media companies to “crack down” on terrorist organizations has grown.

In Europe, this has meant an increasing expectation that platforms, once informed of terrorist content, must remove it quickly. Under the U.K. Terrorism Act of 2006, platforms have only two days to comply with a take-down request; otherwise, they are deemed to have “endorsed” the terrorist content. Others have called for imposing fines on platforms for failing to remove terrorist materials, compelling them to cooperate more readily with police investigating terrorist incidents, and requiring them to share data with counterterrorist investigators. Several governments in the Middle East have instituted new antiterrorism laws (or attempted to) that affect platforms. In Egypt, for example, a law drafted in 2014 gave authorities much wider latitude to intervene in and surveil online communication for suspected terrorist activity. Similar laws have been passed in Jordan, Qatar, and Saudi Arabia. In the United States, several lawsuits have been brought by the families of victims of terrorist attacks against Twitter or Facebook for providing “material support” to terrorist organizations, though none has succeeded thus far.

Hate speech and racial violence have also fueled debates about the obligations of social media platforms, particularly in Europe. Germany and France both have laws prohibiting the promotion of Nazism, anti-Semitism, and white supremacy. As we saw, the French law produced one of the earliest online content cases, in which Yahoo was compelled to prevent French users from accessing online auctions of Nazi memorabilia. More
recently, when anti-Semitic comments began appearing on Twitter under the hashtag #unbonjuif, or “a good Jew,” French courts pressed Twitter to turn over the user data behind the offending tweets. In 2016, European lawmakers persuaded the four largest tech companies to commit to a “code of conduct” regarding hate speech, promising to develop more rigorous review and to respond to takedown requests within twenty-four hours. Similar concerns have emerged in other parts of the world. An addition to Argentinean antidiscrimination law was considered that would require intermediaries to proactively monitor their sites and remove comments that were racist or discriminatory, and would even encourage them to do away with the comment features of their sites entirely.

Nations that do not share the American version of freedom of expression have been more willing to criminalize speech that criticizes the government or upsets public order. Some nations are limiting press freedoms for bloggers and even amateur speech on social media platforms. Laws that curtail the press online have appeared in Egypt, Iran, Pakistan, Tunisia, and the United Arab Emirates. In other nations, including Kuwait and Lebanon, laws that prohibit the disruption of public order have been applied to political activists. Some countries prohibit speech that directly criticizes their leaders, and in some cases these rules have been extended to social media platforms. In 2012, authorities in Brazil arrested the head of Google Brazil for refusing to remove YouTube videos that targeted Brazilian political candidates, and Facebook now complies with Turkish law criminalizing defamation of the country’s founder, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, or the burning of the Turkish flag, by removing any such content flagged by users. Facebook works with Pakistan to remove online blasphemy, with Vietnam to remove antigovernment content, and with Thailand to remove criticism of the royal family.

Other countries have used laws that purportedly combat cybercrime, protect children, or prohibit terrorist content as ways to pressure platforms to remove politically contentious materials. Russia has been the innovator in this regard. In 2009, Russian law held that website owners are responsible for what users post in the comments on their site. In 2012, Russia developed a “blacklist” of sites that include “forbidden information”—on, for example, illicit drugs, porn, and suicide—and required Russian ISPs to block these sites. ISPs were forced to respond to requests not only from the court or state regulatory authorities but also from regular citizens, including the Media Guard youth group, which was targeting gay teen forums and Ukrainian
political organizations. In 2014, the Russian government took a bolder step: a new dictate would require any foreign platforms that have Russian users to store those users’ data on servers located physically in Russia; otherwise the whole platform would be blocked nationwide. The revelations of U.S. National Security Agency surveillance by Edward Snowden were Russia’s nominal justification, but many suspected that housing the data within Russia’s borders would make it easier for the government to access that data and squelch political speech. As of this writing, the (mostly U.S.-based) platforms have refused, and Russia has extended the deadline for compliance. In addition, in 2015 Russia decreed that bloggers with more than three thousand page views per day must register as media organizations and follow Russian media laws. Though terms of the requirement are unclear, it seems also to include users with more than three thousand daily visitors on Twitter or Facebook.

The United States has by and large held to the safe harbor protections first offered to online intermediaries. But growing concerns about terrorism and extremist content, harassment and cyber bullying, and the distribution of nonconsensual pornography (commonly known as “revenge porn”) have tested this commitment. Some critics suggest that Section 230 supports a marketplace-of-ideas approach to free speech, but that “so much deference to the content policies of private technology platforms in fact causes a unique brand of reputational and psychological indignity.” A number of platforms have developed specific policies prohibiting revenge porn, modeled on the notice-and-takedown arrangements in copyright law: platforms are not obligated to proactively look for violations but will respond to requests to remove them. This can involve the kind of adjudicating platform moderators prefer to avoid: determining whether a complainant (who may not even be a user of that platform) is in fact the subject of the video or photo, whether the material was posted with or without the subject’s consent, who owns the imagery and thus the right to circulate it. In early 2016, the Obama administration urged U.S. tech companies to develop new strategies for identifying extremist content, either to remove it or to report it to national security authorities. In response to harassment, pressure is coming from users, particularly women and racial minorities, who argue that the abuses have become so unbearable that platforms have an obligation to intervene. Together, these calls to hold platforms liable for specific kinds of abhorrent content or behavior are undercutting the once sturdy principle of safe harbor articulated in Section 230.
Platforms Are Not Like Traditional Intermediaries

The early logic of content moderation, and particularly the robust safe harbor protections offered to intermediaries by U.S. law, makes sense in the context of the early ideals of the open web, fueled by naïve optimism, a pervasive faith in technology, and single-minded entrepreneurial zeal. Even in the face of long-standing and growing recognition of harms and problems, this logic persists. Only a platform defined as a mere service, bought and paid for by its users (through fees or attention to advertising), could launch without giving much thought of community guidelines, could respond with surprise when unanticipated, reprehensible, or criminal uses emerged, and could lean back on a simplistic rendition of the First Amendment. Like the Internet itself, these sites often began with small, like-minded user communities who wanted to see them succeed as much as the developers; much conflict could be handled interpersonally, or through appeals to the “community”—which to this smaller group looked like a singular and recognizable entity, more or less like the developers themselves. Only inside of this logic could a platform provider propose neutrality as a policy, could liken itself to ISPs as mere conduits, and could thus claim protection from legal liability and cultural obligation—a protection that network providers, fully aware of the long debates about telecommunications, had fought hard to assert. The promise of openness, neutrality, meritocracy, and community was powerful and seductive, resonating deeply with the ideals of network culture and much older dreams of a truly democratic information society.71

But if such a utopia ever existed in the smaller enclaves of online community, it most certainly could not as these platforms grew larger, more visible, more global, and more commercial. As social media platforms multiply in form and purpose, become more and more central to how and where users encounter one another online, and involve themselves in the circulation not just of words and images but of goods, money, services, and labor, the safe harbor afforded to Internet providers seems more and more problematic.

Social media platforms are intermediaries, in the sense that they mediate between users who speak and users who might want to hear them, or speak back. This makes them similar not only to search engines and ISPs but also to all forms of traditional media and telecommunications.72 Media industries of all kinds face some kind of regulatory framework designed to oversee how they mediate between producers and audiences, speakers and listeners, the individual and the collective. But social media do violate the
century-old distinction deeply embedded in how we think about media and communication. On the one hand, we have “trusted interpersonal information conduits”—the telephone companies, the post office. Users give them information aimed for others and trust them to deliver it. We expect them not to curate or even monitor that content; in fact we made it illegal to do so. We expect that our communication will be delivered, for a fee, and we understand that the service is the commodity, not the information it conveys. On the other hand, we have “media content producers”—radio, film, magazines, newspapers, television, video games—that make entertainment for us, entertainment that feels like the commodity we pay for (sometimes with money, sometimes with our attention to ads), and is designed to speak to us as an audience. We understand that the public obligation of these providers is to produce information and entertainment for public consumption, and we task them in that role with moderating away the kinds of communication harms we worry about most: sexual and graphic content, violence and cruelty, dangerous kinds of information and knowledge. And we debate the values of those public media, as a way to debate about our values as a people.

I believe we are now dealing with a third category: a hybrid of the two, perhaps, or something new emerging from it. Social media platforms promise to connect users person to person, entrusted with messages to be delivered to a select audience (sometimes one person, sometimes a friend list, sometimes all users who might want to find it). But as a part of their service, these platforms host that content, they organize that content, they make it searchable, and in some cases they even algorithmically select some subset of it to deliver as front-page offerings, news feeds, subscribed channels, or personalized recommendations. In a way, those choices are the commodity, meant to draw users in and keep them on the platform, paid for with attention to advertising and in exchange for ever more personal data. Users entrust to them their interpersonal “tele” communication, but those contributions then serve as the raw material for the platforms to produce an emotionally engaging flow, more like a “broadcast.”

This makes them distinctly neither conduit nor content, not only network or only media, but a hybrid that has not been anticipated by information law or public debate. It is not surprising that users mistakenly expect them to be one or the other, and are taken aback when they find they are something altogether different. And social media platforms have been complicit in this confusion, as they often present themselves as trusted information
conduits, and have been oblique about the way they shape our contributions into their commodities. It takes a while—years, decades—for a culture to adjust itself to the subtle workings of a new information system, and to stop expecting from it what traditional systems provided. This shift, not just in the size and prominence of platforms but in their purpose and practice when it comes to mediating our content, may warrant a full reconsideration of what we expect of them in this regard.

The promise that platforms are impartial is a powerful one, and it is easy to embrace that promise, at two levels: that social media platforms are impartial in that they do not intervene, and that social media platforms are impartial in the way that they intervene. The two halves of Section 230 support this twinned mythology. But the principle of impartiality is a distraction. Even the early web tools, used only to help design a page or run a blog, shaped how people communicate; even the ISPs that served as “mere conduits” had an influence on what we did over them. But the moment that social media platforms introduced profiles, the moment they added comment threads, the moment they added ways to tag or sort or search or categorize what users posted, the moment they indicated what was trending or popular or featured—the moment they did anything other than list users’ contributions in reverse chronological order—they moved from delivering content for the person posting it to constituting it for the person accessing it.

And this makes a great deal of economic sense: for a business that built itself on the hope of advertising revenue, social media platforms had to face their audience, and treat those who produce content as laborers. This is true if the platform is largely a one-way affair, but it is true even if users are just as often posting as they are reading: in the moment a user posts, that contribution becomes raw material for the platform to construct a news feed, a channel, a category, a trend list, constituted for the benefit of the users it is then delivered to. The commitment to advertising revenue and, more recently, the value of compiling user data, push social media away from providing a service for content producers and closer to providing that amateur content for audiences.

There are many who, even now, strongly defend Section 230. The “permissionless innovation” it provides arguably made the development of the web, and contemporary Silicon Valley, possible; some see it as essential for that to continue.74 As David Post remarked, “No other sentence in the U.S. Code, I would assert, has been responsible for the creation of more value than that
one. But among defenders of Section 230, there is a tendency to paint even the smallest reconsideration as if it would lead to the shuttering of the Internet, the end of digital culture, and the collapse of the sharing economy. Without Section 230 in place, some say, the risk of liability will drive platforms to either remove everything that seems the slightest bit risky, or turn a blind eye. Entrepreneurs will shy away from investing in new platform services because the legal risk would appear too costly.

I am sympathetic to these concerns, but there is a whole lot of room between all and nothing. If social media platforms are neither conduit nor content, then legal arrangements premised on those categories may be insufficient. One possibility would be to recommit to, even double down on, Section 230, but with a sober and unflinching eye for which platforms, or aspects of platforms, warrant it and which exceed it. If a platform offers to connect you to friends or followers, and deliver what they say to you and what you say to them, then it is a conduit. This would enjoy Section 230 safe harbor, and could include the good faith moderation that safe harbor anticipated. But the moment that a platform begins to select some content over others, based not on a judgment of relevance to a search query but in the spirit of enhancing the value of the experience and keeping users on the site, it has become a hybrid. As soon as Facebook changed from delivering a reverse chronological list of materials that users posted on their walls to curating an algorithmically selected subset of those posts in order to generate a News Feed, it moved from delivering information to producing a media commodity out of it. If that is a profitable move for Facebook, terrific, but its administrators must weigh that against the idea that the shift makes them more accountable, more liable, for the content they assemble—even though it is entirely composed out of the content of others. And this would absolutely include the marketplace services that present themselves as social media platforms, like Airbnb, Etsy, and Uber: though as part of their services they do host and distribute users’ speech (profiles, comments, reviews, and so on), and to that degree should enjoy protection from liability, they are also new kinds of employers and brokers, and should not get to use 230’s protection to avoid laws ensuring fair employment, fair housing, antidiscrimination, or fair pricing.

A second possibility would be to redress a missed opportunity when Section 230 was first drafted. Intermediaries were granted safe harbor, including the right to moderate in good faith, but this double protection came with no concomitant expectations. The gift of safe harbor could have come
with obligations, just as the grant of monopoly to the telephone company came with the obligation to serve all users, or the awarding of a broadcasting license comes with obligations about providing news or weather alerts or educational programming. Platform moderation could be required to meet some minimum standards, or commit to some degree of transparency, or provide specific structures for appeal and redress. But until intermediary liability law is rethought, social media platforms will continue to enjoy the two sides of safe harbor, the “right but not the responsibility” to police their sites as they see fit.
Some parts of the Internet lack rules. This isn’t one of them. . . . Medium is a free and open platform for anyone to write their views and opinions. . . . We believe free expression deserves a lot of leeway, so we generally think the best response to bad ideas is good ideas, not censorship. However, Medium is a shared space. We want many different kinds of ideas and people to thrive here. Some types of speech tend to stop good conversation from ever happening rather than advancing it. . . . So, we need a few ground rules.

Medium Rules

Explaining the rules is just one part of platform moderation—a small part, perhaps. Few users read them, many don’t even know they exist. And while they often get invoked the moment they are imposed, the rules as stated may or may not have a close correlation with how they’re actually enforced. Still, how they are articulated is of enormous importance. For practical reasons, social media platforms need rules that can be followed, that make sense to users, that give their policy team a reasonably clear guide for deciding what to remove, that leave enough breathing room for questionable content they might want to retain, that can change over time, and that will provide a satisfactory justification for removals if they’re disputed, whether by users themselves or in the glare of public scrutiny. More than that, articulating the rules is the clearest opportunity for the platforms to justify their moderation efforts as legitimate. The rules are their most deliberate and carefully crafted statement of principles—not just of what is or is not permitted, but why. Less an instruction manual for how to moderate, the community guidelines are what remains after moderation, like a constitution,
documenting the principles as they have been forged over routine encounters with users and occasional skirmishes with the public.

Most platforms present users with the rules through two main documents. The “terms of service” is the more legal of the two, a contract that spells out the terms under which user and platform interact, the obligations users must accept as a condition of their participation, and the proper means of resolving a dispute should one arise. It addresses not just appropriate content and behavior but also liability, intellectual property, arbitration, and other disclaimers. It is arguably written with an eye toward avoiding future litigation, often indemnifying the company as broadly as possible against any liability for users’ actions.¹

Its partner document, called “community guidelines” or by some similar title, is the one users are more likely to read if they have a question about the proper use of the site, or find themselves facing content or users that offend them. In deliberately plainspoken language, this document lays out the platform’s expectations of what is appropriate and what is not. It also announces the platform’s principles, and lists prohibitions, with varying degrees of explanation and justification.

It is quite possible to use social media platforms for years without ever reading these guidelines or running afoul of them. But to understand the project of moderation, it’s worth becoming acquainted with them: what they say, how they sound, and what they hope to accomplish. It’s soothing to hear calls to protect freedom of speech and self-expression, and jarring to realize that these platforms need rules against rape and pedophilia. But reading just one is not enough. Looking at dozens of them, across a variety of platforms, helps highlight what is common to all, and what is specific to just a few.²

One might dismiss these guidelines as mere window dressing—performances of principles, ringing so clear and reasonable, that do not in fact have much to do with the actual enforcement of policy, which in practice can be more slapdash, strategic, or hypocritical. I find it more convincing to say that these are statements of both policy and principle—struggled over by the platform operators at some moments and ignored at others, deployed when they are helpful and sidestepped when they are constraining. And they do important discursive work, performing but also revealing how platform companies see themselves as ambivalent arbiters of public propriety.

Legible in these guidelines are the immense challenges involved in overseeing massive, global social media platforms. They reveal how social
media platform administrators try to make sense of and assert their authority over users in the first place. They attempt to provide users with suitably clear definitions of what is unacceptable, even as such definitions are necessarily subjective and shifting and incomplete. They buttress these definitions with an array of logical principles and borrowed value systems, to legitimize their imposition and to support later interventions that, while arguably necessary, are immensely difficult to impose to everyone’s satisfaction. And they are scarred by the controversies that each platform has faced, and the bumpy road that all social media have traveled together over the past decade.

The guidelines also make clear the central contradiction of moderation that platform creators must attempt to reconcile, but never quite can. If social media platforms were ever intended to embody the freedom of the web, then constraints of any kind run counter to these ideals, and moderation must be constantly disavowed. Yet if platforms are supposed to offer anything better than the chaos of the open web, then oversight is central to that offer—moderation is the key commodity, and must be advertised in the most appealing terms.

**HOW THEY SOUND**

These guidelines are discursive performances, first and foremost. While platform moderators do point to them when they remove content or suspend users, the terms of service matter more when a decision is actually disputed. The primary purpose of the community guidelines is not arbitration. Instead, they constitute a gesture: to users, that the platform will honor and protect online speech and at the same time shield them from offense and abuse; to advertisers, that the platform is an environment friendly to their commercial appeals; and to lawmakers, to assure them of the platform’s diligence, such that no further regulation is necessary. They articulate the “ethos” of the site, not only to lure and keep participants, but also to satisfy the platform’s founders, managers, and employees, who want to believe that the platform is in keeping with their own aims and values. So these guidelines are revealing not just for where they come down on a particular issue but also as performances that make legible the anxieties and assumptions of the platform providers, and the challenges they face as they find themselves becoming curators of (often contentious) public speech.

What is immediately striking is the distinctly casual tone of the community guidelines, compared with the denser legal language of the terms of service. As the guidelines represent one of the first opportunities for a
platform to set expectations or intervene in a problem, most adopt a “firm
but fair” tone. But within those limits, there is a range of registers on display:
fussy schoolteacher, stern parent, committed fellow artist, easygoing friend.
The particular voice is typically consistent with the character of the
site—though it is more accurate to say that that character is a platformwide
performance, of which the rules are a part. YouTube, for example, asks
users to “Respect the YouTube Community: We’re not asking for the
kind of respect reserved for nuns, the elderly, and brain surgeons. Just don’t
abuse the site. . . . We trust you to be responsible, and millions of users re-
spect that trust. Please be one of them.” Etsy’s tone is more homespun:
“Please read this page with care, as it explains the dos and don’ts, the ins
and outs, the ups and downs (and everything in between) of being a mem-
ber of the Etsy community. These policies only apply to Etsy.com; alas, we
do not control the universe, or even the rest of the Internet.” Foursquare is
more muscular: “Be respectful of other people. Duh. Keep the Foursquare
community positive! Harassing other people through photos, tips, lists,
shouts or places is SO not cool. So just be nice and respectful, instead.
Comprende?”

Most community guidelines begin with a preamble, offering a principled
justification for both the platform itself and its need for rules. It can be an
awkward dance: a proclamation of the wonders of an open platform, then
a turn to explain why rules are necessary, followed by a long list of everything
that is prohibited. These preambles fall into two categories, and they’re not
surprising, given the popular discourses about the Internet from which these
platforms emerged. Some platforms position themselves as speech machines:
their emphasis is on a commitment to free speech, self-expression, and access
to information. For example: “Blogger is a free service for communication,
self-expression and freedom of speech. We believe Blogger increases the
availability of information, encourages healthy debate, and makes possible
new connections between people. It is our belief that censoring this content
is contrary to a service that bases itself on freedom of expression. However,
in order to uphold these values, we need to curb abuses that threaten our
ability to provide this service and the freedom of expression it encourages.
As a result, there are some boundaries on the type of content that can be
hosted with Blogger.” Dreamwidth, Medium, Quora, Snapchat, Tumblr, and
Twitter adopt similar positions. Users are declared to be largely responsible
for what they say, read, or watch; the rules are reluctantly imposed, and only
to the degree necessary. The understanding of users and platforms here is
an individualistic, mechanistic, and liberal one: the platform must excise the bad, and the good will flourish.

The other sort of preamble, now more common, justifies platforms as community keepers: the platform makes possible a diverse but fragile community, one that must be guarded so as to survive. This frame shows up in the statements from Facebook, Flickr, Foursquare, Instagram, Last.fm, Nextdoor, Secret, Skype, Vimeo, and YouTube; here’s Soundcloud’s version: “We want SoundCloud to be a community where everyone feels respected. It’s up to all of us to make that happen. This page includes important information about our expectations of you while using SoundCloud. Please take the time to carefully read through this information; we take these guidelines seriously and expect you to do the same.” The emphasis is on safety, comfort, and mutual respect. Rather than the rules being a necessary intervention to prevent the inhibition of speech, they are what make healthy participation in the community possible.

These two justifications are not mutually exclusive or contradictory. Sites that highlight the protection of free expression will also at times draw on the language of community, and vice versa. They do not even map neatly onto platforms with different approaches to moderation; rather, they are two available ways to justify moderation itself. DeviantArt even makes this explicit in its preamble: “As the guiding force of this large and vibrant community we have two primary and often conflicting goals in the service we provide for you, the members of the community; the first being to ensure that members are free to express themselves within reason with as few restrictions as possible while nurturing an environment of creativity, learning, and talent and the second is to protect the members of the community, to the best of our abilities, from infringement of copyright, discrimination, harassment, and prejudice.” Free expression and vibrant community have long served as the twin principles for the social web; here they again provide discursive frames not just for celebrating social media but for justifying its self-regulation.

A number of the content policy managers I spoke with expressed ambivalence about the policing they find necessary. While many like their jobs and find value in what they’re doing, they don’t like that it is necessary to impose such a high degree of oversight. As one Facebook manager fretted, “If you exist to make the world more ‘open and connected’ and you’re a content-sharing platform, the critical question to answer is why you’d ever delete anything, right? Because deleting things makes things less open, on
This ambivalence haunts the edges of these guidelines, particularly between the statement of principles that begin the document and the specific rules that follow. Some minimize their intervention. Ning demurs, “We tidy up.” Kickstarter downplays, “We don’t curate projects based on taste. Instead, we do a quick check to make sure they meet these guidelines.” Of course, these disclaimers are cast into doubt somewhat by the lengthy lists of rules that follow. In other cases, the push and pull between intervening and not is even more clear: just as an example, after promising not to be “big brother” about reviewing user content (while retaining the right to do so when necessary), Delicious states, “We are also not your mother, but we do want you to be careful crossing the Internet.” There is a thorny contradiction in these guidelines, between the wish not to moderate and the compulsion to. My point here is not that these sites are hypocritical, but that moderation as a project is fueled by this contradiction: an ambivalence about intervening, and a fear of not intervening.

This ambivalence comes through in other ways. Though these documents are basically lists of prohibitions, they are often wrapped in more positive statements. It is as if the sites can’t fully embrace the policing role they must play without reminding the reader of what the platform has to offer, in a language more suited to promotional material. Some simply preface the rules with a fluffy reminder of the platform’s value: “At Pinterest, our mission is to help you discover and do what you love. To make sure everyone has a great experience, we have a few guidelines and rules.” Others litter their guidelines with exclamation marks like an eager tween: “Welcome to the new Tagged Community! We want this to be a great place for you to find answers to any question you have about Tagged! We’ve established some guidelines that we hope will make this a great place for engaging discussions and insightful posts. Please read them before posting!” Again, Foursquare is the most blunt: “Here’s the thing: Foursquare is great. Help us keep it that way by following a simple set of House Rules developed for (and by!) our community.”

One common way to temper the stern tone of these prohibitions is to frame them as “do’s and don’ts.” Versions of this approach have appeared in the guidelines for Flickr, Foursquare, Instagram, Reddit, Soundcloud, Tagged, Tumblr, and Yahoo Search. This approach forces some platforms into grammatical pretzels, as when Instagram’s managers felt the need to repeat the same prohibitions in both positive and negative terms—“Do share photos and videos that are safe for people of all ages,” and later, “Don’t share photos
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or videos that show nudity or mature content”—or to concoct some “do” platitude to balance each of the “don’ts” they need to cover, like “Do have meaningful and genuine interactions” as a counterpoint to rules against harassment.7 Etsy titled its guidelines document “Dos and Don’ts,” though the body of the document contains only prohibitions.8 Besides harking back to the simplicity and sensibility of “things I learned in kindergarten,” this desire to mix in the positive with the negative reveals a reticence to simply say no, over and over again.

Invoking a commitment to free speech or healthy community is a powerful way to justify rules that will, in practice, limit some users’ speech and ban some users from that community. But these guidelines also borrow other frames of legitimacy. The law, usually U.S. law, is the most common reference point. For instance, many of the prohibitions on hate speech invoke the legal language of protected categories from U.S. antidiscrimination law: “But we don’t support content that promotes or condones violence against individuals or groups based on race or ethnic origin, religion, disability, gender, age, nationality, veteran status, or sexual orientation/gender identity, or whose primary purpose is inciting hatred on the basis of these core characteristics” (Blogger). Also common is the invocation of children as warranting special protection.9 “Be thoughtful when posting anything involving a minor. Don’t post or solicit anything relating to minors that is sexually suggestive or violent. Don’t bully minors, even if you are one. Being a teenager is complicated enough without the anxiety, sadness, and isolation caused by bullying” (Tumblr).

Some platforms direct users to rely on their own moral compass: Reddit urges you to “use your best judgment” when tagging posts as Not Safe For Work (NSFW), while Twitter reassures users that “For the most part, using common sense won’t steer you wrong.”10 Some invoke familiar social frameworks for that common sense: “If you wouldn’t show the photo or video you are thinking about uploading to a child, or your boss, or your parents, you probably shouldn’t share it on Instagram.”11 Quora titled its user policy “Be nice, be respectful”—and while a great deal of further explanation follows, the title alone speaks volumes. Flickr makes a similar move, but in reverse: “Don’t be creepy. You know the guy. Don’t be that guy.” Of course, gestures to common sense ignore the fact that these platforms serve so many communities and subcultures, across nations, languages, and cultures, each with its own notion of decency and propriety. And there is something circular about continuing to gesture to common sense on platforms where obscenity
and harassment have proven so common. But individual common sense, loosed from the particulars, offers a familiar sensibility with which to explain and justify their particular rules.

**WHAT THEY SAY**

When it comes to the details, the guidelines at the prominent, general-purpose platforms are strikingly similar. This makes sense: these platforms encounter many of the same kinds of problematic content and behavior, they look to one another for guidance on how to address them, and they are situated together in a longer history of speech regulation that offers well-worn signposts on how and why to intervene. I want to briefly highlight what these guidelines generally cover, what kinds of exceptions are built in, and how the prohibitions in each category vary when they do. It is worth noting that beyond these common categories of illicit content and bad behavior, many platforms use the community guidelines document for their rules about privacy, intellectual property, and spam. I will not be discussing those here, though it is important to remember that these restrictions can also affect speech and participation.

**Sexual Content (Nudity, Sex, and Pornography)**

The short version: Some nudity is okay for Pinterest, some isn’t. The longer version: Artistic, scientific or educational nude photographs are okay here, but we don’t allow those (like photographs of sexual activity) that could be a bad experience for people who accidentally find them. We also allow images of paintings or statues featuring nude subjects, but may remove things like pornographic cartoons. We don’t try to define art or judge the artistic merit of a particular photograph. Instead, we focus on what might make images too explicit for our community. For example, we don’t allow pornography, and you can’t promote escort, prostitution or other adult sexual services. We’re particularly sensitive about explicit content involving minors—if we find it, we’ll report it to the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children. We’ll remove nude photographs of anyone who appears to be a minor (other than infants).

*Pinterest*

Rules addressing sexual content must cover an enormous range, from the hint of nudity to the most extreme pornography, from the self-produced
to the professional, from the consensual to the abusive. They must consider visual performances of sexual acts, the incidental or accidental or partial exposure of the body, sexual language and double entendres and indecent proposals, sexual objects and fetishes. They line between the appropriate and the illicit is drawn differently in different cultures and communities. No matter where they draw the line, some users will criticize the platform as too permissive and others as too prudish.

Although they differ in the details, most platforms draw one of four lines. For a few, like Airtime, trying to re-create Chatroulette after it drowned in rampant indecent exposure, a strict policy against not just nudity but even “sexually suggestive behavior” was in order. Ask is similarly restrictive. Most platforms draw the line at nudity: Google+ originally prohibited “nudity, graphic sex acts, or sexually explicit material,” but softened the rule in May 2015 to allow some nudity. Similar prohibitions appear for Instagram, MySpace, and Ning. Slightly more permissive sites do not specify nudity, and by their silence implicitly allow it, but prohibit the “sexually explicit” or pornographic—leaving it to the user and the moderator to decide what counts as explicit. LinkedIn warns that “it is not okay to share obscene images or pornography on LinkedIn’s service.” The guidelines for Last.fm, Kickstarter, and Pinterest are similar. And a few platforms are more permissive still: Blogger, Tumblr, and Flickr allow explicit content and pornography.

Especially for the more permissive platforms, anxieties around sexual content are evident. After allowing sexual content, Blogger immediately and vociferously prohibits “non-consensual or illegal sexual content . . . rape, incest, bestiality, or necrophilia . . . child sexual abuse imagery . . . pedophilia.” Most of the more permissive platforms also have robust systems for separating adult content from children, and from adult users who prefer not to encounter it: Reddit, Flickr, and Tumblr use a rating system and lets users exclude adult content from their searches. And on Blogger, users can post sexual content but cannot profit from it: Blogger prohibits advertising on “adult” blogs, or substantial linking to commercial porn sites. The very pillar of Blogger’s business model, banner ads placed through Google AdSense, must be upended when the content is explicitly sexual.

Many platforms make some categorical exceptions, such as artistic representations of the human body, frank images and comment in the service of sexual health or education, and the exposure of one’s own body during specific life moments like birth and breastfeeding. Pinterest’s rule quoted above, which the platform expanded in 2014 from an otherwise bright-line
rule against all “sexually explicit or pornographic” images, is a contortionist’s trick that tries to account for the aims of the person posting, the effect on the viewer, aesthetic judgment, community values, historic traditions of art and representation, the intrusion of commerce, and the protection of children. The site has since added visual examples clarifying exceptions for breastfeeding, nonsexual poses, and artistic works—re-presenting the very images that, were it not for the exception, would violate the site’s rules. In these contortions are visible a microcosm of the legal debates about pornography for the past century.

While the public is more likely to hear about whether a platform accidentally removed a photo of a naked statue, content policy teams spend more time on much more troubling issues: the distribution of nonconsensual pornography (revenge porn), sex trafficking, and the grooming of minors for sexual exploitation. Finally, all platforms are legally required to prohibit child pornography. U.S. law imposes clear and special obligations on content and social media platforms, under which suspected content and users must be immediately reported to the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC). The law offers no safe harbor for child pornography, but it is an obligation all platforms are eager to honor.

**Graphic Content (Violence and Obscenity)**

Crude Content: Don’t post content just to be shocking or graphic. For example, collections of close-up images of gunshot wounds or accident scenes without additional context or commentary would violate this policy.

*Blogger*

Nearly all social media platforms prohibit the representation of violence, obscenity, and graphic content, to some degree. As is obvious from the example Blogger offers, this is more than just kick-in-the-crotch hijinks or fake-blood-spurt cartoon mayhem. These policies govern a range of troubling examples: gratuitous images of injuries, fight videos circulated by the instigators, cruelty to animals, deliberate acts of political brutality. These include everything from celebrations of violence (for example, a fan page that celebrated James Holmes, who shot and killed twelve in a Colorado movie theater in 2012)\(^{12}\) to incitements to violence (a fan page titled “Zimmerman Must Die,” referring to George Zimmerman, the shooter in the 2013 Trayvon Martin case in Florida).\(^{13}\)
This is more than just keeping the gruesome and the horrible away from those who would find it offensive. Posting violent content on social media can be a tactic for doing further harm. A fight in a school cafeteria is recorded and posted to YouTube as a badge of honor; the next brawl might be worse than the last, in order to rack up more views. Posting a video may be a way to further torment the victim, embarrass a participant, or celebrate a victor. Prohibiting the representations of violence is seen as one way to discourage violence itself.

Similar tactics have been exploited on a much larger and more brutal scale by terrorist organizations, who circulate videos of beheadings and other images of political violence. They do so not just to send specific messages to governments that oppose them and strike fear in those who watch, but also to assert themselves as a powerful group in the public eye, to inspire people to join their cause, to goad other extremist groups to do the same, and to affirm a society in which such acts are possible. ISIS has proven particularly skilled at using social media in this way, circulating glossy recruitment magazines and videos documenting the beheadings of political prisoners and journalists, spurring a contentious discussion in the United States about the responsibility of YouTube and Twitter regarding them. Removing this content not only avoids shocking viewers, it preempts use of the platform in service of this larger aim.

Platforms differ, however, in the degree of violence needed to run afoul of the rules. As YouTube puts it, “It’s not okay to post violent or gory content that’s primarily intended to be shocking, sensational, or disrespectful. If posting graphic content in a news or documentary context, please be mindful to provide enough information to help people understand what’s going on in the video.” The platforms have settled on a few different adjectives to draw this line: prohibiting violence that is “graphic or gratuitous” (Google+, Hunch), “unnecessary” (Periscope), “gruesome” (Metacafe), or “extreme” (Vimeo). Is the implicit assumption, if graphic or gratuitous violence is not allowed, that garden-variety violence presumably is? Some sites spell out their prohibition with examples, which can read like a rogue’s gallery of atrocities, presumably each of which has come up on that platform at some point: “the mutilation or torture of human beings, animals, or their remains” (Tumblr), or “realistic images of people or animals being killed, maimed, tortured, or abused” (Apple). Other platforms prefer to speak in generalities, leaving the distinctions to be made on a case-by-case basis.
Platforms that offer live video streaming, including Facebook Live, Periscope, and YouTube, face the additional challenge of moderating live violence in real time. Perpetrators have streamed their violent crimes as they committed them; bystanders have captured violent incidents as they happened; victims of racially charged and even deadly encounters with police have streamed the incidents as a form of witnessing. As Facebook has noted, “One of the most sensitive situations involves people sharing violent or graphic images of events taking place in the real world. In those situations, context and degree are everything.” Platforms must weigh the graphic against the significant, aware that intervening means censoring the broadcast.

Harassment (Abuse, Trolling, and Direct Threats)

Be cool and play nice. The Internet is a pretty cool place, but it also gives people the means to insult and/or harass others without taking full responsibility for their words. We request—nay, we insist!—that while you are on Vimeo you respect the people you encounter, as well as their videos. You are free to disagree and/or provide critical feedback, but please keep it respectful.

It has become clear that harassment is not an aberration but a condition of social media. As Ellen Pao, uniquely familiar with this issue as the former CEO Reddit and a frequent target of harassment and abuse, put it, “The foundations of the Internet were laid on free expression, but the founders just did not understand how effective their creation would be for the coordination and amplification of harassing behavior. Or that the users who were the biggest bullies would be rewarded with attention for their behavior.” Social media platforms have become a space for, and all too hospitable to, all sorts of banal cruelty: garden-variety hatred, misogyny, and homophobia tossed at whomever is there to receive it; brutal gamesmanship of trolling public figures, especially women; intimidations and threats directed at those who dare to be feminist, progressive, or even merely outspoken; expressions of meanness and violence that pour out of already sour relationships: broken friendships, jilted exes, bullies, stalkers. Groups gang up on a single target, shifting between accounts to elude platform moderators. Coordinated attacks often include planning and preparation on other platforms or in private groups, can employ automated techniques, and may even use the flagging and complaint mechanisms, meant to protect
the harassed, against them. More recent tactics include revealing a person’s private information, address, or location (doxxing), manipulating a person’s photo in brutal ways, sending revealing information to a target’s friends or coworkers, hacking and taking over a person’s social media accounts, or calling the police to a victim’s door on false pretenses (swatting).

Many platforms now characterize harassment as fundamentally destructive to the lofty goals of social media: this issue is now “taken very seriously” (YouTube), it rises “above all else” (Newsvine), it is approached with “zero tolerance” (Last.fm). Harassment is a broad category of problematic behaviors, and has grown both as we investigate its nuances and as harassers continue to innovate. It can encompass anything from trash talk to insults to bullying to unwanted attention to threats to stalking to abuse that spills out into real-world consequences. Exactly what crosses the line as harassment varies across platforms. Foursquare draws a wide circle when it prohibits “negativity directed at another person.” Skype even used to prohibit embarrassment, though I suspect this was one of those rules it did not try to enforce: “Don’t . . . harass, threaten, embarrass, or do anything else to another Skype user that is unwanted.” Periscope emphasizes intention: “Do not engage in dialogue or behavior that intends only to incite or engage in the targeted harassment of others.” DeviantArt justifies its prohibition as avoidance of a slippery slope: “Discouraged commentary is typically considered to have the potential to escalate into an aggressive or abusive situation.” Twitter, on the other hand, draws a much tighter circle around what it considers “abusive behavior” (for which the platform has long come under fire): “You may not publish or post direct, specific threats of violence against others.” (This was broadened slightly in early 2016, to “You may not make threats of violence or promote violence, including threatening or promoting terrorism.”)

Sometimes the harassment rules are framed as a prohibition against “trolling.” Reddit, a site plagued by abuse, includes it as a separate item: “Don’t troll. Trolling does not contribute to the conversation.” It then lists a variety of separate prohibitions of what might also count as trolling: personal attacks against others, mass downvoting of a user’s posts, starting flame wars, joining in on an attack against a redditor without knowing the situation, or enlisting others to troll someone. SoundCloud even offered a pop psych theory for why people troll, when it warned, “Don’t: rant, flame, troll or be an asshole. SoundCloud is a social place but it’s not the place for you to act out rage from other parts of your life. Don’t let a personal issue
strain the rest of the community.” Trolls often look to game the platform itself: misusing complaint mechanisms, and wreaking havoc with machine learning algorithms behind recommendation systems and chatbots.

Unfortunately, platforms must also address behavior that goes well beyond spirited debate gone overboard or the empty cruelty of trolls: directed and ongoing harassment of an individual over time, including intimidation, stalking, and direct threats of violence. This is where the prohibitions often get firm: “Never threaten to harm a person, group of people, or property” (Snapchat). Many sites point to the law as justification for their prohibitions against threats and stalking: “We remove content, disable accounts, and work with law enforcement when we believe there is a genuine risk of physical harm or direct threats to public safety” (Facebook). Identifying and discerning the credibility of such threats is of course extremely difficult. The guidelines are generally quiet on how that will be accomplished.

Hate Speech

Hateful conduct: You may not promote violence against or directly attack or threaten other people on the basis of race, ethnicity, national origin, sexual orientation, gender, gender identity, religious affiliation, age, disability, or disease. We also do not allow accounts whose primary purpose is inciting harm towards others on the basis of these categories. Examples of what we do not tolerate includes, but is not limited to behavior that harasses individuals or groups of people with: violent threats; wishes for the physical harm, death, or disease of individuals or groups; references to mass murder, violent events, or specific means of violence in which/with which such groups have been the primary targets or victims; behavior that incites fear about a protected group; repeated and/or non-consensual slurs, epithets, racist and sexist tropes, or other content that degrades someone.

Twitter

All social media platforms prohibit hate speech; the few that don’t mention it in a specific rule include it under a broader category like “personal attacks.” Concerns about racial hatred, white supremacy, Holocaust denial, and sectarian conflict online date back to the early web; more recently, worry about misogyny, homophobia, and hatred directed at nearly every imaginable group have extended to social media platforms. In recent years these voices have greatly expanded their reach, finding purchase in
anti-immigrant and anti-Muslim sentiment in Europe and the United States, and a resurgence of nationalist and white supremacist activity, particularly around the 2016 U.S. presidential election.23

In most instances, platform hate speech guidelines echo U.S. legal language, particularly the list of groups to which the rule applies. This is the most obvious place where legal language overtakes the otherwise casual tone of these guidelines. As in Twitter’s policy, most list the “protected classes,” those groups that enjoy protection from discrimination in U.S. law, developed over time as in a series of antidiscrimination statutes, from Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (which prohibits discrimination based on “race, color, religion, or national origin”), the Equal Pay Act of 1963 (sex), the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (age), the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (disability), and so forth.

Prohibiting hate speech is a safe position politically, and does not require hedging, balance, or exceptions.24 In fact, unlike other rules, which can feel weighed down by the inevitable disagreements that follow, the rules against hate speech sound a clear, ethical note. Medium framed its rule as being in tension with its embrace of contentious speech: “We think free expression deserves a lot of leeway. So, we generally think the best response to hateful speech is more speech, not censorship. Still, we reserve the right to take down hateful slurs, which tend to silence others while adding little if anything.”25 But parsing the way hateful speech is used can be trickier. As one policy representative from LiveJournal put it, “Obviously a site does not want to wake up one morning and discover it has become the watering hole for Neo-Nazis and the KKK. It is, however, nearly impossible to write a policy for, since you also get (a) people using slurs in a reclaimed fashion for an ‘in-group’ they are part of; (b) activists documenting groups that hold those positions to ‘name and shame’; (c) people who are entirely innocent of the alternate usage/history of a particular term; (d) someone saying something thoughtless or ignorant not motivated by animus; (e) people who do hold those opinions fully aware that they are unpopular and devising elaborate vocabularies to talk about them in code.”26

**Illegal Activity**

Harmful or dangerous content: While it might not seem fair to say you can’t show something because of what viewers might do in response, we draw the line at content that intends to incite violence or encourage dangerous or illegal activities that have an inherent risk of serious
physical harm or death. Videos that we consider to encourage dangerous or illegal activities include instructional bomb making, choking games, hard drug use, or other acts where serious injury may result.

YouTube

Unlike the classic First Amendment categories of sex and obscenity, violence and harassment, prohibiting illegal activity and contraband goods is something traditional media do not have to worry about much: except for recurring public worry about the “glorification” of crime, broadcasters and publishers can and regularly do show illegal activity. On social media, illegal activity is much more problematic: here it may be the actual exchange of contraband, or a representation of an actual criminal act being committed. Television networks can portray fireworks, burglary tools, and black-market medical devices; Craigslist could actually facilitate their sale.

Platforms that facilitate the sale or exchange of goods and services must prohibit illegal contraband. While the platform is not selling these items themselves, it is fundamentally facilitating the transaction, and falls under the same kinds of laws that apply to the proprietor of a flea market. Craigslist, Etsy, and Kickstarter have long lists of prohibited items, including weapons, pesticides, fireworks, medical devices, used batteries, and body parts. These items may be illegal in one state but not another, or in one country but not in all; but these platforms generally prefer to avoid these regulated categories altogether, rather than deal with laws jurisdiction by jurisdiction. For example, Apple restricts in all cases apps that alert drivers to the location of DUI police checkpoints, though the apps are illegal only in some states. In other cases, such prohibitions can be good public relations, as when Facebook banned person-to-person sales of handguns, less than two months after the 2015 shootings in San Bernardino, California.27

In some cases, platform managers feel they must restrict the discussion of illegal activity, even though it is merely speech, if the discussion might signal or lead to illegal activity. For instance, Grindr allows “No photos or mentioning of . . . drugs or drug paraphernalia, including emoji” in user profiles and photos. This seems a strict restriction of speech; however, because Grindr combines private messaging with the identification of people geographically nearby, exploiting the platform to facilitate distribution of drugs would be easy to do and difficult to police. Mentioning drugs in a user profile would be an easy way to signal a willingness to distribute drugs privately.
Trickier still are prohibitions on the representation of illegal activity specifically out of concern for its influence on others—for example, the portrayal of drug use. YouTube’s acknowledgment that it “might not seem fair to say you can’t show something because of what viewers might do in response” reveals the needle being threaded here: whether representation of illegal activity amounts to encouragement of it; whether children in particular are more vulnerable to such persuasion; whether instructions are tantamount to facilitating the activity.

**Self-Harm (Pro-Anorexia, Cutting, and Suicide)**

Don’t post content that actively promotes or glorifies self-harm. This includes content that urges or encourages readers to cut or injure themselves; embrace anorexia, bulimia, or other eating disorders; or commit suicide rather than, e.g., seeking counseling or treatment, or joining together in supportive conversation with those suffering or recovering from depression or other conditions. Dialogue about these behaviors is incredibly important and online communities can be extraordinarily helpful to people struggling with these difficult conditions. We aim to sustain Tumblr as a place that facilitates awareness, support and recovery, and to remove only those blogs that cross the line into active promotion or glorification of self-harm.

*Tumblr*

Some social media platforms prohibit the encouragement of self-harm. Strong calls to intervene against self-harm materials, including posts and images encouraging anorexia, cutting, and even suicide, must be balanced against the fact that many people find a great deal of support online in forums where they can discuss these challenging health issues with others.

Of all the prohibitions common to social media platforms, these may be the hardest to justify. Harassment and hate speech have victims to protect. Pornography and graphic violence offend viewers. The celebration of drug use or the selling of contraband encourages illegal activity. Users of self-harm sites are sharing and speaking freely together, expressing genuine opinions, and in some cases finding solace and community. This sounds exactly like what proponents of social media promised. But images of dangerously thin women shared by the “thinspiration” or “thinspo” community, or exhortations about the benefits of suicide make all this sharing and connecting a bit more unsettling.
Platform moderators must then justify their intervention as being on behalf of someone else who will be harmed—in this case young girls (as these are gendered concerns), presumed to be susceptible to influence. This pushes social media platforms to distinguish not between what is reasonable and what is unhealthy but between what is glorification of self-harm and what is merely support for those who struggle with it. Users are asked to not “promote or glorify” (Medium, Instagram), “encourage or instruct” (LiveJournal), or “advocate” for (Quora) these activities.

Real Names

By joining Facebook, you agree to use your authentic name and identity. . . . People connect on Facebook using their authentic identities. When people stand behind their opinions and actions with their authentic name and reputation, our community is more accountable. If we discover that you have multiple personal profiles, we may ask you to close the additional profiles.

Facebook

Some platforms require users to participate using their real names. Facebook and LinkedIn have long insisted on a “real name” policy; Google+ did for its first few years, until relaxing the rule in 2014. LinkedIn also prohibits inaccurate information in user profiles. In addition, platforms that facilitate the exchange of goods, money, or services often require proof of identity as part of a credit card or other payment transaction architecture, though some (like Etsy) allow that information to be obscured behind a pseudonymous profile that need not match the real name and fiduciary identity made known to the platform. And because Facebook and Google+ provide secure login mechanisms for other websites, some of the platforms using these systems have a kind of real-name policy by proxy—sometimes by design, as when Tinder requires that users link their dating profiles to their Facebook accounts.

Facebook and LinkedIn’s desire to tether user profiles to real names broke from the logic of the early web, where pseudonymity was imagined to grant people the freedom to be more creative, intimate, flexible, and honest, freeing them from the burden of social markers of race, place, and gender. But this freedom, many argued, also made it easier to circulate illicit content and engage in harassing behaviors, without fear of social or legal consequence or the social inhibition of being known. Facebook regularly justifies its real-name policy in these terms, as an essential part of
its efforts to protect users from harassment, trolling, racism, and misogyny—though in fact these problems plague Facebook anyway, even with a real-name policy in place. Some critics have suggested that Facebook in fact needs to require real names for economic reasons: the massive troves of user data it collects are valuable precisely because they map to real people.

Facebook has faced a series of public challenges for its dogged commitment to its real-name policy. Some feel the requirement imposes an undue burden on those who have reason to shield their identity: victims of past domestic abuse or stalking, those engaged in politically sensitive activities, or whistleblowers and activists who might fear identification or reprisals. A second challenge has come from users who want to play with their online personas, or to participate through multiple identities. This includes the kind of parody accounts that frequently appear on Twitter and elsewhere, and nonnormative communities like drag queen performers, who have personal, political, and commercial reasons for wanting to be on Facebook as their stage personas, and to manage how they engage socially both in and out of character.

Most other sites (including Medium, Pinterest, Tumblr, Twitter, and YouTube) do not require users to provide real names, but some insist that users not impersonate others—typically this means in a malicious way, but in some cases even in a misleading way, as in using someone’s trademark of posing as someone as a form of parody.

Commercial Activity

Don’t use Flickr for unauthorized commercial activity. We offer tools for the community to license their works to others; if interested, visit our Marketplace. Flickr generally supports photographer entrepreneurs big and small, but we don’t want to be a platform for your commercial activity or your business transactions, except for photos you enroll directly in our Marketplace. In your photo descriptions and on your profile page, you are welcome to link to your website or blog where you might also sell your work, but do not link directly to a shopping cart, checkout page, or pricing pages on other sites, and don’t list prices on your Flickr photo descriptions.

Flickr

With the exception of exchange platforms like Etsy, Craigslist, Kickstarter, and Facebook Marketplace, most social media platforms impose some form of regulation on the commercial activity of their users. Nearly
all social media platforms are themselves profit-seeking commercial entities, of course; the commercially motivated content they provide (like ads and sponsored posts) is treated as conceptually distinct from the contributions of users, which are supposed to be genuine and unsullied by commercial aims.34 This distinction is a false one, or at least an untenable one. But to the extent that these platforms generally offer a separation from mere e-commerce as part of their purpose, commercial activity users might engage in via that platform must be curtailed.

Most of the prohibitions of commercial activity are less about maintaining some ideal about genuine participation than they are assurances that the platform will not be exploited by users or overtaxed by commercial traffic. For example, Flickr and Pinterest, each of which invites the user to gather a catalogue of images, regulates against that display’s becoming an actual catalogue—a listing, that is, of products to be sold, on the platform or elsewhere. Other sites, to ensure that the integrity of user experience will not be undercut by some people’s tactical efforts to accumulate friends or reputation, prohibit “self-promotion.” One could argue that all participation on social media platforms is a form of self-promotion: we perform ourselves, and hope to gain something from doing so, though this gain may be in forms other than financial remuneration.35 What these rules actually require is that users do this fairly, without taking advantage of the platform or running afoul of the spirit of the community: no asking for followers (Instagram), no deceptive means of encouraging traffic (Medium), no manipulation of rankings (Google+), no paying for positive reviews (Stumbleupon), no overposting (Craigslist).

Quality Contributions

Read over your submission for mistakes before submitting, especially the title of the submission. Comments and the content of self posts can be edited after being submitted, however, the title of a post can’t be. Make sure the facts you provide are accurate to avoid any confusion down the line.

Reddit

Finally, some of the rules are designed not to limit the “wrong” kinds of content and participation but to encourage the “right” kinds. Certainly, social media platforms provide instructions elsewhere on how to use the platform properly: “about” pages that describe the service and its imagined
uses, tips and tutorials that guide new users through the basic mechanisms, best practices and FAQs explaining how to use the platform properly and effectively. But this need to guide users toward the right kinds of participation bleeds into the guidelines as well.

Unlike rules against child pornography or personal attacks, where the platform stands opposed to the bad intentions of the user, these rules align the user and the platform, both (presumably) invested in producing a quality experience for all. This alignment, however, is in the service of convincing users to produce quality content and proper participation—work that benefits the platform. Many of these platforms depend to a great degree on their users producing the bulk of the content, labeling it, organizing it, and promoting it to others. This “labor” has been of growing scholarly concern, seen by many as work that goes largely unnoticed and uncompensated, while the benefits and revenue accrue to the platform. As these guidelines reveal, not only do platforms need this labor, they must also manage it for quality control—to encourage engaging material and social opportunity and to deter low-quality or disruptive participation.

Some rules are meant to ensure that user participation fits the functioning of the platform, that, for example, posts be timely or regularly updated (Google Glass, Reddit, Yelp); content be correctly categorized or tagged (Craigslist, Etsy, Hi5, Newsvine); and redundancies and dead links be avoided (Apple, Google Play, Hi5, Metacafe, Microsoft Windows Live, Reddit, Tagged). Other rules urge users to produce the best kind of content within that range of activity, content that is factually accurate or carefully sourced (Wikipedia, Pinterest, Reddit, Yelp); not plagiarized (Newsvine); grammatically correct or professionally designed (Apple, Ask); artistic, beautiful, or of high-quality design (Foursquare, DeviantArt, Yelp); thoughtful or well reasoned, fair and unbiased, open to diverse opinions (Ask, Hunch, Reddit); and relevant, on-topic, and useful to the users who will find it (Apple, Ask, Craigslist, Foursquare, Google Play, Hunch, Last.fm, Newsvine, Ning, Quora, Reddit, Tagged, Yelp). This exhortation can become bizarre, since each rule is so specific to how the platform works: my favorite is from Foursquare: “Try not to add places to Foursquare that don’t actually exist.”

Rules about quality contributions were largely uncontroversial—until the “fake news” problem exploded around the 2016 U.S. presidential election. Facebook and others were lambasted for fraudulent headlines circulating as legitimate news. Some worried that these concocted reports might have influenced voters; one story, that Hillary Clinton was involved in a
child prostitution ring run at a Washington, DC, pizza shop, inspired one man to investigate the shop armed with an assault rifle. Platforms first resisted the notion that they had any responsibility for such content, or any reasonable way to police it. Then Google and Facebook barred fraudulent news sites from profiting from their advertising networks. Facebook also partnered with fact-checking organizations like Snopes, Politifact, and Factcheck.org to mark some stories as “disputed,” and added a way for users to flag stories they believe to be false.

Though Facebook’s policy was instituted in December 2016, as of October 2017, no new wording has been added to the community standards document that could reasonably refer to this change. One could argue that Facebook does not prohibit fake news, it only labels it; another possibility is that in some cases policies are instituted, but their addition to community guidelines documents lags behind.

EVERY TRAFFIC LIGHT IS A TOMBSTONE

Across the social media platforms, at least the commercial, U.S.-based ones, the guidelines are generally similar, and specifically different. On the one hand, the platforms function differently, serve different audiences, and position themselves in opposition to one another. They have historically faced different challenges, and answered them in different ways. Policies develop over time, in ways specific to a platform and its economic and cultural trajectory—as the platform grows, as new user communities emerge and others depart, as it tries on new business models, as international audiences are pursued, or as particular controversies arise on that platform or on others.

On the other hand, these platforms seem to be converging on a commonsense notion of what should be prohibited—or perhaps a few versions of common sense. This does not mean that they’ve all finally gotten it right, or that they’ve slowly converged on some universal norms, even just American ones. They are similar because, despite their material differences and despite any market pressure to differentiate themselves from their competitors, social media platforms structurally inhabit the same position—between many of the same competing aims, the same competing users, and between their user bases and lawmakers concerned with their behavior. They have responded to these tensions in similar ways, in part because of the similarity of position and in part because they have shared tactics, in both official and more informal ways. And they do not function in isolation, but
rather they are together part of a patchwork of governance mechanisms, drawing on a commonly available cultural vocabulary.

Of course, the guidelines do change. Sometimes these are high-profile changes, made with public fanfare; more often they are smaller editorial adjustments. These platforms develop rules both in anticipation of inappropriate content or activity, and in response to it. Unanticipated kinds of content or behavior may be first spotted through the complaints of users, then formalized into new rules or written into existing ones. Most platforms have instituted a routinized internal process: content policy teams must from time to time decide how to translate a new legal obligation into an actionable rule, react to the emergence of a category of content they would like to curtail, and respond to surges of complaints from users.

Platform moderators like to think that their guidelines already represent the values of users, and are responsive to shifting norms and practices, a “living document” that moves with their user community. As a representative of Facebook told me, “I think, for the most part, we’ve been on the same page as our user base. I think in some ways our rules reinforce their norms, and then their norms reinforce or help tweak our rules (and our standards?). But it’s kind of surprising how quickly users catch on to what our expectations are based on what they hear about (in terms of what we are policing) and then adopt them as their own.”42 What is clear, however, is that in other moments the public and its advocates find they must press platforms for change. Revisions of the guidelines often come only in response to outcries and public controversies. A content policy representative from LiveJournal pressed this point: “You know that cynical old saying ‘Every traffic light is a tombstone’—i.e., traffic lights don’t get put in until someone gets hurt at the intersection? Social media content policy is like that: every policy is a controversy. . . . When you look at a site’s published content policies, there’s a good chance that each of them represents some situation that arose, was not covered by existing policy, turned into a controversy, and resulted in a new policy afterward.”43

In February 2012, the Huffington Post ran a lengthy and pointed essay called “The Hunger Blogs: A Secret World of Teenage ‘Thinspiration.’”44 In it, writer Carolyn Gregoire drew attention to the widespread use of social media, specifically Tumblr, by users interested in celebrating and promoting anorexia and bulimia as positive pursuits. Tumblr users (largely young women) were sharing “thinspiration” or “thinspo” photos of extremely thin
women, both fashion models and amateurs, or close-ups of emaciated hips or collarbones. Alongside these, users would share motivational quotes that urged extreme dieting techniques and a single-minded focus on weight loss, document their personal food diaries and track their progress toward unhealthy target weights, and provide emotional support and encouragement for others. Together these blogs presented anorexia and other eating disorders as positive and empowering, and made space for a community of like-minded women who embrace eating disorders as a lifestyle.

This was not a new phenomenon, nor was it specific to Tumblr. Concerns for the use of the web as a supportive environment for unhealthy behaviors, particularly for eating disorders, cutting, and suicide, stretch back more than a decade. Medical and sociological researchers had documented the rise of the “pro-ana” sites, and concern had on occasion emerged in the blogosphere and the press. Pro-ana and pro-suicide sites first emerged in obscure corners of the web, a loose network of personal home pages, chatroom communities, and blog rings, and eventually migrated onto early social media sites like MySpace and Xanga.45

Most see this activity as harmful, sustaining and fueling those already suffering from an eating disorder and luring those who do not with a misleadingly rosy view and the support of a community. But not all agree that the causal relationship is so straightforward. Some have suggested, without dismissing the dangers, that the sites also provide the kind of belonging and support that marginalized communities often seek, both online and elsewhere.46 And some argue that penalizing self-harm communities risks pushing them farther underground and misses an opportunity to intervene more productively.47

Some platform moderators were already aware of this problem, and were beginning to address it. Yahoo began removing pro-ana sites in 2001, after an episode of Oprah drew attention to them.48 LiveJournal and Xanga had policies about “self-harm” as early as 2008. Also in 2008, Newsweek reported that pro-ana material was beginning to show up on Facebook.49 In 2009 the Royal College of Psychiatrists in the United Kingdom called on the government to regulate sites that supported eating disorders;50 a report in the journal Pediatrics in 2011 drew attention to videos on YouTube that promoted cutting and other forms of self-injury.51

What drew the attention of Gregoire and the Huffington Post was that pro-ana material had reached Tumblr. At the time, the image-blogging platform was enjoying a wave of new users; Tumblr had launched in 2007 but
surged in popularity in 2010 and 2011.52 What felt new was that these “thin-spo” blogs were cropping up on such a public platform in such a visible way, rather than furtively hiding out in the shadows of the web: “It is an underground phenomenon, yet it is housed on a platform that is one of the Internet’s newest, burgeoning hotspots.” Gregoire did not blame Tumblr, or call upon it to intervene; in fact, she included a quotation from a Tumblr representative indicating that the platform was already taking the issue seriously and looking for expertise on how to best address it. But Tumblr was the clear focus of the article, and each of the women interviewed in it was using Tumblr for her thinspo activities. More than that, Gregoire suggested that this particular thinspo activity, what she called “pro-ana 2.0,” took advantage of Tumblr’s specific qualities: its burgeoning popularity especially among teens, its glossy look (akin to a fashion magazine), and its combination of publicity and pseudonymity.

Just two weeks after the exposé, Tumblr announced that it would strengthen its policy against promoting or celebrating self-harm, and shared a draft of language it might add to the community guidelines. A week later it announced a partnership with the National Eating Disorders Association (NEDA). A week after that, Tumblr added a slightly revised version of the new rule to its guidelines. But the controversy was not over. In March, Jezebel ran a similar exposé, focusing this time on Pinterest (perhaps benefiting from mass migration following Tumblr’s ban).53 Pinterest quickly announced a rule similar to Tumblr’s. In April, Instagram made a similar change to its policy. Facebook, which already prohibited “promoting self-harm,” made some editorial tweaks to the language of its rule.

Whether these changes were effective is a matter of dispute. Tumblr seemed to have focused more on intervening in users’ search habits, redirecting searches for terms like “pro-ana” or “thinspo” to a health message with emergency contact numbers and away from the content users might have been looking for—which nonetheless remained available on the site.54 Buzzfeed asserted in January 2013 that Instagram and Tumblr had largely failed to remove the thinspo content they promised to ban.55 Pinterest also seemed to have plenty of thinspo content, though it did seem to be blocking hashtags that might otherwise have directed users to it. Facebook, according to the article, was doing better than the others.

It is worth noting that Buzzfeed examined these four platforms and no others, probably because they were the four noted in the Huffington Post and Jezebel exposés, and the ones that had made the most public statements
about addressing the issue. Other platforms seemed to evade scrutiny on this issue, not just in the original articles but in the broader conversation that followed. Few others added any direct mention of self-harm to their guidelines, either just after the controversy or in the years since. In the platform guidelines I looked at, only Livejournal and Medium specifically referenced self-harm behaviors as the four targeted platforms had; only Etsy and Quora included reference to harming oneself in their prohibitions of other harmful activities, as Pinterest had. There were no other mentions of self-harm across the other platform guidelines.\textsuperscript{56}

The way that Tumblr, Instagram, and Pinterest developed their rules against self-harm suggests that these guidelines are open to outside pressure, whether from within the user community, from the press or other public criticism, or from other institutions. The fact that these restrictions not only emerged on these sites but were so thoroughly articulated there may have to do with the prevalence of thinspo materials on their platforms; their broader popularity with women compared with some other social media platforms; or the fit between the design of the platforms and the norms of the thinspo communities that found their way to them. But these are not robust explanations. Thinspo content can be found on other platforms that do not have these deeply articulated rules, and the tendencies of these sites that might suit thinspo are neither unique to those platforms nor essential to the practice—it may be that Tumblr and Pinterest currently borrow a “look” from fashion magazines and make it easy to post images and short quotations, but it is hard to argue that Blogger doesn’t as well.

The guidelines now in place for these particular platforms have been imprinted onto the public imagination, because those platforms were drawn into the specific controversy in 2012 and their managers felt compelled to respond. But it is too simple even to say that the Huffington Post exposé led to new rules on these four platforms. No single explanation can fully account for why the guidelines of the social media platforms have turned out as they have. This kind of public controversy, shining an unwanted light on specific platforms, may push managers of those platforms to introduce a new rule; or perhaps it gives them permission to enact a change they already aspired to make. But there are as many cases in which platforms dragged their feet or were silent in the face of public criticism. Guidelines may be constitutional statements of principle, but they are also retrofitted, polished, and vacated, masking real economic imperatives. Yet they are not without momentum and teeth once laid down.
WHY THESE GUIDELINES MATTER

While these community guidelines documents may to some degree be strategic, self-serving window dressing, they are articulated as principled expressions. Perhaps they are deeply felt principles, reflective of a corporate mission, the aims of founders, the best instincts of Silicon Valley culture. I don’t mean to suggest that they are mere performance, just hollow words. But they are performances. Genuine or not, they work to legitimate the platform’s right to impose rules—not just these particular rules, but the right to impose rules at all. At the same time, they reveal little about the foundational values on which the rules were crafted, nor do they say anything about what happens when they are enforced. We should approach these stated guidelines as, inevitably, provisional lines drawn in shifting sands, the residue of past tensions, and best efforts at workable compromises. But even as compromises, they do forge principles—and they must appear to users as principled.

These guidelines matter. Of course, they matter a great deal in the specific moments of use. They may to some degree guide what users choose to share, what they dare to do, and what they decide not to say. Self-censorship is an important component of the contours of public discourse, and a difficult one to assess. There are presumably absences of discourse, in the shadow cast by each of these rules, things people believe they should not or cannot say. The rules are also invoked by the platforms when content is removed or a user is suspended, which means at that moment they may be part of the way a user makes sense of the platform’s intervention. And they become points around which aggrieved users or communities can challenge such decisions, or question the right of a platform to make them.

The rules established by the biggest social media platforms matter especially, and not only because they apply to such an enormous number of users. Platforms adjust their guidelines in relation to one another, and smaller sites look to larger ones for guidance, sometimes borrowing language and policies wholesale. Startups, short on personnel and expertise, often begin by tweaking the terms of service and community guidelines from the biggest player in their sector—Instagram’s first community guidelines, just as an example, were copied directly from Flickr’s. Sometimes guidelines travel along with personnel: Twitter was begun by the founders of Blogger, and the core of Twitter’s approach to moderation was forged there. Small platforms serving niche communities or attached to particular institutions borrow guidelines from their established and gargantuan counterparts, which
they presume to be well crafted and battle-tested. Drop half a sentence from the guidelines of any major platform into a search engine and you will see a handful, even dozens, of smaller sites that evidently lifted the whole document and swapped their platform’s name in. This kind of institutional plagiarism is fine, but it means that if we think not about the sixty biggest platforms but about the next six thousand smaller ones, the consistencies would be much more striking than the differences.

What is true about this complex tapestry of similarities and differences, echoes and innovations, is that there seems to be a small set of relatively stable orientations, not toward specific rules but toward frameworks of permissiveness and obligation. Together these policies, these orientations, are becoming industry standards.

It’s also important to recognize that some platforms depend on other platforms to exist, and must align their rules with those they are obliged to honor. For example, platforms that depend heavily on mobile use need their apps to pass Apple’s review. This means that the Instagram user is governed by rules established by Instagram, itself owned and influenced by Facebook, but those rules must be shaped to abide by Apple’s standards as well.59 Tinder can require users to link to their Facebook accounts, which means Tinder users are bound by two overlapping sets of rules. Different technological and institutional layers get tethered together to extend rules down the line—creating a self-reinforcing circle of prohibition and justification.

Beyond the specific interventions and disputes, these guidelines also matter more broadly for the values they articulate. These platforms reach an immense number of people, touch an immense number of interactions. What they allow and what they prohibit, and how they explain why, have both practical and rhetorical impact. Part of a democratic public culture is semiotic: the ability to represent oneself in the public dialogue, and to nominate both problems and solutions for debate.60 The extent to which some people or perspectives are constrained or excluded by the guidelines designated by private platforms matters. This is not to suggest that platforms should have no rules at all. But it does highlight these guidelines and policies as texts into which we must peer closely, to see what values they represent and upon what theories of governance and rights they are premised.61

Still, in the end, the written guidelines simply aren’t the whole story: there are real differences between the rules these companies post and the decisions they end up making, case by case, in practice. No guideline can be stable, clean, or incontrovertible; no way of saying it can preempt competing
interpretations, by users and by the platform. Categorical terms like “sexu-
ally explicit” or “vulgar or obscene” do not close down contestation, they
proliferate it: what counts as explicit? vulgar to whom? All the caveats and
clarifications in the world cannot make assessment any clearer; in truth,
they merely multiply the blurry lines that must be anticipated now and
adjudicated later. This is an exhausting and unwinnable game to play for
those who moderate these platforms, as every rule immediately appears
restrictive to some and lax to others, or appears either too finicky to follow
or too blunt to do justice to the range of human aims to which questionable
content is put.

Looking only at the guidelines also overlooks the much messier process
of enforcement, with its mistakes, overreactions, and biases. The tensions
are not going to be around the easy case: something that is clearly child
pornography will be easily removed for violating a widely accepted rule.
The difficulty is at the edges: between racy and unacceptable, between rel-
evant and prurient, between informing and inciting. These guidelines not
only map the current terrain for what is acceptable and what is prohibited,
they reveal the parameters and tensions faced by private curators of public
speech. Whatever lines platforms draw, it is along those lines that adjudica-
tions must be made, and that disputes can, probably will, arise.
three imperfect solutions to the problem of scale

Given the scale that Twitter is at, a one-in-a-million chance happens 500 times a day. It’s the same for other companies dealing at this sort of scale. For us, edge cases, those rare situations that are unlikely to occur, are more like norms. Say 99.999 percent of tweets pose no risk to anyone. There’s no threat involved. . . . After you take out that 99.999 percent, that tiny percentage of tweets remaining works out to roughly 150,000 per month. The sheer scale of what we’re dealing with makes for a challenge.

Del Harvey, vice president of Trust and Safety, Twitter, in a TED talk, “Protecting Twitter Users (Sometimes from Themselves),” March 2014

The problem of moderation is not new. Broadcasters, booksellers, publishers, and music labels have all grappled with the problem of being in the middle: not just between producer and audience, but between providing and restricting, between audience preference and public propriety. They have all had to set and enforce rules about what they will and will not make available.¹ Moderation is not new to the web either. From the earliest days, in threaded discussions, IRC channels, AOL chat rooms, and MUDs and MOOs, users disagreed about what these spaces were for, someone always wanted to circulate porn, someone always looked for ways to harass others, and some parameters of proper content and behavior were necessary. What is different for today’s social media platforms is that they host and oversee an unprecedented amount of content and an unprecedented number of people, and must moderate on a qualitatively different scale.²

The most obvious difference is the sheer number of users, the sheer amount of content, and the relentless pace at which they circulate. It was
once difficult to imagine how traditional media could review, rate, and police all of the U.S. television programming running twenty-four hours a day across multiple channels. That was a small challenge compared to what social media platforms must now do. As one policy manager at Flickr put it, “the scale is just unfathomable.”

Unfortunately, there’s very little data about how large a task platform moderation really is; Jillian York is correct in her critique that, though some of the major platforms publish “transparency reports,” these report only takedown requests from governments and companies; they say nothing about how much material is flagged by users, how many posts or images or videos are removed, how many users do the bulk of the flagging, and so on. We can gather some rough clues at best. In May 2017, Mark Zuckerberg noted that Facebook receives “millions” of complaints per week. S/Z reported that German contractors doing moderation work for Facebook handled one thousand to three thousand “tickets” a day. Twitter’s March 2017 transparency report noted that the service had suspended more than 636,000 user accounts since the middle of 2015 just for terrorist-related activity. Extrapolate from these few data points—across multiple categories, multiple reviewers, and multiple platforms—and we have at least a fuzzy sense of the enormity of this undertaking.

At this size, certain approaches to content moderation are practically impossible. For instance, there is simply too much content and activity to conduct proactive review, in which a moderator would examine each contribution before it appeared. Apple is a notable exception, in that it reviews every iPhone app before making it available in its store. But Apple fields hundreds of submissions a day, not hundreds of thousands. Nearly all platforms have embraced a “publish-then-filter” approach: user posts are immediately public, without review, and platforms can remove questionable content only after the fact.

This means that everything, no matter how reprehensible or illegal, can be posted to these platforms and will be available until it is noticed and removed. Vile or criminal behavior may occur, and have its intended impact, before anything is done in response. Another way to think about it is that there is always something on a social media platform that violates the rules, and typically lots and lots of it. Someone is being harassed right now. Plenty of porn, graphic violence, animal cruelty, and hate speech are available as you read this. They will remain there for hours, days, or years, because of the challenges of policing platforms as immense as these. Because social
media platforms operate at this scale, we as a society are being asked to tolerate the fact that even content as universally abhorred and clearly illegal as child pornography can be and is available on our favorite platforms, if only briefly. At such a scale, the problem of detection becomes pivotal, and perhaps impossible.

But the question of scale is more than just sheer number of users. Social media platforms are not just big; at this scale they become fundamentally different than they once were. They are qualitatively more complex; while these platforms may speak to their online “community,” singular, at two billion active users there simply can be no such thing. Platforms must manage multiple and shifting communities, across multiple nations and cultures and religions, each participating for different reasons, often with incommensurable values and aims. And communities do not independently coexist on a platform, they overlap and intermingle—by proximity, and by design. Some Reddit users may be devoted to just one or a handful of particular subreddit groups, and Reddit is in many ways built to suit that—yet Reddit is also designed to algorithmically collect the most popular posts from nearly all of the subreddits, throw them together onto a front page, then pour the subsequent attention from users back into the subreddits from which they came. This collision of content and of users means that, almost by definition and almost unavoidably, any social norms that might emerge as common to a subreddit group will soon be destabilized as a viable means of governance, as newbies constantly roll in.

At this scale, some moderation techniques that might have fit smaller venues simply will not translate. For instance, the techniques of online community management are ill-suited to the scale of major social media platforms. Managing early online communities depended in part on community members knowing the webmaster, regulars knowing one another, and users sharing an accumulated history of interactions that provided the familiarity and trust necessary for a moderator to arbitrate when members disagreed.\textsuperscript{8} Tough cases could be debated collectively, policies could be weighed and changed by the community. The scale of the forum made self-government possible.\textsuperscript{9} But as these platforms have grown in scale and ambition, traditional community management has become increasingly untenable.

This means that the approaches social media platforms take, toward not just content moderation but all types of information management, are tied to this immense scale. Content is policed at scale, and most complaints are fielded at scale. More important, the ways moderators understand the
problems have been formed and shaped by working at this scale. As a content policy manager from Facebook noted, “The huge scale of the platforms has robbed anyone who is at all acquainted with the torrent of reports coming in of the illusion that there was any such thing as a unique case. . . . On any sufficiently large social network everything you could possibly imagine happens every week, right? So there are no hypothetical situations, and there are no cases that are different or really edgy. There’s no such thing as a true edge case. There’s just more and less frequent cases, all of which happen all the time.”10 What to do with a questionable photo or a bad actor changes when you’re facing not one violation but hundreds exactly like it, and thousands much like it, but slightly different in a thousand ways. This is not just a difference of size, it is fundamentally a different problem. For large-scale platforms, moderation is industrial, not artisanal.

Given the enormity of the archives they manage, social media platforms have had to develop a set of “solutions” to the challenge of detecting problematic content and behavior at scale. Some have updated approaches taken by traditional media, where the responsibility of editorial review remains fully in the hands of the platform; oversight is imposed before the content is made available. But this is a resource-intensive approach that is difficult to scale. Many have offloaded the first line of review to users, relying on community flagging to identify problematic content for further review. Doing so takes advantage of the user base by deputizing users into the moderation process, but requires a great deal of interpretation and coordination. And many are exploring computational techniques that promise automatic detection of specific kinds of problematic content like pornography, harassment, and hate speech. This depends on sophisticated software for matching new content with known violations, and increasingly on machine-learning algorithms evolving to recognize problematic content. These techniques promise to avoid the problems of human biases, but they threaten to introduce some of their own.

I will be discussing these three strategies as ideal types, abstract approaches to the problem of detection. In practice, these strategies overlap in messy ways, they require an immense amount of labor and resources, some decisions are more ad hoc, and the results are not always as expected. But even if the three types are unattainable ideals, it is important to consider them: for what they entail, for their priorities and presumptions, for the kinds of problems they presume to solve and the kinds of problems they introduce.
EDITORIAL REVIEW

Some platforms take it upon themselves to identify problematic content or behavior before it can cause offense or harm. Content is reviewed by someone in the employ of the platform, who approves or rejects content before it is posted. This kind of editorial review is a gargantuan undertaking, which means few of the major platforms rely on it exclusively. Still, it is worth noting what is required—both because it is a viable approach, at least in principle, and because, when a platform opts instead for more distributed or automated approaches, all of the steps and the labor involved in editorial review must be relocated somewhere, in some form.

Editorial review of platforms is most similar to the ways traditional media handle offensive content. Of course, traditional broadcast and publishing media have the advantage that they typically oversee the production of that content before it ever reaches their audience. Television shows are commissioned and produced, news articles are assigned and filed. Even independent productions, be it a television pilot or an unsigned demo recording, have to be brought to the distributor for consideration. For U.S. films, for example, the MPAA ratings board is charged (by the major studios) with imposing its ratings system on all films slated for U.S. release. It is feasible for that board to screen every film before it goes to theaters, and it has the authority to demand changes. Some films are released without a rating, but they find it hard to get major theater distribution or advertise in major newspapers.¹¹

Even when schedules are tighter, editorial review is still possible for traditional media. Because editorial judgments about quality or relevance determine whether something will appear at all, in that same moment a judgment can be made as to whether it might also be offensive or harmful. Language in a magazine article can be adjusted before it goes to print, whether for clarity or propriety; a television program or prerecorded radio broadcast can be trimmed, whether for length or age appropriateness. Having possession and control of the material before it reaches an audience is fundamental to that editorial review. Live broadcasting, then, poses the biggest challenge, because there is no moment between production and distribution: news broadcasts and call-in programs cannot anticipate what might happen in front of a hot microphone. Yet even here, broadcast media have established a tiny but sufficient time lag: the seven-second delay, a technical gap between the moment happening in front of the camera and when that moment goes out to audiences. This delay reinserts the briefest
opportunity for prepublication, editorial review—just long enough for a quick-fingered censor to “bleep” out profanity, or cut the feed if something truly outrageous occurs.12

The dream of editorial review, if not always the reality, is perfect moderation. If it is done correctly, nothing that reaches the public violates the rules. Audiences would not be offended, regulations would be honored, corporate brands would be untarnished. It is an airless vision of public culture, but it speaks to the challenges and anxieties media distributors face. The additional dream, much harder to achieve, is that the provider could toe that line between satisfying the audience’s desires, which might call for titillation, shock, or ribaldry, without offending them. Striking that balance is much more challenging. Either way, the proactive review of traditional media has the benefit of never showing the audience what it might have seen otherwise. This avoids offense but also avoids alerting viewers to what is being excluded.

Editorial review is, in most countries, an obligation: broadcasters can be fined millions for allowing profanity or nudity to be broadcast; newspapers can be pilloried for publishing a gruesome photograph or revealing classified information. And broadcasters have actively internalized this obligation not only to avoid offending viewers but to fend off the greater intrusion or oversight from regulators. Even so, stuff slips through.13

The expectation of perfect enforcement has not been extended to social media platforms, which largely enjoy the safe harbor that U.S. and European law has provided for Internet intermediaries. So only certain providers have voluntarily taken on this burden. Among the largest social media platforms, Apple’s App Store is the only one that has instituted a review mechanism for user-provided content that precedes the content’s being made available. For Apple, this was extremely important. Ensuring the user “freedom from porn,” as Steve Jobs notoriously promised, was just part of the broader promise of the iPhone and iPad.14 Apple wanted the feel and experience of each device to seamlessly extend to the apps designed for it. Imposing a review process for third-party apps, to ensure that they meet Apple’s standards of technical quality and design but also of propriety, was a way to protect the Apple brand—by extending the boundaries of the commodity itself to include not just the iPhone or iPad but a carefully moderated set of apps for them.

Reviewing apps in a timely and careful way is hard enough. But the reality is that editorial review requires Apple to impose a guiding hand along the
entire path of app development, and to position the App Store as a bottleneck through which apps must pass. This bottleneck depends on a combination of technical constraints, contractual and legal obligations, and human assessment; it powerfully shapes what apps get made, how they are designed, and how Apple sells and distributes them to users.

All iPhones and iPads remain “tethered” to Apple. This means that Apple can upgrade an app or delete it remotely, can extract fees from any financial exchanges, and can collect user data from within them. It also makes Apple obligatory: developers must work exclusively through Apple, using Apple software to design their apps, abiding by Apple’s terms, and finally submitting apps for review. Users can get only the apps that Apple approves and distributes. The scope of this highly structured bottleneck is largely invisible to most users, and can be somewhat obscure even to the developers who depend on it.

First, the Software Development Kit (SDK) designers need to create apps compliant with iOS devices is available only from Apple. That SDK structures what software app developers can use, how the app will communicate with the device, what kind of user data can be collected, and so forth. Even to get the SDK, a developer must sign a contract, which not only specifies the technical standards and economic obligations Apple demands but also requires the developer to submit any app for review. All of this allows Apple to guide the development of and “certify” apps—as functionally sound, and as editorially acceptable.

Second, the App Store is the only place where Apple users can get iOS apps. Unlike Google’s Android phones, iPhones will install software only from the App Store. Some users have managed to circumvent these digital protections, “jailbreaking” their iPhones, allowing them to load uncertified apps from gray-market sites. Still, though jailbreaking a phone is now a legally protected exception to U.S. copyright law, many users continue to believe that jailbreaking is illegal, or at least illicit. And Apple works to foil jailbreaking by closing vulnerabilities with each upgrade of its operating system. So for the overwhelming majority of iPhone and iPad users, the App Store is the only game in town. App developers must pass through this bottleneck, and users must wait at its exit for approved apps to emerge.

While this distribution system was a relatively new innovation in how users bought software, such arrangements are endemic to running a “multi-sided platform.” The intermediary’s economic interests depend on coordinating an exchange between two or more groups (here, app developers
and iPhone users). This bottleneck allows Apple to control the financial side of this exchange as well: how prices are set, how updates are delivered, how customer feedback and reviews are received and responded to. Extracting rent requires some way to keep participants where rent can be extracted. And Apple can direct how apps are presented to users: how apps are described and categorized, how the collection can be navigated, how new or popular apps are introduced and highlighted.

At this precise point of economic control also sits Apple’s review process. Every app must pass through a review by Apple’s team before appearing in the store. This allows Apple not only to ensure that the app works properly but to prevent spam and malware, prohibit specific software configurations, insist on interface design consistencies across apps, exclude apps that might undercut Apple’s own services—and reject apps it deems inappropriate. Apple has constructed the marketplace, the clearinghouse, and the editor’s desk, all in one place, and gets to set the terms for how they all work. Users see only those apps that satisfy all of these structures of oversight.

Apple has established itself as the “networked gatekeeper.” It is a position Apple wants and enjoys for a number of reasons, but it is not the only way to run an app store. Android developers can distribute their apps through the Play Store, Google’s official app store, but they can also provide apps independently, can even create Android app markets of their own. Users who can’t find the pornographic apps they want, for example, can go to Mikandi to get their fill. Google retains the ability to kill apps loaded on Android phones, though so far it has reserved this power for removing malware or privacy breaches. This means Google does not, and cannot, claim to enforce content standards on all Android apps, just the ones provided in the Play Store. Still, whether strict or permissive, both platforms share a sensibility that, as providers of the devices and the operating system, they are to some degree responsible for the apps that run atop them.

But Apple’s approach, more than most, puts it in a precarious position, practically and politically. Requiring review must come with a promise to move apps through that review process expeditiously, an enormous challenge for a small team tasked with carefully but quickly reviewing a growing queue of apps. The bottleneck must not become a logjam; for small-scale developers, a delay or an unanticipated rejection can be costly, even devastating. A gatekeeper quickly comes under pressure to articulate guidelines that are clear enough for developers to follow, consistent enough that they can be fairly applied by reviewers, imaginative enough that they can anticipate apps
that have not yet been developed, reasonable enough that they can be de-
defended under public scrutiny, and comprehensive enough to discourage policy makers from intervening. Apple was criticized by app developers early on for guidelines deemed unclear and a review process considered capricious and opaque, and developers regularly complain about delays.24

Editorial review can also creep beyond its stated intentions. What may be justified as ensuring quality content, and may really be about establishing a way to extract fees, can drift into moral judgments. Having put itself in a position of apparent or actual oversight, a platform can find itself saddled with some sense of responsibility, to users and to the public at large. And when review is enacted as and presented as editorial judgment, summarily executed by and in the name of the platform, it is also open to charges of subjectivity, hypocrisy, self-interest, and conservatism.

In 2010, many were surprised to find that Apple had rejected NewsToons, an app by Mark Fiore, an independent political cartoonist whose comics regularly appeared on the online component of the San Francisco Chronicle. Fiore had recently been awarded the Pulitzer Prize, the first online cartoonist to win the award. Fiore’s rejection notice stated that his app, which included comics that poked fun at Presidents Bush and Obama and other U.S. political figures, had been rejected “because it contains content that ridicules public figures and is in violation of Section 3.3.12 from the iPhone SDK Agreement which states: ‘Applications must not contain any obscene, pornographic, offensive or defamatory content or materials of any kind (text, graphics, images, photographs, etc.), or other content or materials that in Apple’s reasonable judgment may be found objectionable by iPhone or iPod touch users’”—a policy at odds with a long U.S. tradition protecting satire of public figures, especially political ones, from charges of defamation.25

After being criticized by the press, Apple quickly encouraged Fiore to resubmit his app, and it was accepted. But NewsToons was not the only political satire app to be rejected, only the most prominent. In 2008, several apps making light of President Bush were rejected, including Bushisms and Freedom Time.26 The election of President Obama was followed by a rash of apps poking fun of the new president that Apple also rejected, including Bobblicious, Obama!, Obama Trampoline, OutOfOffice!, You Lie Mr. President, BidensTeeth, and Bobble Rep.27 Apple also rejected iSinglePayer, an app advocating the “single-payer” approach to health care, by comparing the costs for the user of a single-payer plan to the user’s own.28
When the developer of Freedom Time, an app that simply counted down the days until President Bush would leave office, asked Steve Jobs by email why it had been rejected, Jobs responded, “Even though my personal political leanings are democratic, I think this app will be offensive to roughly half our customers. What’s the point?”

Apple has since dropped the specific rule against “content that ridicules public figures,” and many rejected apps were subsequently approved. But apps continue to be rejected or removed for their political content. An unofficial WikiLeaks app was removed in 2010, just after WikiLeaks released its trove of U.S. diplomatic cables; while the app was not designed or sponsored by WikiLeaks, it streamlined access to WikiLeaks documents and donated part of the price of the app to WikiLeaks, as a proxy user donation.31 Apple executives (like those at other companies at the time, including Amazon, PayPal, and Mastercard) worried that supporting the app and donations would open the company to criminal liability. In 2012 Apple rejected Drones+, an app that tracked U.S. drone strikes based on news reports. Two years later it was accepted—but without the drone-tracking feature and with a new name, Metadata+. The designers then restored the drone-tracking feature to the app after it was in the store.

Other apps ran afoul of content prohibitions for profanity, nudity, and violence. Apple was roundly criticized for censoring news publications and fashion magazines: apps for the Sun in the United Kingdom and Stern in Germany were both briefly removed until nude images published in their print versions had been excised. The comics community cried “censorship” when Apple rejected app versions of the graphic novels Murderdrome, Zesty, and Sex Criminals. Other decisions were seen as prudish, as when Apple asked developers of a comics version of James Joyce’s Ulysses to remove a single panel that included exposed breasts, or when a comic version of Oscar Wilde’s The Importance of Being Earnest was fitted with a black bars across images of men kissing, or when the Ninjawords dictionary app was approved only after developers removed entries for common profanities, or the Eucalyptus e-book reader was removed for including the Kama Sutra.

More recently, Apple has rejected several “serious games” apps, games designed to draw critical attention to some political issue: Smuggle Truck dealt with the hazards of illegally crossing the Mexico-U.S. border; Joyful Executions criticized the North Korean dictatorship; Ferguson Firsthand offered a virtual reality walkthrough of the protests in the Missouri city; Sweatshop HD highlighted exploitative labor conditions in a factory.
Apple also rejected Endgame: Syria, a battle game designed to highlight the ongoing Syrian civil war. Designed by the founder of Game the News, Endgame: Syria was rejected for violating a different part of Apple’s review guidelines, a fascinating restriction that, as far as I can tell, has no corollary in traditional media or in other digital environments thus far. Under Apple’s rules on violence, “‘Enemies’ within the context of a game cannot solely target a specific race, culture, a real government or corporation, or any other real entity.” In spirit, this rule is a component of their rules against hate speech. However, this rule’s dragnet snared apps with educational rather than xenophobic aims, including Phone Story, a game critical of Apple and its partnership with Chinese megamanufacturer FoxConn. The line between personal attacks, hateful speech, and incitement to violence, on the one hand, and legitimate political debate on the other, is being navigated in these decisions, here around an emergent form of political expression.

Apple received the sharpest criticism for its February 2010 purge of more than five thousand apps, already approved by its review process and available in the App Store. All of these apps were “adult”: sexually explicit, though not pornographic (which would not have been approved in the first place), including bikini shots, topless images, peekaboo teasers, and double entendres. That these apps had all been approved suggested that their removal represented a change in policy, an effort to clean up the apps Apple had already made available. Though this was clearly an editorial decision, Apple VP Phil Schiller asserted publicly that Apple was responding to complaints from women and parents. Given the timing, the action was probably taken in anticipation of the release of the first iPad, which had been announced a month before and hit the market just over a month after.

The press challenged this wave of removals. Some suggested that Apple was being prudish, deleting apps that were by no means illegal or even obscene, apps that, after all, some developers wanted to offer and some users wanted to use. Others charged Apple with removing apps that did not deserve to be removed, such as Simply Beach, an app that sold bathing suits. Others suggested that the move was pointless: given that the iPhone and iPad both came preloaded with the Safari web browser, any user could surf the web for content that was far more explicit. Finally, some called Apple hypocritical: somehow the Playboy, Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue, and Victoria’s Secret apps survived, despite being arguably no less explicit than many of the apps that did not. Of course, Apple has the legal right to remove
any app it wants, to distribute the *Playboy* app, even to be inconsistent. But the expectation from the public is that, if platforms moderate, they should do so fairly and consistently.

This was an admittedly early incident in the public life of social media platforms; Apple and its peers have since matured in their approach about how and why to intervene. And the controversy was in many ways specific to Apple’s desire to control its devices and the aesthetic experience of their use, and to a moment when Apple was seeking a new and much larger audience, which might be turned off if a first visit to the app store was an unseemly one. But editorial review on social media platforms, especially of sexual content, continues to be contentious. Google banned the first porn app designed for Google Glass when that device was still imagined to be an exciting consumer market possibility. Facebook has regularly been taken to task for deleting what users argue is artistic, educational, or politically relevant nudity, or isn’t even nudity at all: children’s dolls, Burning Man sculptures, hand-drawn cartoons, even an exposed elbow. Major publishers and cultural institutions like the *New Yorker* and the New York Academy of Art have contested Facebook’s right to intervene as well as its judgment in doing so. The larger point is that editorial review can quickly widen to include decisions that are morally loaded, and financially or politically motivated. In some cases there is no choice that is not political to someone. Even the best-intentioned decisions can appear politically motivated; all moderation, especially when the process is so opaque, remains open to interpretation and criticism. And editorial review requires making decisions that cannot be entirely separated from the imperative to protect a community, a brand, or a valuable set of users.

The editorial moderation of sexual content has implications not just for app developers but for the sexual cultures that adopt these apps and form around them. Grindr, as an iOS app, must impose restrictions on its users designed to ensure that it abides by Apple’s expectations. This includes prohibition of profile photos that even “imply nudity.” Apple accepted the dating app Tinder but rejected the hook-up app Bang with Friends—then accepted the same app when it was renamed Down. It is unclear what motivated these particular decisions, but Apple moderators seemed to draw a distinction between admittedly seeking sexual encounters and seeking sexual encounters under the guise of dating, impressing a cultural and moral judgment onto that distinction. LinkedIn quickly removed an app called Bang with Professionals built on top of LinkedIn’s application programming
The app was meant as a goof. But before you laugh—or while you laugh—recognize that, even if you agree that it isn’t appropriate for a professional social networking tool to include a hook-up service, its rejection is nevertheless a judgment about the edges of propriety for professional interactions, and it’s being made by a small team of California millennials working at LinkedIn.

The biggest challenge is how to scale such a review process. The resources required for a full-scale, proactive review are immense, and grow exponentially with the platform. For Apple, this is challenge enough, but Apple is more like traditional media in two ways: with apps, there is much less material to review, and every submission can conceivably be examined before it is posted without creating too great a delay for the developer. This is still a large-scale undertaking, as Apple employees must review hundreds of apps a day, including minor revisions to existing apps, and must figure out not only whether they abide by Apple content rules but whether they work as claimed and are free of harmful errors or malware. App developers have complained about delays, but so far the system has not collapsed. But for, say, all the images posted to Instagram, or the flood of tweets constantly moving through Twitter, Apple’s review bottleneck would simply be unworkable. Second, apps are developed by software developers. Even if many are independent amateurs, they are more likely to share a set of quasi-professional norms, which shape how they think of software, what they know to be expected, and why it makes sense to honor the platform’s expectations.

Apple is not alone in imposing proactive review, however. Many online news organizations tried proactive moderation, at least at first, queueing user comments for review before they were posted. This approach was controversial: many news sites felt that comment threads were public spaces and should be unmoderated, while others felt that the journalistic commitment to high-quality information should apply to all the material available on a site, and worried that ill-informed or offensive comments would be perceived to be part of the article and diminish its journalistic quality and integrity (and profit). But it was the practical limits that eventually proved insurmountable: proactive review is workable when comments are trickling in, but when the articles that drew the most attention received a flood of comments, review teams were quickly overwhelmed. Many sites that began with proactive review either shifted to moderating comments
after they appeared, gave readers tools to hide comments they found personally offensive, or outsourced the comment space altogether to third-party plug-in tools, partner discussion sites, or major social networking platforms like Facebook and Twitter.49

COMMUNITY FLAGGING

For most social media platforms, the amount of material is so immense and relentless, and the expectation of users that their content should appear immediately is so established, that prepublication editorial review is impossible.50 Few sites attempt to moderate user content before it appears online. Detection, then, shifts from previewing everything beforehand to scouring what is already posted and available. It is in fact a mistake to think of platforms as filters, or even as gatekeepers in the traditional sense of the metaphor, when it comes to content moderation. Platforms are filters only in the way that trawler fishing boats “filter” the ocean: they do not monitor what goes into the ocean, they can only sift through small parts at a time, and they cannot guarantee that they are catching everything, or that they aren’t filtering out what should stay. This also means that even the most heinous content gets published, at least briefly, and the most criminal of behavior occurs and can have the impact it intended, before anything might be done in response. Content that violates site guidelines can remain for days, or years, in these wide oceans.

Most platforms turn largely or exclusively to their user base to help identify offensive content and behavior. This usually means a “flagging” mechanism that allows users to alert the platform to objectionable content. In this sense it is not unlike when television viewers write in to a network or to a regulatory body complaining about offensive material, though in practice it has more in common with the logic of customer service. But flags also hand over policing in part to the community, deputizing users as a first line of detection.

Using the users is practically convenient in that it divides this enormous task among many, and puts the task of identifying offensive content right at the point when someone comes into contact with it. Moreover, relying on the community grants the platform legitimacy and cover. The flagging mechanism itself clearly signals that the platform is listening to its users and providing avenues for them to express offense or seek help when they’re being harmed. As a policy manager at Flickr noted, “This whole idea of having a site where anyone in the world can use it because they have a similar
interest . . . having this whole community of people who are interested in the site’s purpose, who kind of have some—ownership is the wrong word, because they don’t have an actual financial stake, but they have a say in how the site works.”\textsuperscript{51} Giving users a “say” in moderation may appear more democratic than Apple’s concentration of editorial power. In reality, it allows platforms to retain the very same power to moderate as they see fit, as if it’s done at the users’ behest. Changes made to guidelines can be framed as “what users want.” Some complaints can be taken seriously, while others can be dismissed as users misapplying the rules or gaming the system. Liability for offensive content can be rewritten as a responsibility only to respond to complaints, a lesser requirement.

This can still require enormous resources on the part of the platform: Facebook, for example, claims that it receives “millions” of reports to review each day.\textsuperscript{52} And there are problems inherent in asking a community to police itself—more so, in fact, when that “community” is not a community at all, but a user base in the millions or billions, spanning the globe, speaking different languages, with beliefs that are antagonistic to one another, and sometimes counter to the aims of the platform itself. Like a neighborhood watch, its animating principles may be good; but a great deal can go wrong in the implementation. An anonymous volunteer police force from within the community is not always a neat fit when the platform hosts users with competing cultural or political values, discussing contentious political topics.\textsuperscript{53} (The fact that the user “community” is being invoked partly to structure the policing of that community, poses a challenge to the way the scholarship about new media has traditionally thought about online community.)\textsuperscript{54}

When YouTube added a flagging mechanism to its videos back in August 2005, introduced in the same blog post as the ability to share videos and put them into channels, it was a substantive change to the site.\textsuperscript{55} Before allowing users to “flag as inappropriate,” YouTube had only a generic “contact us” email link in the footer of the site; it was intended primarily for technical support and job inquiries.\textsuperscript{56} Since YouTube set the precedent, most platforms have introduced some way of flagging content where it is; Twitter was notably late to the game, adding a “report” link next to every tweet in 2013, after much criticism.

The specific implementation of flagging differs between platforms. Some sites position a flag alongside every bit of content, some allow flagging of a particular user or channel, some provide sitewide feedback mechanisms, and some do all of the above. In some sites, a flag constitutes a single bit of
expression. For example, the (short-lived) short video service Vine offered users the ability to “report a post.” Click, and the offending video was immediately reported. There was no space to articulate the reason why the video was being reported, what rule it violated, or how egregious the user found it. There was no way to “unreport” that video once it was selected. This is the simplest expression of complaint: a digital flicker saying, “I object.”

Other platforms offer more expressive vocabularies by which complaints about content may be articulated, increasingly so over the years. YouTube’s first flag was extremely simple, a single click. Since then, YouTube has gone the farthest in expanding its flagging vocabulary: clicking the flag leads to a menu of choices, each with a submenu, allowing/requiring users to specify the nature of the concern. In 2013, YouTube added a way to indicate the time code where the offending material appears in the video, and a text box for the user to “please provide additional details about” the offending content—though limited to just five hundred characters. These classifications channel user reports into the categories YouTube prefers,
which it then uses to streamline its moderation process. For instance, some categories (for example, “sexual content: content involving minors”) are reviewed immediately, as platforms have strict legal obligations to report child pornography. The rest can be queued up in order of importance: videos flagged as “sexual content: graphic sexual nudity” might be prioritized over those flagged as “harmful dangerous acts: pharmaceutical or drug abuse,” as YouTube sees fit.

Most platforms offer little indication of what happens after something has been flagged. On some, a short message appears indicating that the report was received, or thanking the user for her feedback, in the well-worn language of customer service. But how a flag is received, sorted, attended to, and resolved remains completely opaque to users. In terms of process transparency, Facebook has gone the farthest to date. Facebook’s flagging apparatus is intricate, in part because the service handles so many different kinds of user content, and in part because it has historically taken a more interventionist approach to moderation. Currently, once a report is made,
a “support dashboard” allows the user to monitor the status of the complaints she has registered.

Still, flags are a thin form of expression: they provide little room to express degree of concern, or contextualize the complaint, or take issue with the rules. The vocabulary they do offer belongs to the platform, prefigured in the terms in which the site thinks about inappropriate content. Categories are not only powerful in the way they leave out things that do not fit; they also embody the structural logics of a system classification. Youtube’s submenus organize bad content into genres; Flickr’s distinguish degrees of raciness; for Vine, the only question was to report or not to report.

But even in the most complex systems, flags articulate only a narrow vocabulary of complaint. A flag, in its purest form, is an objection. There is not, for example, a flag to indicate that something is, while perhaps troubling, nonetheless worth preserving. The vocabulary of complaint offers no way to express wanting to defend something that may be offensive, but is also necessary from a civic perspective. Nor do complaints account for the many complex reasons why people might choose to flag content for reasons other than being offended. This means that platform operators cannot glean much about the particular nature of the user’s objection from just a single flag. One might imagine a flag as meaning “I have judged this to have violated the posted community guidelines”—but platform moderators know that this would be naïve. Users may not know the guidelines even exist, they may not understand them, care about them, or agree with them. It is somewhat safer to assume that a flag means something more like “I feel this does not belong here.” A complaint could be fueled by the deepest sense of moral outrage, or the flimsiest urge of puerile chicanery, and it is nearly impossible to tell the difference. With this kind of ambiguity, platform managers can only take the objection into account, as a less-than-fully formed utterance, and interpret it themselves, against the community guidelines they crafted.

While these sites are full of talk about “community,” the flag is a fundamentally individualized mechanism of complaint, and is received as such. But that does not mean it is used that way. Flagging can and does get used in fundamentally social ways. First, flags are sometimes deployed amid an ongoing relationship. This is most apparent in cases of harassment and bullying, where participants may know each other offline. This is not to say that the complaint is any less real or genuinely felt; but it can be a step within a
longer social engagement, one the platform is not entirely privy to. This may be the case even when content is reported as offensive. Flags can be a playful prank between friends, part of a skirmish between professional competitors or rival YouTubers, or retribution for a social offense that happened elsewhere. Flagging may even help generate interest in and publicity around racy content, as in the cases where YouTube has put music videos behind age barriers, and their promoters have subsequently decried the “censorship” with mock outrage, all to drum up excitement and views. The fact that flagging is sometimes a social tactic not only undercuts its value as a “genuine” expression of offense, it fundamentally undercuts its legibility as an accurate read of the community’s moral temperature.

Flagging systems can also be gamed, weaponized to accomplish social and political ends. There is evidence that strategic flagging has occurred, and suspicion that it has occurred widely. Users will flag things that offend them politically, or that they disagree with; whether a particular site guideline has been violated can be irrelevant. The hope is that enough flags might persuade platform moderators to remove it. Even if a platform is diligent about vindicating content that’s flagged inappropriately, some content may still be removed incorrectly, some accounts may be suspended.

Organized flagging is generally managed surreptitiously; while only a few sites prohibit it explicitly, most see it as an unseemly use of the site’s reporting tools. But evidence of this kind of coordination can be found. This is most striking not in flagging but downvoting, on sites like Reddit and Digg, where users try to push “good” content up or downvote it into oblivion. There have been instances of coordination to systematically game these downvoting mechanisms for political ends. But in a similar example, it was YouTube’s flag that served as the lever for political gamesmanship. As Brittany Fiore-Silfvast describes, a group of bloggers angered by pro-Muslim content on YouTube began an effort called Operation Smackdown. Launched in 2007 and active through at least 2011, the campaign coordinated supporters to flag specific YouTube videos as terrorism, provided step-by-step instructions on how to do so, set up playlists on YouTube of videos they were targeting, and eventually added a Twitter feed announcing a video to be targeted that day. Participating bloggers would celebrate the number of targeted videos that YouTube removed and would lambast YouTube and Google for allowing others to remain. Also, in 2012, accusations swirled around a conservative group called Truth4Time, that it was coordinating its prominent membership to flag gay rights groups on Facebook. One of the group’s
administrators claimed that this accusation was untrue—and that the group had in fact formed in response to pro-gay activists flagging its antigay posts. Either way, it seems that surreptitious, organized flagging occurred. These flags are of a very different sort, not expressing individual and spontaneous concern for obscene content, though that may be part, but a social and coordinated proclamation of collective, political indignation—a kind of “user-generated warfare”—all through the tiny fulcrum that is the flag.

There is an inherent paradox in looking to a community to police itself. The user population of Facebook or YouTube is enormous and heterogeneous; there is no one community but rather a variety of users, just as there are in other public forums, with different and sometimes competing aims and norms. These platforms are home to many communities, and some disagree—not just with one another politically, but also in their understanding of the platform and what it is for. On top of that, we know from research into online communities and collaborative projects like Wikipedia that usually only a relatively small but quite devoted percentage of users is committed enough to the community to do volunteer work, police bad behavior, clean up errors, educate new users, and so on. Most people will use the platform as they see fit, but will not take on this same sense of ownership; for them the platform is instrumental, a way to distribute their videos or find their friends or discuss the news. And some sliver of participants will seek to cause mayhem of varying degrees, either because the platform lets them target someone they want to bother, or because they want to undermine the platform itself, or because they simply like to undo others’ best laid plans. Not only must platforms turn to moderation strategies that can function at this scale; social media are also susceptible to the kind of information warfare tactics that take advantage of this scale. Community flagging offers a mechanism for some users to hijack the very procedures of governance.

Even more, as these platforms begin to stand in for the public itself, people no longer see them as a specific and shared project, to be joined and contributed to. Some users patrol the platform as their own form of expression: “I think this post is unacceptable, and I will use the flagging mechanism to make my feelings known.” For some, the complaint may be genuine, a belief that their political views do constitute an appropriate code of ethics, and one shared by the platform; for others it can be quite tactical, a convenient tool by which to silence others. Most likely, it’s somewhere between. And because the flagging mechanism does not reveal those who use it, and turns
their complaints into legitimate and legitimized data for the platform, their aims are obscured. From this ambiguous cacophony, the platform must detect and adjudicate the content and users it should remove or keep.

In 2014, Facebook began suspending accounts of drag queens for violating their real name policy. Hundreds of drag queens who had created profiles under their stage names rather than their legal ones found themselves closed out of their accounts, or received requests from Facebook to provide identification proving that the names they chose were their legal ones. The affected drag queens, especially in San Francisco, and members of the LGBT community who supported them, published angry op-eds, planned a protest, and met with Facebook representatives. After two weeks of bad press, Facebook relented, apologizing to the community and clarifying (though not substantially changing) its rule, so that the “authentic name they used in real life” would be sufficient.

In the apology, the Facebook representative revealed that a single user had been entirely responsible for this rash of flagging: “The way this happened took us off guard. An individual on Facebook decided to report several hundred of these accounts as fake. These reports were among the several hundred thousand fake name reports we process every single week, 99 percent of which are bad actors doing bad things: impersonation, bullying, trolling, domestic violence, scams, hate speech, and more—so we didn’t notice the pattern.”

The Daily Dot investigated and found the person its reporter believed to be singularly responsible. Though representatives of Facebook told the Daily Dot that they did not believe the user (posting as @RealNamePolice on Twitter and Tumblr) was specifically targeting drag queens or LGBT users, evidence from his Twitter accounts and Tumblr blog suggested that his flagging was deliberate: he was aware that he was flagging (and angering) drag queens, and cited Romans 13:2 to explain why he was delivering God’s punishment to the “perverts and sodomites.” Clearly, he was not offended by the use of stage names per se, given that he proudly announced this effort on Twitter using a pseudonymous Twitter handle that did not reveal his “authentic name.”

Twitter and Tumblr were important to this effort, because @RealNamePolice not only flagged accounts he believed were using fake names, he tweeted out those names to encourage others to do so as well. Others, possibly from within the irate community of San Francisco drag queens, even flagged @RealNamePolice’s Twitter account—again, not necessarily
for a specific violation of Twitter’s rules but as an expression of offense about his politics, a form of retribution, and perhaps an attempt to inhibit his efforts. Twitter in fact suspended his account, though it appears he quickly established a new one as @RealNamesBack. He claimed that over the course of a month, he had flagged thousands of Facebook accounts for using fake names.

This user was politically motivated, and Facebook’s flag offered him a way to enact his politics, under the guise of community moderation. He was quoted in the Daily Dot as saying, “Their names violated the Real Name Policy as it stood. The accounts which I reported initially would be removed and new names in their place the next day. Except on the weekends when it appeared no one was working on processing reports. On Monday morning the second week hundreds dropped like flies.” This flagging vigilante settled into the flagging mechanism, even becoming familiar with its mundane workings—so much so that, according to Facebook’s apology, his flags had blended in with the other complaints coming in, and were handled according to procedure rather than being recognized as a concerted effort.

Facebook’s apology and policy change notwithstanding, the paradox here is that while @RealNamePolice’s motivations may have been political, and to some reprehensible, he did flag “appropriately”: he did understand the policy correctly, and he did identify names that violated it. Was this a misuse of the flagging system, then, or exactly what it was designed for? Is flagging supposed to aggregate all the single users troubled by single bits of content, expressing their offense, from which Facebook forms an aggregate a map of potentially offensive content to scrub away? Or is it meant to deputize volunteer police, who take on the job of systematically scanning the archive for violations on the platform’s behalf? @RealNamePolice clearly engaged in the second function. And by tweeting out profiles he believed were fake he, just like Facebook, called on others to share the labor. Either way, handing the tools of policing to the community opens them to a variety of “uses” that move well beyond the kind of purpose-consistent efforts to “tidy up” that a platform might want to undertake, under a more editorial approach.

It would be easy to see the thinness of the flag as either a design flaw, an institutional oversight, or an unavoidable limitation. Perhaps, in managing the millions of complaints they receive from users, social media platforms can process them only in their leanest form. But another possibility is that
the thinness of the flagging mechanism may be of strategic value, at least accidentally so, to the platforms that employ it.

Unlike Apple’s editorial review, off-loading the work of identifying offensive content and behavior onto users allows platforms to appear more hands-off. In some cases, this is an important claim to be able to make. YouTube has publicly stated that it does not proactively look for inappropriate content, that it reviews only content that has been flagged.71 This is in part because it also faced a years-long legal battle with Viacom over copyright infringement, in which YouTube claimed to be unable to proactively identify copyright violations. Acknowledging an ability to proactively identify pornography or hate speech would undercut the argument YouTube needed in the copyright case, that such “editorial review” was impossible.72

But turning to the community to police the platform and identify violations is not, in fact, a hands-off approach. It requires both articulating the norms and aiming the community toward them, fielding and responding to the complaints, and sometimes overriding the community and carefully justifying doing so. The ambiguity of the flag and its vocabulary is, in many ways, an asset to the platform, leaving it room to honor flags in some cases and overrule them in others.

This amounts to an arms-length form of oversight—in which platforms can retain the right to moderate, while also shifting justification and responsibility to users. Users flag, but the platform adjudicates those flags; the platform has “the right but not the responsibility” to respond. Flagging helps articulate community norms, but expressed in a language provided by the platform. A platform can defend any decision in terms of the users: either that it listened to the community, or that the content was too important to the community to remove. Users can advocate for changes to these guidelines, but any changes come from the platform. Users can criticize the platform for its decisions, but the platform can point to how it “listens to the community” as justification for those decisions.

Regulating contentious user content is in fact an invariably messy process, fraught with the vagaries of human interpretation and shaped by competing institutional pressures. It benefits social media platforms to retain the ability to make judgments on content removal based on ad hoc, context-specific, and often self-interested assessments of the case at hand. It also benefits social media platforms that this process is opaque, and is not explicitly constrained by the flagging and other feedback they receive from users. And it benefits social media platforms that they receive user complaints in the
form of flags, which remain open to interpretation; this allows platforms to
invoke that feedback when it helps legitimate a decision, or explain it away
when the site wants to make a different decision.

AUTOMATIC DETECTION

In May 2016, TechCrunch reported a significant milestone in how Facebook
handles moderation: “Facebook’s artificial intelligence systems now report
more offensive photos than humans do.” This does not mean that Facebook
is using automatic techniques to remove photos, as some of the press cover-
age that followed incorrectly assumed. The platform’s automatic detection
software is designed to detect nudity, hate speech, and the like—to identify
it and “flag” it for human review. Still, the fact that the majority of what is
reviewed is there because software spotted it speaks to how important au-
tomated techniques for moderation are becoming. In many ways they fulfill
the fantasy of moderation better than editorial oversight or flagging by the
community.

So is AI the answer? Artificial intelligence techniques offer, first, to solve
the problem of scale. Particularly for sites that are too vast, like YouTube, or
that emphasize real-time communication, like Twitter, platform moderators
would like to have moderation techniques that do not depend on direct and
real-time human oversight, that can immediately and automatically iden-
tify unacceptable content. There is enormous pressure to find solutions of
similar scale. Ideally, these automated detection techniques could be paired
with automated interventions: algorithmically identified porn or hate speech
would be instantly removed or withheld from some users, “a system so
advanced that it wouldn’t need a human backstop.”

In addition, these tools promise to solve the problem of subjectivity:
what if automated mechanisms could identify and remove content fairly,
without human bias, in any language? This is a more pervasive dream that
surfaces whenever algorithmic techniques are meant to automate human
judgments, whether they’re determining who deserves to be removed from
a platform for harassing other users, or who deserves a home loan, acceptance
to a university, an expensive medical treatment, or parole. Our anxiety
about how humans may make such decisions in biased ways fuels the faith
in technical solutions. This faith is, sadly, misplaced, in that even automated
tools and complex algorithms are designed and tested by people, enacted
and maintained by people, and deployed or overridden by people. What
automation really does is detach human judgment from the encounter with
the specific user, interaction, or content and shift it to the analysis of predictive patterns and categories for what counts as a violation, what counts as harm, and what counts as an exception.

These systems are also just not very good yet. This is not to diminish the accomplishments of those developing these tools. Automated detection is just not an easy task—arguably it’s an impossible one, given that offense depends so critically on both interpretation and context. State-of-the-art detection algorithms have a difficult time discerning offensive content or behavior even when they know precisely what they are looking for, when they can compare an image to a database of known violations or can scan for specific profanities or racial slurs. But detection grows vastly more complicated when platforms are trying to identify whether something is pornography or hate speech, without being able to match it to a corpus of examples. Machine-learning techniques have been applied to this problem of identification and categorization of offensive social media content, but there are fundamental limitations that may be impossible to overcome: the lack of context, the evasive tactics of users, and the fluid nature of offense. Without solving these problems, automatic detection produces too many false positives; in light of this, some platforms and third parties are pairing automatic detection with editorial oversight, in ways that must give up some of the dreams of automating content moderation but can come closer to addressing the challenge of scale.

The most effective automatic detection techniques are the ones that know what they’re looking for beforehand. Word filters, designed to automatically spot text-based profanity, obscenity, or racial slurs, have been around as long as the web and have been used in a range of ways by social media platforms. The software is relatively simple: compare the user’s inputted text against an existing “blacklist” of offensive words, either set by the platform, built into the tool by its third-party developer, added by the user, or through some combination of all three. There is some complicated computational work going on beneath this simple matching task, such as how to identify a string of characters as a word, how to deal with variations or misspellings, and how to deal with multiword phrases. But the upside is that detection does not require paying any attention to meaning or intention; it is simply matching—data-intensive, but computationally simple.

Word filters embody the same underlying logic as the filtering software that emerged in the 1990s, which allowed parents and employers to block
access to inappropriate websites, by comparing them to a blacklist of URLs identified and updated by the provider. In 2009, YouTube introduced a profanity filter called “Filter W*rds” as an option for the comment threads below every video, in response to a widely shared sense that online comment spaces in general and YouTube’s comments in particular were rife with coarse language. Terms that were considered offensive could be redacted, x-ed out, leaving the comment otherwise intact. The same logic animates some spam filters, and some of the “moderation bots” that automatically manage discussions on sites like Reddit and Slack. The same approach has since been extended to address harassment: in 2016, Instagram introduced the ability to automatically block comments based on the presence of “offensive or inappropriate words,” based on a list Instagram provided, which the user could customize.

There are obvious limits to automatic detection, even when it is simply matching against a database of examples. First, these tools cannot identify content that has not already been identified. The blacklist provider must keep up with new instances: emergent profanity and slang, context-specific racial slurs, profanity in other languages. Blacklist tools also encourage evasion techniques: for example, deliberate misdirection, such as inserted punctuation and furking misspellings.

But the real challenges revolve around what such tools are likely to filter incorrectly, “false positives,” and what they are likely to overlook, “false negatives.” Word filters have a difficult time with words that have multiple meanings, words that are associated with adult topics but can be used in other ways. There are, of course, words with two meanings—as comedian George Carlin warned, “you can prick your finger, but don’t finger your prick!”—though, just as you were able to parse Carlin’s sentence and get the joke, more sophisticated software can now identify the intended meaning based on the immediate linguistic context. What is trickier is the way such words, inappropriate in some contexts, can be used in other, important ways. Words for intimate parts of the body may appear in insults and come-ons, but also in sex education and scientific conversations. Some salty language spoken by a public figure may be considered newsworthy, and a journalist or activist might want to quote it without running into a restriction. Language is fluid—especially in informal and playful environments, especially when people are aiming to be daring or inflammatory or coy or harmful, and especially when they are attempting to elude identification. So while it may be easy to spot Carlin’s seven dirty words, the complete list of words
that might warrant detection is likely a long, shifting, and contested one. Other expressions are obscene in their meaning, without using words traditionally considered profane. Text that avoids familiar racial slurs but is easily identifiable as hate speech by a competent reader, for instance, would be difficult for an algorithmic tool to identify.

This technique has not been successfully extended much past text-based profanity and slurs (which can be based on a simple and known vocabulary). It has, however, proven successful for the automatic identification of child pornography. While child pornography is a unique case in that platforms are obligated by a strict legal requirement to police it, and one with few exceptions and zero political controversy, it nevertheless presents a similar challenge: while illegal child exploitation imagery is more likely to circulate through private channels and more obscure “dark web” sites, some does appear on major social media platforms from time to time, and must be identified and removed. However, the very success of these child pornography efforts helps reveal why they are difficult to generalize to the detection of other kinds of harm or obscenity.

The automatic detection of child pornography images is largely accomplished through a tool called PhotoDNA, introduced by Microsoft in 2009 and since offered for free to major social media platforms and online content providers. PhotoDNA uses a technique called “hashing,” in which a digital image is turned into a numerical string based on the sequence of colors in the image’s individual pixels. This string serves as an identifier, a kind of fingerprint, as it is unique to each image, and is identifiable in copies of that image, even if they’ve been altered to some degree. A platform can then take all images uploaded by users, compare the unique hash of each to an existing database of known child pornography images maintained by the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC). If the image is a match, the platform can remove it, and can alert NCMEC and possibly the authorities. Every single photo you post to Instagram, every image you pin on Pinterest, every snap on Snapchat, is quickly and automatically compared to the NCMEC database to make sure it is not child pornography.

This is, at one level, an impressive accomplishment, and an undeniably noble one. But it comes with two important caveats. First, it is more than software: the detection of child pornography also requires a particular arrangement of laws, institutions, technologies, and collaborations to make it work. The fact that child pornography is illegal, in the United States and elsewhere, establishes this as a particularly high priority for platforms.
NCMEC, an independent, nonprofit organization established by the U.S. Congress, must maintain this database of known images, and add new examples to it; this work requires partnerships with social media platforms, as well as with law enforcement and child welfare organizations. Microsoft had to develop the software, then had to recognize it as good public relations to donate it to NCMEC and share it with its competitors, and allocate space and resources on its cloud services to keep the tool functioning. So beneath a piece of software that matches images to a blacklist is a broader sociotechnical apparatus that supports its efforts.

And the second caveat: PhotoDNA is still just the most sophisticated version of blacklist tools like the rudimentary word filters from a decade before: it can identify only already known child pornography. It is not assessing the image in any sophisticated way; it cannot recognize some aspect of the photo that suggests that it is pornographic or involves a minor. It merely matches the image to a known database. NCMEC does add new images to that database, many of which it finds because a platform identified it and forwarded it to NCMEC to assess. But this is a human review process, not an automated one.

This hashing technique is being used to address other categories of problematic content.\(^83\) Many platforms have developed internal tools that automatically identify copies of content they have already removed once, to speed the review process by preventing moderators from having to review the same post or image they reviewed moments or days before (and potentially come to a different conclusion). And in late 2016, Microsoft, YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter agreed to partner to develop and share a hashed database of identified terrorist content, so the partner sites could more quickly identify and possibly remove copies of the same content.\(^84\) Again, a promising step forward, but still limited to reidentifying copies of already identified content. And unlike child pornography, which is illegal and harmful regardless of how it is used, extremist content depends on context: is it news, propaganda, recruitment, or historical artifact? Yet by this system, content identified in one context will be added to the database without a sense of that context; when that video or screed is automatically identified in a new context, the relevance of the previous context or the new one is lost, overshadowed by the certainty of having identified that same content again.\(^85\)

The dream of AI content moderation is to be able to detect not just copies of known objectionable content and their close variants but new instances
of objectionable content as well—to replace the work of human moderators. This would require automating not human recognition but human judgment, and this has proven a much more difficult task. Computer scientists are now looking to machine-learning techniques, which use large, existing datasets to train an algorithm to identify qualities within that data that might help it learn to discern different types of content. In the past decade, there have been innovations in the detection of nudity in images, extremist content in video, and hate speech and harassment in user interactions in social media. But significant hurdles remain.

Machine-learning algorithms for spotting pornography can identify telltale skin tones in the color spectrum of the image itself. Large patches of an image that are uninterrupted skin tones might very well be a naked body. This recognition, extremely easy for a human, is quite difficult for an algorithm. The computer understands an image only as a series of pixels, each with a color. But an algorithm can be trained, using a very large database of images, to recognize areas of human skin color, if they have already been labeled as such. The algorithm “learns” to assign different weights to different color pixels based on their likelihood of having been identified as “skin” in the training data. Once these guesses are determined, they can be applied to new images to determine whether the most weighted colors show up in telltale ways. Recognizing that skin comes in a range of colors, the researchers train the algorithm to recognize different skin tones. Some tools also examine which skin-tone pixels represent a continuous region, drawing “bounding polygons” around areas of predominantly skin-tone pixels; then they take into account the number of these skin-tone regions, their proximity to one another, and the relative percentage of the entire image that is skin tone.

You can appreciate the clever approximations these filters employ to detect what might be a typical photo of a naked body: a lot of skin-tone pixels, a large proportion of the image devoted to them, large continuous spans of the image of the same skin color. You may also begin to imagine the kinds of images that would confuse such a tool: unusual lighting conditions, clothing that interrupts areas of skin, images that are easily confused with skin tones (apparently, sunsets were a persistent challenge), and images that include naked skin but are not objectionable: portraits, babies, and beach photos.

Many of the innovations in nudity detection since have built on this basic starting point. To improve on this initial technique, researchers have taught their tools to spot bodylike shapes, assuming that the recognition of
color and shape together increases the probability that the image is of exposed
skin. Some tools learn to ignore areas of skin tone that are small and distant
from these major polygons, or have too straight an edge, as more likely just
elements in the background that happen to be a similar color. Some alter
the contrast or luminance of the entire image first, to make detection of
skin-tone areas easier; others add texture analysis, to identify areas that are
too rough or smooth to be human skin. Others have added facial recogni-
tion tools, both to ensure that images with large areas of flesh tones are not,
in fact, portraits, and to identify faces as useful sources from which to draw
tell-tale skin tones. Other recognition tools take into account the text sur-
rounding the image—captions, user comments, or the name and metadata
of the image file. Keep in mind that with machine learning, it is not as if a
tool is ticking off these various features and flagging images that fail the test;
it is learning from a database in which all of these features have already been
labeled, running thousands of assessments of images and noting when it has
made the correct classifications, then further developing detection criteria
based on those successes. In fact, it is not always clear which combination
of features a tool is depending on when it manages to improve its detection
rate, though it is likely that all of the dynamics play some part.

Other researchers have turned to machine-learning techniques to iden-
tify hate speech and extremist content, or to improve on word filters by
learning profanity on a broader scale. As with nudity detection, these depend
on having access to a large amount of data, comprising text that has already
been identified as hateful or not, extremist or not, profanity or not, and train-
ing a machine-learning algorithm on the data until it can make the same
distinction on new data at a reasonable rate. Some software emphasizes spe-
cific words, or the proximity between certain words; some pays attention to
parts of speech, to benefit from clues that sentence structure might offer. For
extremist content, the training data may also indicate connected accounts,
user activity, profile information, and other such cues. Similar tools have been
used to detect harassment, trolling, and ad hominem attacks, to better an-
ticipate when a productive conversation is beginning to sour. These may look
at users’ contributions over time: for users who have been banned, what did
their participation look like leading up to that point? Do their words or be-
havior differ from users who were never banned, in ways that an algorithm
might be able to learn? Similar efforts, though less widely published or dis-
cussed, have been happening internally at platforms, particularly in gaming
environments, including at Riot Games and Microsoft Xbox.
These efforts are growing increasingly sophisticated, usually by adding more criteria and training on larger and larger datasets. In a recent study, a team used as training data more than 40 million posts over an eighteen-month period by 1.7 million users in discussion threads at CNN, Breitbart, and IGN, all of which were managed by the Disqus comment system. The data included information about the content of the posts: the specific words, but also post length, measures of grammar and readability, number of positive and negative words, how on-topic or off-topic a post was, and more. The data also included information about the users’ activity in the community—number and frequency of posts, number of posts complained about by other users—and information about how they were assessed by moderators, such as the number of posts deleted before they had been banned. From this enormous and rich dataset, the team trained its algorithm to distinguish between the activity of users who ended up banned and users who did not.

Machine-learning recognition tools typically proclaim their success in terms of a detection rate. This particular analysis of banned users achieved a 73 percent prediction rate, and on the basis of a user’s first five to ten posts, more quickly than most human moderators typically intervene. The best nudity detection algorithm claims to detect nudity with a 94 percent recall and a false positive rate of 5 percent—that is, it spotted nearly all the nude images it should have while misidentifying as nude only one of every twenty nonnude images. In 2015 Twitter purchased Madbits, which promised an algorithm that could identify NSFW (not safe for work) images (including porn, violence, and gore) with 99 percent accuracy and a 7 percent false positive rate.

Is 73 percent good? Ninety-four percent? Ninety-nine? It depends on what the platforms hope to do with these tools. These are, from one vantage point, phenomenal achievements. But when it comes to culture and expression, even a few false positives can be a real concern, depending on whether those errors are idiosyncratic or systemic. The stakes for false positives and false negatives differ, depending on the context and audience. For example, image technologies have historically had difficulty with race. Richard Dyer notes that over its long history, photographic technology has consistently failed to realistically represent darker skin colors. Early decisions about the photochemical components of film were made with an idea of “what photos looked like”—and what photography looked like was portraiture, overwhelmingly of Caucasian faces. As a result, these technologies have continued to render white faces more clearly than black ones. These inequities
persist even as the technologies improve, without the people behind those improvements being cognizant of the bias the technologies still carry, because early standards and technical arrangements become instantiated in the professional knowledge around them. And we continue to make the same mistake, in new contexts. In one notorious embarrassment for Google, an experimental image recognition tool added to Image Search mislabeled some black faces as “gorillas.” This may be the twenty-first-century version of the error Dyer described: if the image database on which this algorithm was trained included many examples of white faces but relatively few black ones, the ability to discern white faces will be more sophisticated than for the kinds of faces it had less training on. So while marking the occasional baby photo as pornography is one kind of problem for the users involved, incorrectly identifying black skin in ways systemically different from white skin is a different kind of problem, a public problem about representation and equity rather than a consumer problem about efficiency and inconvenience.

Of course, false positives are a challenge for all kinds of detection, whether by an algorithm or a human. And humans can certainly have implicit, obscure, and persistent biases at work inside their efforts at fair judgment. But machine-learning techniques, as promising as they may be, are founded on two unresolvable paradoxes specific to an algorithmic approach, and represent limitations when used for detection and moderation.

First, machine-learning recognition techniques attempt to make a meaningful distinction without understanding meaning. These techniques, while they cannot know what a particular post means, what its author intended, or what effect it had on its recipient, are intended nevertheless to classify it as pornographic or harassing or hateful, by evaluating only its visual information. Automatic detection can assess only what it can know—that is, what can be represented as data, limited to the data it has. The data it can measure serves as a proxy for the meaningful element it is trying to identify. This means that automatic detection techniques can be only as good as the proxy they employ, the measurable version of the problem.

Word filters and PhotoDNA are the exception, because there is little or no distance between what they’re looking for and the proxy they can recognize: the same word as is on the list, or maybe its clever misspelling; the same image as is in the NCMEC database, or maybe a version that’s been resized or had its brightness adjusted. But the machine-learning techniques being deployed to identify pornography or harassment must find the problem by looking for its measurable proxy, which is not the same. These tools aspire to identify
pornography, but what they actually identify is naked bodies. Not only is this
distinction often elided; their designers sometimes slip fluidly between the
terms “pornography,” “NSFW, and “nudity” as they describe what a tool in
fact detects. The fact is, there is pornography that does not include nudity
and nudity that does not amount to pornography. Culturally, politically, and
legally there are important differences between pornography and nudity—
something we could see the platforms struggle with as they articulated their
community guidelines. These tools can identify nudity, with high but not
perfect accuracy, but that is not the same as identifying pornography.

In fact, commitments to the proxy can pull on the rule itself. The abil-
ity to automate the identification of nudity, especially as the tools improve,
may encourage a platform to broaden a restriction on sexually explicit
imagery to include all nudity, to better align what can be detected by the
software. This drift toward the measurable proxy helps explain how Twitter
fell behind on the issue of harassment. Twitter tried to sidestep the problems
of meaning and context, by focusing instead on the informational patterns
of interaction. Early on, Twitter engineers noticed that the harassment be-
ing reported looked a lot like spam: rapid sequences of repeated messages
without a response between, coming from new user accounts with few fol-
lowers and little other interaction with users. This was something they
could identify, and did in some ways represent dynamics that were funda-
mental to harassment. However, focusing only on spamlike harassment
captures just some of the many forms that harassment takes, and may have
given Twitter a false sense of assurance even as other types of harassment
continued to fester. This tendency is all too common to social media plat-
forms: to solve problems of interpretation and social conflict with computa-
tional methods that require treating them like data.

Second paradox: to develop an algorithm to identify objectionable
material automatically, you need to train it on data that has already been
identified. Machine learning depends on starting with a known database, a
“gold standard” collection of examples, an agreed upon “ground truth” that
becomes the basis upon which an algorithm can be expected to learn distinc-
tive features. In computer science, this has either meant that researchers (or
their underpaid undergrad research assistants) manually labeled data them-
seves, paid crowdworkers through sites like Amazon Mechanical Turk to do
it, or have been in a position to get data from social media platforms willing
to share it. Platforms designing their own algorithms can use the corpus of
data they have already moderated. This raises two further problems.
First, just as measurable data (skin-colored pixels or spamlike activity) stands in for the problem being assessed, the training database must stand in for the judgment being automated. The detection tool being trained will inevitably approximate the kinds of judgments already made, the kinds of judgments that can be made. This means that it will probably be less prepared for novel instances that were not well represented in the training data, and it will probably carry forward any biases or assumptions that animated those prior judgments. The success of a machine-learning tool is judged on how well it makes the same distinctions that were made before; this is a fundamentally conservative and inflexible approach. A platform gathers data all the time, which means its training corpus will continue to expand. But more data is not the same as more varied data. There is no reason to assume that a social media platform eventually includes “all” examples. What is more likely is that basing the training on the kinds of distinctions the platform already makes, the activities its users already engage in, and the turbulent feedback loops between the two, will in fact confirm and extend those emphases and blind spots in ways that are difficult to detect or repair.

Furthermore, the need for training data undercuts the fundamental promise of automated detection. Machine learning is regularly hyped as certain to eventually replace human assessment, but it can be developed only based on previous human assessment. The hope of platforms, of course, is that this dependence will be temporary: a small amount of human labor now will train a tool eventually to do the same work automatically. Perhaps. But I’m skeptical, for all the reasons that the computer scientists developing these tools themselves acknowledge: the fluidity of culture, complexity of language, and adaptability of violators looking to avoid detection. Even if a gold standard database of extremist videos or hateful slurs or pornography could be collected and agreed upon, and even if an algorithm could be trained to parse new content as NSFW with 100 percent accuracy, that training data—by definition and inevitably—will not include examples that developed since it was collected. Platforms will need people to continue to detect and assess emergent forms of hate, obscenity, pornography, and harassment. Yes, the tool could then be trained on those new examples too, and maybe it would learn to distinguish these novel forms as well, but it can never eliminate the need for human oversight and adjudication.

Platforms dream of electric shepherds. But it is not clear that the human labor necessary to support such automated tools can ever go away; it can
only be shifted around. In the end, culture may simply be too dynamic and polyvalent for automated tools. Ascertaining whether something is offensive is an interpretive leap that contemporary algorithms are simply incapable of. What is pornographic to one viewer may be artistic to another; a naked body can be judged offensive by one viewer and deemed by another to be a cause for celebration and empowerment. Certainly, current tools are not yet reliable enough to have them automatically take action based on their assessments.

What the tools are good at is handling the easy cases, identifying instances and patterns for further investigation, and scoring users on past reports. They can be used as just one part of a moderation strategy—especially when speed is of the essence—one that still relies on human oversight. So, as we have seen, Facebook scans for images that might violate their community guidelines and flags them for human review. The content policy team at YouTube uses image recognition tools behind the scenes, so that a moderator may quickly jump to those moments in a flagged video that, according to the recognition software, might be nudity. Whisper uses algorithmic analysis on images and posts to identify problematic content, as well as relying on human moderation. Recently, third-party “concierge” services have emerged; social media platforms can contract moderation out to these providers, which offer a basic tier of purely automatic detection and a premium tier service of supplemental human assessment. In their promotional materials, these services typically justify the extra level of service by acknowledging that, while automated tools can do a great deal, human moderation is necessary for the trickiest assessments. And it is worth remembering that automatic tools like these need not be perfect, only as good as or better than existing forms of review, before platforms will begin to seriously consider installing them and even initiating automatic removal based on their calculations.

The hope of someday automating the entire process, from detection to removal, remains seductive, even as the limitations become increasingly apparent. Platform managers find it appealing, because they want to be rid of the work that content moderation requires and because these companies are filled with engineers, who often prefer to solve social problems with smarter technology. Policy makers find automated moderation appealing as well, because it promises perfect enforcement, while eliding the vagaries of human subjectivity that plague more editorial approaches.

With each emergent horror online come renewed calls to solve the problem automatically. The latest and most pressing threat is terrorism.
Jigsaw, Google’s semi-independent “big idea” unit, has recently taken on the challenge of identifying and countering extremist content, partly in response to calls from the Obama administration in early 2016 to do more about the use of social media by ISIS and other terrorist groups for propaganda and recruitment.107 The aspiration, again, is machine learning: identifying patterns in interactions across social media that suggest terrorist planning and propagandizing, patterns in the search queries that suggest an increasingly radicalized user, patterns of association between known actors and followers—all of these, the Jigsaw team hopes, would allow their tools to spot terrorist activity before it erupts into violence, and provide an opportunity to intervene with counterspeech challenging the appeal and ideology of groups like ISIS.

But challenges, both practical and philosophical, remain. On the practical side, these techniques face the same limitations as before. It is difficult to collect sufficient training data: known terrorist actors are few, and they work very hard not to be identified, making it difficult to amass a reliable database of their search queries or tweets.108 Classifying this content into a “gold standard” database for training is a time-consuming endeavor, with a great deal of room for interpretation: what counts as terrorist recruitment and what counts as inflammatory political speech? And there is an unavoidable risk of false positives, with high costs: how does the tool distinguish extremist content from less virulent content that employs some of the same markers? What happens to the innocent individual who is flagged by this software for making the wrong queries or interacting with the wrong people? What about antiterrorist activists or journalists engaged in conversation with terrorist actors? What about innocent associates? Antiterrorist tactics in the West have been shifting: from identifying likely terrorists based on directed investigation to identifying individuals who match the data patterns of terrorists—assessments that become the basis of surveillance, arrests, and drone strikes.109 The same logic can creep into automatic assessment of social media.

The philosophical challenge is perhaps even more worrisome. Machine-learning techniques are inherently conservative. The faith in sophisticated pattern recognition that underlies them is built on assumptions about people: that people who demonstrate similar actions or say similar things are similar, that people who have acted in a certain way in the past are likely to continue, that association suggests guilt. In contexts where people are being assessed for unethical or criminal actions, this faith in pattern
recognition revives old ideas about recidivism, guilt by association, and genetics. For every project like Jigsaw there is a project like Faception: an Israeli tech startup already contracted by the NSA, that claims to be able to identify terrorists and pedophiles through face recognition tools—not from a database of known felons, but before they have committed crimes.\textsuperscript{110} While this \textit{Minority Report}–esque promise is almost certainly overstated and flawed, what is just as troubling is the presumptions it rests on—eugenics—and its promise of predetermination. What is troubling about Faception is also troubling about AI content moderation more broadly. It will always fail to anticipate cultural innovation: new words, new forms of expression, new tactics, new associations, new threats. But as we come to depend on it, the assessments it does make and the premises it does learn will harden over time.

These three approaches—editorial review, community, flagging, and automated detection—are important, not just because they are currently used by platforms, but because they are also emerging as the ways to handle user content online. They have been battle-tested over time by many platforms. They get picked up by new sites looking for “what works.” They are taken up and internalized by users, who expect sites to work a certain way, who come to know that some things are likely to be allowed, some are likely to be forbidden, and some are likely to be overlooked. They become features of the digital culture landscape, shaping both platform policy itself and policy more broadly, as lawmakers come to assume that industry “self-regulation” is adequate for certain kinds of problems, then shaping policy to pair with it, or to offer legal teeth to those industry techniques. These normalized arrangements will matter a great deal for how we think about the shared responsibility for the health of public discourse.
When you go into Chipotle and you want a burrito, and they make you the same burrito in California as in New York . . . made basically the same way, pretty much always everywhere, and they put basically the same amount in each burrito when you order it, every time, like the first time. Even though there are a bunch of people involved, but they somehow get that to happen. Right? Or it’s like UPS. Facebook just delivers deletion packages to people. Right? . . . it’s an operations process. It’s like Disneyland—it’s just that Disneyland doesn’t delete your photos, it makes you see Mickey. But it’s this repeated operations process at high scale, it’s like that. It’s just that it ends up affecting people’s ability to share stuff or use platforms. But it’s not a classroom, it’s not a courtroom. It’s UPS.

Personal interview, member of content policy team, Facebook

In May 2017, the Guardian published a trove of documents it dubbed “The Facebook Files.” These documents instructed, over many Powerpoint slides and in unsettling detail, exactly what content moderators working on Facebook’s behalf should remove, approve, or escalate to Facebook for further review. The document offers a bizarre and disheartening glimpse into a process that Facebook and other social media platforms generally keep under wraps, a mundane look at what actually doing the work of content moderation requires.

As a whole, the documents are a bit difficult to stomach. Unlike the clean principles articulated in Facebook’s community standards, they are a messy and disturbing hodgepodge of parameters, decision trees, and rules of thumb for how to implement those standards in the face of real content.
They are peppered with examples that almost certainly came from actual material Facebook moderators have had to consider. They make clear that, if evil is banal, the evil available on Facebook is banal on a much, much wider scale.

For instance, in its community standards, Facebook asserts, “We don’t tolerate bullying or harassment. We allow you to speak freely on matters and people of public interest, but remove content that appears to purposefully target private individuals with the intention of degrading or shaming them.” And later, “We remove content that threatens or promotes sexual violence or exploitation.”

But a moderator looking at hundreds of pieces of Facebook content every hour needs more specific instructions on what exactly counts as “sexual violence,” so these documents provide examples like “To snap a bitch’s neck, make sure to apply all your pressure to the middle of her throat”—which Facebook gives a green checkmark, meaning posts like that should stay. In a time when misogyny, sexual violence, and hatred are so clearly on the rise in our society, it is disheartening, shocking, that Facebook could be so cavalier about a statement like this. But these documents are rife with examples like it, drawing artificial lines through a culture of misogyny and hatred that deliberately slips between veiled threats and generalized expressions of cruelty, slowly making it somehow acceptable to objectify, intimidate, and exclude women. Still, given ten seconds, some posts have to go and some have to stay.

Of course, when moderation moves from principles to details, it’s not likely to sound particularly noble. The content and behavior Facebook moderators have to consider (and, let’s remember, what users often demand they address) are ugly, and varied, and ambiguous, and meant to evade judgment while still having impact. There’s no pretty way to conduct this kind of content moderation. It requires making some unpleasant judgments, and some hard-to-defend distinctions. Lines in the sand are like that.

The document, while listing all the things that should be removed, is etched with the scratches of past controversies, the “tombstones,” if you know how to look for them. Graphic, violent images should be removed, with the exception of aborted fetuses. Hate speech is prohibited, but only for protected categories of people (specific races, religions, sexualities, nationalities), and “migrants” constitute only a quasi-protected category, so although dehumanizing statements about them should be removed, cursing at them, calling them thieves, and urging them to leave the country do not amount to hate speech. Holocaust denial is allowed, but geo-blocked from
Among the leaked Facebook moderator training documents published by the Guardian, May 2017, these two pages direct reviewers how to assess images of extremist or terrorist content depending on whether the user posting it has celebrated or condemned it. (In the original, the images on the first page are outlined in red, those on the second in green, to emphasize which are to be rejected and which are to be kept.)
countries that outlaw it—not all fourteen countries with laws prohibiting Holocaust denial, just the four that have pursued the issue with Facebook explicitly.2

But the most important revelation of these leaked documents is no single detail within them—it is the fact that they had to be leaked (along with Facebook’s content moderation guidelines leaked to S/Z in 2016, or Facebook’s content moderation guidelines leaked to Gawker in 2012).3 These documents were not meant ever to be seen by the public. They instruct and manage the thousands of “crowdworkers” responsible for the first line of human review of Facebook pages, posts, and photos that have been either flagged by users or identified algorithmically as possibly violating the site’s guidelines. The guidance they offer, while perhaps crafted with input from experts, has not benefited from public deliberation or even reaction.

These documents are a message in a bottle from a nearly invisible community of workers, part of the human reality of turning general policies into specific decisions to remove or not. This labor is largely invisible to the user, and remains largely invisible even to critics, journalists, and academics who examine social media and their workings. Social media platforms have been relatively circumspect about how they handle this task: platform managers prefer not to draw attention either to the presence of so much obscene content on their sites, or to how regularly they impose what some deem “censorship” in response. And to be fair, users may not care to see it either: it is more comforting to just be freely sharing and connecting, disavowing that in many ways users want that sharing to be cleansed of the aspects of human social exchange they find abhorrent. These documents shine a light on one part of an otherwise opaque, complex chain of people and activities required so that Facebook may play custodian, and all the darkest corners of human sociality can be swept away.

**WHY MODERATION REQUIRES PEOPLE**

Behind any platform, however open and automatic it may appear, is a laborious process by which an immense amount of content must be reviewed. Facebook reached 2 billion active users in June of 2017.4 A 2012 news article reported Facebook as having 2.5 billion pieces of content shared a day, and 300 million photos posted every day5—and these numbers have certainly grown enormously since then. On average, Twitter users generate 6,000 tweets every second.6 The demands of overseeing this much content and activity strain corporate resources, and the ability of moderators to be
fair and thoughtful in their oversight. Moderation at scale requires immense human resources: community managers at the platform, crowdworkers reviewing tasks farmed out to them, users who avail themselves of the complaint mechanisms provided, partner organizations enlisted to help, and, sometimes all users, on platforms that require them to rate or categorize their contributions. The labor that platforms put toward moderation, and the labor we as users are conscripted to perform as part of this project, are not just part of how platforms function, they constitute it. Platforms are made by the work that goes into content moderation, and they are not platforms without it.7

Of course, the resources that platforms might put toward this project are limited only by convention. The Chinese government, for instance, employs hundreds of thousands of people to scour social media for political criticism and blocks many websites and keyword searches automatically.8 I am not suggesting that China’s approach is in any way ideal, or that social media contributions should queue up for publication. I am only noting that what counts as impossible only appears so to U.S. users. Users in the West are also unwilling to accept the delay between posting content and having it appear that this uniform review would require. But these constraints are in fact movable: our expectation of instant publication is no older than the contemporary web; print, radio, even the early Internet made no such promise. But in lieu of shifting these expectations themselves, social media platforms must accomplish the work of moderation within these limits.

The mere fact of these moderation mechanisms, and the real labor they require, contains an important revelation about the significance of social media platforms.9 But mapping out this dispersed, shifting, and interwoven labor force in more detail is difficult. Most of this work is hidden—some happens inside the corporate headquarters, some happens very, very far away from there, obscured behind the shields of third-party partners. The rest is portioned out to users in ways so woven into the mundane use of platforms that it is hard to notice at all. Even the bits that show themselves—the flags and complaint mechanisms, the ratings and age barriers, even the occasional deletion—reveal little about how they fit into the larger project of moderating an entire platform. Users who have run up against moderation decisions may find it difficult to inquire about them, seek an audience with anyone at the platform, lodge a complaint, or request an appeal. When those interactions do take place, they are cloaked in form letters and
customer-support “dashboards” that continue to obscure what goes on behind the scenes. What remains are glimpses—a leaked document, an angry blog post, the occasional press exposé.

In this chapter I want to map out the general shape of the work involved, as best as I can piece it together. I will draw on examples from specific platforms, but I am mapping also what is typical across social media, the kinds of labor that are possible and commonplace. I may have missed a detail here or there—indeed, the opacity around moderation is part of the deeper problem of how platforms make these decisions and how they understand their public obligations in doing so. Each platform makes different choices about how to arrange and divide out this labor, where to put different kinds of decision processes, how to reconcile challenging cases. My aim is to make generally clear what is involved: platforms currently impose moderation at scale by turning some or all users into an identification force, employing a small group of outsourced workers to do the bulk of the review, and retaining for platform management the power to set the terms.

As the epigraph for this chapter suggests, moderation at the major platforms is as much a problem of logistics as a problem of values. As much as an aggrieved user or the press can challenge what rules the platforms set and how they enforce them, and might enjoy hanging a platform out to dry
for a decision that looks craven or self-interested or hypocritical, it may be more important to examine the implications of how moderation work is organized, managed, and coordinated—even, or especially, when it’s working smoothly. Because this work is distributed among different labor forces, because it is unavailable to public or regulatory scrutiny, and because it is performed under high-pressure conditions, there is a great deal of room for slippage, distortion, and failure.

**Internal Teams**

At the top, most platforms have an internal policy team charged with overseeing moderation. The team sets the rules of that platform, oversees their enforcement, adjudicates the particularly hard cases, and crafts new policies in response. These are usually quite small, often just a handful of full-time employees. At a few platforms the team is an independent division; at others it sits under the umbrella of “trust and safety,” “community outreach,” customer service, or technical support. At others, setting policy and addressing hard cases is handled in a more ad hoc way, by the leadership with advice from legal counsel; an engineer may find himself asked to weigh in, in his spare time, on what counts as harassment or stalking.¹¹

These teams are obscure to users, by design and policy. They are difficult for users to reach, and the statements and policies they generate are often released in the voice of the company itself. All together they are a surprisingly small community of people.¹² At the scale at which most platforms operate, these internal teams would be insufficient by themselves. Still, they have an outsized influence on where the lines are drawn, what kinds of punishments are enforced, and the philosophical approach their platforms take to governance itself.

In their earliest days, many platforms did not anticipate that content moderation would be a significant problem. Some began with relatively homogenous user populations who shared values and norms with one another and with the developers—for example, back when TheFacebook was open only to tech-savvy Ivy League university students.¹³ Many of the social norms that first emerged were familiar from college life, and the diversity of opinions, values, and intentions would be attenuated by the narrow band of people who were even there in the first place. Other sites, modeled after blogging tools and searchable archives, subscribed to an “information wants to be free” ethos that was shared by designers and participants alike.¹⁴
In fact, in the early days of a platform, it was not unusual for there to be no one in an official position to handle content moderation. Often content moderation at a platform was handled either by user support or community relations teams, generally more focused on offering users technical assistance; as a part of the legal team’s operations, responding to harassment or illegal activity while also maintaining compliance with technical standards and privacy obligations; or as a side task of the team tasked with removing spam. Facebook, when it began, relied on Harvard students as volunteers, until the backlog of user complaints reached the tens of thousands; the company made its first permanent hire for content moderation in late 2005, almost eighteen months after launching.15

As these sites grew, so did the volume and variety of concerns coming from users. Platforms experienced these in waves, especially as a platform grew in cultural prominence, changed dramatically in its demographics, or expanded to an international audience. Some tried to address these growing concerns the way online discussion groups had, through collective deliberation and public rule making. But this was an increasingly difficult
endeavor. Many of the major social media platforms found that they had to expand their internal content policy groups, first to hire full-time employees at all, then to bring in dozens of junior employees to deal with flagged content and complaints, then to seek out expertise in different languages, regions of the world, or shifting political tensions. In 2009, 150 of Facebook’s then 850 employees, based in California and in Dublin, Ireland, handled moderation, one click at a time; MySpace had a similar team numbering in the “hundreds.”

Today the teams that oversee content moderation at these platforms remain surprisingly small, as much of the front-line work handled by these once-150-strong teams has been outsourced. Again, it is difficult to know exactly how many. Because the work of content moderation is now so intertwined with legal policy, spam, privacy, the safety of children and young users, ad policies, and community outreach, it really depends on how you count. Individual employees themselves increasingly have to obscure their identities to avoid the wrath of trolls and harassers. Most of all, platforms are not forthcoming about who does this work, or how many, or how. It is not in their interest to draw attention to content moderation, or to admit how few people do it. But when a policy is reconsidered or a tricky case is discussed, such considerations are often being made by a very small group of people, before being imposed as a rule that potentially affects millions of users.

In addition, the group of people doing this kind of work is not only small, it is socially and professionally interconnected. Many of these platforms have their corporate headquarters in a tight constellation around San Francisco, which means people with this particular set of skills often move between companies professionally and circulate socially. Given its unique set of challenges, it is still a tiny group of people who have become expert in the task of large-scale platform moderation; members of this group have quickly become familiar with one another through professional conferences, changes in employment, and informal contact. As they increasingly face legal, political, and public relations implications, some platforms have begun drawing employees from outside the company to fit moderation teams with experts in sexual assault, antiterrorism, child exploitation, and so on. Still, the policies of these enormous, global platforms, and the labor crucial to their moderation efforts, are overseen by a few hundred, largely white, largely young, tech-savvy Californians who occupy a small and tight social and professional circle.
Crowdworkers

As recently as 2014, Twitter was still claiming, “Every report by a user is reviewed by a member of Twitter’s Trust and Safety team.” Even for Twitter, which has leaner rules than similar-sized platforms, this statement is hard to believe—if what it meant was its handful of permanent employees. But Twitter, like many social media platforms, now employs a substantially larger group of people to provide a first wave of review, beneath the internal moderation team. They might be employed by the platform, at the home office, or in satellite offices located around the world in places like Dublin and Hyderabad. But more and more commonly they are hired on a contract basis: as independent contractors through third-party “temp” companies, or as on-demand labor employed through crowdwork services such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, Upwork, Accenture, or TaskUs—or both, in a two-tiered system.

The leaked 2017 documents discussed at the start of this chapter were the removal instructions provided by Facebook to its crowdworkers, to
guide, harmonize, and speed their review of flagged content. Crowdworkers are now used as a first-response team, looking at flagged posts and images from users and making quick decisions about how to respond. The moderators following those leaked instructions would largely be looking at content already reported or “flagged” by Facebook users. They would either “confirm” the report (and delete the content), “unconfirm” it (the content stays), or “escalate” it, passing it up to Facebook for further review. Only the most difficult cases are passed up to the internal content team for further deliberation, though these teams would also have access to a rich flow of data on what their crowdworkers were encountering and deciding. According to a 2016 NPR report, Facebook by itself now subcontracts its content review out to “several thousand people” on three continents. This number was confirmed in May 2017, when, in response to growing criticism about violent murders and suicides broadcast over the new Facebook Live feature, Mark Zuckerberg promised to add an additional three thousand moderators to the forty-five hundred they already depend on. Add that to all the other major platforms that do not handle moderation entirely in-house, and this is a significant workforce, with an unseemly task: as one moderator put it, “Think like that there is a sewer channel and all of the mess/dirt/waste/shit of the world flow towards you and you have to clean it.”

To cope with the immense amount of disputed content that must be reviewed, and to placate angry users and critics, platforms have increasingly promised speedy responses. Facebook currently promises some kind of response within twenty-four hours, and in 2016 all of the major platforms promised European lawmakers to ensure review of possible terrorist or extremist content within a one-day window. To meet such a requirement, human review must be handled fast. “Fast” here can mean mere seconds per complaint—approve, reject, approve—and moderators are often evaluated on their speed as well as their accuracy, meaning there is reward and pressure to keep up this pace. Each complaint is thus getting just a sliver of human attention, under great pressure to be responsive not just to this complaint, but to the queue of complaints behind it. To speed things along, and also for reasons of privacy, the images and posts are usually detached from their original material. Moderators are generally unaware of the identity of the user, and are provided little of the surrounding context—the back and forth of a conversation, that user’s previous posts, and so on. Users expect these judgments to weigh competing values, show cultural sensitivity, and appear to the user as fair and consistent. Instead, they are being
distilled from their meaningful context and compressed by the weight of this enormous and endless queue of complaints.

These crowdworkers are obscured intentionally and by circumstance. Many are in parts of the world where labor is cheap, especially the Philippines and India, far from both the platform they work for and the users they are moderating; they are also distanced from the company through contract labor arrangements and the intervening interfaces of the crowdwork platforms that employ them and organize their labor. Work conditions can be grim. For a widely read 2014 *Wired* article, Adrian Chen investigated workers in the Philippines employed by crowdworker platform TaskUs to do content moderation for U.S.-based platforms, under very different working conditions from those one might find in Silicon Valley. The pay is meager: a quarter-cent per image, according to a 2012 report—or between 1 and 4 dollars per hour, according to Chen’s report. Kristy Milland, an outspoken activist in the Mechanical Turk community, noted, “People say to me ‘Oh my god, you work at home? You’re so lucky. . . . You can’t tell them ‘I was tagging images today—it was all ISIS screen grabs. There was a basket full of heads.’ That’s what I saw just a few months ago. The guy on fire, I had to tag that video. It was like 10 cents a photo.”

This globally dispersed and fluctuating labor force solves a series of problems these platforms face. First, a platform can assemble a response team that works twenty-four hours a day, and can draw from any geographic region, in any language. And as the queue of complaints grows and shrinks, the review process can be adjusted: “Because numbers of workers can be recruited in accordance with task size, the amount of time to finish the micro-tasks does not grow or shrink with the number of tasks.” This is what allows the platforms to guarantee a response time, so long as the in-house team can respond quickly enough to any issues that the crowdworkers escalate to them. And the work is distanced, literally and figuratively, from the rest of the company’s workers (who need not even know that some of what appears to be data processing is performed by humans). It is even separated to some degree from the internal teams that manage the labor, by the interface of the microwork platform, or by the third-party company the platform has subcontracted the work to. This helps distance this work, and all it represents, from the production of the platform and the experience its managers imagine users are having with it.

Crowdworker moderators also face a bewildering torrent of material, from harmless material flagged accidentally or incorrectly, to questionable
stuff that might or might cross the line, to a blistering array of human atrocities. The little press coverage available about this hidden workforce has focused primarily on the psychological toll of having to look at the worst the Internet has to offer, all day long, day in and day out. In 2010, the New York Times worried that content moderators, having to look at this “sewer channel” of content reported by users, were akin to “combat veterans, completely desensitized,” and noted a growing call for these platforms to provide therapeutic services. Chen’s exposé makes this point powerfully: this is not just about deciding whether a nipple is or is not showing, it’s about being compelled to look at the most gruesome, the most cruel, the most hateful that platforms users have to offer. One moderator for Google estimated looking at 15000 images a day, and grappling with the horrors he found there: child porn, beheadings, animal abuse. A lawsuit was recently brought against Microsoft by two content moderators suffering from posttraumatic stress after their work reviewing gruesome images and violent posts.

There is something deeply unsettling about Facebook’s leaked training documents, in the way it must explain and sometimes show the horrors that Facebook users are apparently eager to share, with all the finesse of a corporate training manual.

There certainly may be a psychological toll to this work. But as my colleague Mary Gray has argued, framing this labor exclusively in terms of the psychological impact may obscure the equally problematic labor politics, which is less about the shock of what workers occasionally encounter and more about the mundane realities of depending on this kind of work to provide a livelihood. For many, this is full-time work, even if cobbled together from piecemeal assignments. And while moderators do have to face true atrocities, much more of what they screen is the everyday violence, the everyday sexism and racism and homophobia, the everyday pornography, and the everyday self-harm that users share. Though some may be troubled by what they’re forced to look at, more typically the worker is troubled by whether he can get enough work, whether the pay is enough to support his family, whether a bad review on one gig will block him from the best-paid tasks, whether there is any recourse for being mistreated by the company that hired him, whether he will be able to afford health insurance this month—the precariousness of the labor, more than the impact of the content. Content moderation is currently one of the most common of the “human computation” tasks being handled by this growing but largely concealed workforce. And because this work is both necessary and invisible,
the rights and expectations around this kind of contingent information work are just now being established, outside of public view. But why must it be so hidden? As Sarah Roberts argues, platform managers want to keep the content moderation process opaque not only to avoid helping users skirt the rules but to downplay the fact that what is available is the result of an active selection process, chosen for economic reasons. When moderation is made as invisible as possible, the content we do see seems like it is simply there, a natural phenomenon—including whatever racist, homophobic, obscene, or abusive content is allowed to stay. Opacity hides not only the fact of selection but also the values motivating that selection, including “the palatability of that content to some imagined audience and the potential for its marketability and virality, on the one hand, and the likelihood of it causing offense and brand damage, on the other. In short it is evaluated for its potential value as commodity.”

There are, however, gaps in this veil of secrecy. For his 2014 exposé, Chen didn’t depend on a leak: the CEO of Whisper invited him to see the way content moderation was being handled, in all likelihood to help quell concerns that Whisper was home to a troubling amount of harassment and self-harm. At the time, this process was still a secret carefully guarded by most platforms, but increasingly platform managers are sensing a need to demonstrate their commitment to content moderation. Still, platforms continue to reveal little about their process, or how big a problem it is. And third-party companies that employ these moderators are also tight-lipped, often under a contractual obligation of secrecy with their platform customers. This silence means that this work largely remains invisible, with the exception of a few reporters, activists, and academics looking to shine a light on this part of the social media industry.

Community Managers

Platforms that are designed to allow smaller subgroups to exist within the broader population of users can empower moderators to be responsible for the activity of a subgroup. These roles differ depending on the shape of the platform in question; I am thinking here of the policing power given to the admins of Facebook Groups, the “redditors” who moderate subreddits at Reddit, the administrators with enhanced editing and policing powers on Wikipedia and Quora. We could also include the moderation powers that go with operating a blog or page that has space for comments, the ways users can police their own Tumblr blogs, Instagram comments, YouTube
channels, or Facebook pages, as well as the kinds of small groups that structure some online gaming and virtual worlds, such as guilds and teams. (I want to separate this from the power users are sometimes given to block messages they receive or specific people that follow them; what I mean here is the ability to remove contributions from the public or semipublic spaces to which they are posted, not just from the user’s own view.)

The community manager shares a family resemblance with some of the figures that populated the early web: operators of bulletin board systems (BBSs), chatroom moderators, AOL volunteers, and webmasters all performed the mundane work of keeping small communities functioning and happy. In many cases these were the same people who had set up the communities and handled the backstage technical upkeep and fielded support questions as well. In other cases, they were users granted administrative privileges in exchange for managing user accounts, handling disagreements, and enforcing community norms. The amount and character of this labor varied widely, but rested upon the manager’s commitment to the community, as founder or participant. Sometimes the role shifted toward moderation in response to a shock to the community: when, for example, a troll first disrupted a community that had simply, and perhaps naively, assumed that everyone wanted the same thing, and required no governance at all. Community management has taken many forms, perhaps as many forms as there are online communities: from the benevolent tyranny of a webmaster, to public arbitration among an entire community, to ad hoc councils appointed to determine policies and dole out punishments. As these communities grew and changed over time, new members and new conflicts challenged these forms of governance; sometimes they adjusted, and sometimes the groups faltered and people moved on.

As small-scale, commercial social media began to develop, community managers (employed by the platform) remained important points of contact to face the community—not exclusively for moderation, sometimes not at all, but for troubleshooting technical problems, addressing concerns about the community, mediating interpersonal disputes. But as these platforms grew, it became increasingly untenable to correspond directly with that many users. On major platforms like YouTube and Twitter, users regularly complain about how unreachable site representatives can be.

But some platforms that are designed to subdivide users into distinct groups have retained this community manager role, in a modified form. Reddit uses volunteer “redditors” to manage individual subreddits—sometimes
a single person, sometimes a team; sometimes the person who initiated the subreddit, sometimes a user enlisted to help manage it as it expanded. The redditor is granted the technical privileges of an administrator: she has the ability to remove posts, delete comments, and suspend users from her subreddit. A subreddit can have its own code of conduct: sometimes a variation of or more articulated version of Reddit’s, but in other cases with wholly new rules specific to that community.

Community moderators occupy a structurally different position from the moderation teams employed by the platforms, a difference that can be both advantageous and not. As participants in or even founders of the group, sometimes with a lengthy tenure, they may enjoy an established standing in the community. They may be enforcing rules that were generated by and consented to by the community, making enforcement easier. They are often deeply invested in the group’s success, though this can be an asset or a detriment: the community manager may have a familiarity and legitimacy with the users that a distant review team does not, but he may also tend to rigidly adhere to first principles and be less willing to adapt to new members, new directions, and new challenges. Most important, a community works out its own identity and values in the very practices of developing governance that embodies its aims as a community. Community managers, at their best, are well positioned to guide this process.

On the other hand, they are typically volunteers, usually uncompensated and often underappreciated. Typically they do not have the authority to extend any punitive consequences beyond the groups they’re responsible for—a manager can ban a user from the specific group but not from the entire platform—which significantly limits their scope and allows troublemakers to move across groups with near impunity. And because community managers are nearly always volunteers, oversight can vary widely from community to community.

But perhaps what’s most challenging for community managers at larger platforms is that they are in some ways separate and yet also inextricably woven into and dependent upon that platform. A social media platform may be designed to provide specific spaces for groups to gather, but it is not franchising these community spaces to be overseen independently. The financial imperatives of subscription, advertising, and data collection drive platforms to collect and keep people rather than splintering them off, while also giving them the sensation (or illusion) of freedom of movement and the ability to organize into semi-independent communities. Platform-based
groups are interwoven algorithmically: they depend on the same user profiles, their boundaries are porous, and the platforms encourage users, interactions, and data to move across and through them. This changes, and limits, what a community manager reasonably can do, and shapes the governability of the group itself. For instance, a redditor may manage a specific subreddit, one with coherent aims and stable membership. But the moment one post from within the subreddit enjoys sufficient popularity that it gets boosted to the front page, it draws attention and reaction from beyond the subreddit that the redditor cannot oversee, and may inspire a sudden influx of users who may not share the group’s aims or ethos.

While groups are often able to set and enforce their own community norms, they are not free from the sitewide guidelines. A Facebook group cannot, for instance, permit pornography that the platform prohibits. (It may, of course, limit its membership to others who want pornography; if no one flags, the group might get away with it for a while. But this is different from being able to set affirmative guidelines contrary to those of the larger platform.) The reverse is also true: although the Facebook group administrator has the power to delete and suspend, all of the flagging mechanisms of the wider platform remain in place, meaning that users can easily bypass the group administrator and complain directly to Facebook.

Communities that regularly run afoul of the sitewide guidelines can become a liability for the platform, something Reddit seems to face on a regular basis. In recent years Reddit has had to ban active subreddits that were flourishing under moderators who were unconcerned about, or actively supportive of, the goings on within: subreddits dedicated to sharing stolen nude images of female celebrities, affirming white supremacist ideals and denigrating minorities, or circulating revenge porn.44 Reddit was slow to act in many of these cases—some charged the company with studiously looking the other way until pressured to respond. But its hesitation may have also been a product of their commitment to deferring as much of the moderation as possible to redditors. Still, when a group grows too extreme or too visible, policies of the platform supersede the will of the community manager.

As J. Nathan Matias tells it, this overlapping responsibility, and the friction it can engender, was most apparent during the Reddit “blackout” of 2015.45 Many redditors were surprised when Reddit shuttered several controversial subreddits, imposed stricter rules about revenge porn and harassment, and pressed redditors to moderate more aggressively. Some already
felt constrained by the limited moderation tools Reddit provided. Their frustration came to a boil after the sudden firing of Victoria Taylor, who had been the liaison between redditors and the company. In response, many subreddits went dark as a symbolic protest, and as a way to pressure Reddit. Clearly, redditors occupy a difficult position between Reddit and their user community: beholden to both, belonging to neither. Clearly, they retain some power by being in the middle, able under some circumstances to get the attention of Reddit. But their ability to govern, as well as exactly what they are governing, is intertwined with the platform and its prevailing interests.46

**Flaggers**

Enormous platforms face an enormous moderation project, but they also have an enormous resource close at hand: users themselves. Most platforms now invite users to “flag” problematic content and behavior, generating a queue of complaints that can be fed to the platform moderators—typically, to its army of crowdworkers first—to adjudicate. Flagging is now widespread across social media platforms, and has settled in as a norm in the logic of the social media interface, alongside “favoriting” and reposting. A small icon or link beneath a post, image, or video offers the user a pull-down menu for submitting a complaint, often with submenus to specify the nature of the offense. In the earliest days of contemporary platforms, such mechanisms were nonexistent, or buried in the help pages. Platforms have since made it easier and easier to find these flags, though in some cases criticism has dogged specific platforms for the alleged inadequacy of these mechanisms.

Enlisting the crowd to police itself is now commonplace across social media platforms and, more broadly, the management of public information resources. It is increasingly seen as a necessary element of platforms, both by regulators who want platforms to be more responsive and by platform managers hoping to avoid stricter regulations. Flagging has expanded as part of the vocabulary of online interfaces, beyond alerting a platform to offense: platforms let you flag users who you fear are suicidal, or flag news or commentary that peddles falsehoods. What users are being asked to police, and the responsibility attached, is expanding.

In the previous chapter I discussed the problematic aspects of flagging as a moderation technique. Here I want to consider the population of users who actually do it. Flagging elicits and structures the work of users—transforming them into a labor force of volunteer regulators. This is part
of a broader dependence on the work of users that is crucial to platforms themselves—to produce content, to like, label, review, and rank, to build networks of people and communities of interest. Platforms are empty software shells; the creative and social labor of users fills those shells. Some have argued that the economic value of social media platforms is overwhelmingly built upon this labor that users give away without financial compensation, though there are arguably other forms of compensation users experience: social connection, reputation, and so forth. But wherever you stand on the question of whether this is exploitation or a fair bargain, it depends on users being enlisted to make small contributions that are aggregated for the collective benefit, and for the benefit of the platform itself. It is work, however compensated or not, however fairly arranged or not, and it takes the place of more traditional kinds of labor. User labor is a fundamental part of the social compact that platforms offer and depend upon; flagging objectionable content fits neatly into this compact, and gives rise to some of the same tensions and ambivalences.

On the one hand, flagging puts the work of review and complaint right at the point of offense, in front of those most motivated to complain. Even if moderators can’t be everywhere, users can; if policy teams cannot anticipate emerging problems, users can be their sensitized nerve endings. The flagging system takes these momentary responses and aggregates them into a decentralized identification system for possible violations. Flaggers may also help a platform team to better understand the norms of the community—content that is not flagged will remain, even if members of the policy team might have worried about it had they encountered it, and they may look twice at materials they think are acceptable but that users keep flagging. As a site expands into different countries, the population of possible flaggers automatically includes people with the necessary linguistic and cultural expertise—although this is not without its own problems.

On the other hand, flagging is voluntary—which means that the users who deputize themselves to flag content are those most motivated to do so. This raises questions about the nature of that motivation. Platforms typically describe the flagging mechanism as giving an offended viewer or victim of harassment the means to alert the platform. But this is just one reason to flag, and the easiest to celebrate. There are real differences between a user complaining about harm to himself, a bystander calling out the bad behavior of others, a user serving as citizen patrol to ferret out offenses or enforce the rules, and someone gaming the flagging system to express
political disdain or undercut someone else’s efforts to be heard. In one analysis of harassment reports made to Twitter, a majority of the reports were found to be false, incorrect, or deliberate acts of trolling, and half of the legitimate reports came from bystanders concerned about other users being victimized, rather than from victims themselves.48 Yet the tool is the same for all of these flaggers, and the queue of complaints they generate does not distinguish among them particularly well.

Platforms also describe flagging as an expression of the community. But are the users who flag “representative” of the larger user base, and what are the ramifications for the legitimacy of the system if they’re not? Who flags, and why, is hard to know. Platforms do not report how many users flag, what percentage of those who do flag provide the most flags, how often platform moderators remove or retain flagged content, and so on. YouTube noted, in the vaguest terms, that “over 90 million people have flagged videos on YouTube since 2006—that’s more than the population of Egypt—and over a third of these people have flagged more than one video.”49 We might also guess that these numbers fluctuate dramatically. Policy managers talked about surges of flags that turn out to be pranks inspired by 4chan users to disrupt the platform. Real-world events and widely shared pieces of contentious content might also lead to surges in flagging. Beyond that, it would be reasonable to guess that flagging is likely to resemble the 90/10 “power law” curves we see in participation on user-generated platforms.50 Probably a minority of users flag, and a tiny minority of that minority does most of the flagging. But again, this is only a guess, because none of the major social media platforms has made this kind of data available.

Not all flags, or all surges of flags, are attended to in the same way. One representative of YouTube told me that the content moderation team often saw surges of flags when a new country got access to the platform. “When we actually launch in other countries, we’ll see the flagging rates just completely spike, because, I think it’s a combination of sort of users in those new countries don’t know the rules of the road and so they’re uploading anything and everything, and the community that is YouTube is actually, they can recognize the outliers pretty quickly and they sort of know what is cool for the community and what isn’t, and so it’s interesting to see sort of the new country absorbed into the community norms and very quickly you see that the flagging rates stabilize.”51 This struck me as an astounding assumption: a different logic would be to treat this new wave of flags as some kind of expression of values held by this new user population, to be taken
more seriously than the rest. YouTube’s approach is a reminder that while flagging can sound like an expression of the community, the platform still determines which users are “the community that is YouTube” and which need to be “absorbed.”

Superflaggers, Peer Support, and External Efforts

Shifting the work of moderation to users is meant to address the problem of scale, but it gives platforms a fluid and unreliable labor force making judgments that are uneven in quality and sometimes self-interested and deceptive. As a technique, flagging privileges quantity over quality, or knowing a lot in a superficial way over knowing a little but with more certainty. But not all users are created equal, so not all users need be treated equally. Some platforms depend on subsets of users that have either the proven reliability as flaggers to be taken more seriously or the expertise to more skillfully recognize and adjudicate specific kinds of problems.

Many platform managers would like to have more high-quality flags and fewer accidental and tactical ones; there are ways to ensure this. Some platforms internally assign reputation scores to flaggers, so that subsequent flags from users who have a proven record of flagging accurately will be taken more seriously or acted upon more quickly. Others have introduced programs to encourage and reward users who flag judiciously: Microsoft’s Xbox offers the Enforcement United program; YouTube began a Trusted Flagger program in 2012, then expanded it in 2016 to the YouTube Heroes program, gamifying flagging by offering points and rewards.52 Yelp oversees the Yelp Elite Squad in which high-quality reviewers are, by invitation only, made members of a semisecret group, get invited to local parties, and are feted as tastemakers; Yelp has since hired its community managers from this group.53

Similarly, some platforms have granted heightened reporting powers to “authorized reporters,” organizations that have the expertise or the urgency to flag certain kinds of content quickly—police departments, health organizations, child-protection groups, fact-checking organizations, and so on. Europol formed Internet Referral Units designed to quickly forward suspected terrorist content to platforms and service providers for review and removal.54 Again, the presumption is that flags from trusted users or expert organizations are “better intelligence” than a flag from any old user, and can be acted upon with less deliberation and delay. Who the privileged flaggers are, even the fact that these users and organizations have this power, generally remains opaque to users.
One such authorized-reporter arrangement has been discussed publicly. In November 2014, Twitter partnered with the activist organization Women Action and the Media to help field complaints regarding gendered harassment. For Twitter, this was good publicity after a particular bad news cycle, as the Gamergate controversy had been swirling for the previous six months. The experiment lasted just three weeks, but in that short time WAM was able to field hundreds of complaints of harassment; this required sorting through many that were fake or incorrect, enduring ones that were themselves harassment aimed at WAM and its volunteers, and then communicating with the victims to help WAM escalate their complaints to Twitter. This tiny glimpse—just several hundred complaints, and only those who knew to seek help through WAM—highlighted how beleaguered some of these victims were, how surprisingly complex Twitter’s mechanisms were, and how they were at times ill-suited to the kinds of harassment women were experiencing. But it also helped reveal the labor required of an “authorized reporter.” The work was time-consuming and emotionally exhausting, WAM drew fire from trolls and misogynists who punished it for its efforts, and the partnership between WAM and Twitter was fraught.

Other organizations do some of the support work around platforms, without partnering with them directly—particularly addressing the problems of harassment and hate speech. Heartmob was launched in 2016 by Hollaback, a group initially committed to ending the street harassment of women. Heartmob was designed to encourage bystanders to become allies to victims of online harassment; volunteers made themselves available to answer a harassed user’s request for advice or emotional support, help in documenting a case of online abuse, or even call a user to support her as they faced her harassers. Others, like Trollbusters and Crash Override, make similar efforts to support and advise victims of harassment outside of the official avenues Twitter provides. Some of these organizations also collect data on what users are encountering and how platforms respond—data that the platforms either have or could gather, but seem reticent to make available publicly.

Others have attempted to develop software that function alongside social media platforms to give users more tools for fending off unwanted content or attention. Blocking tools like Blockbot and Blocktogether are intended to aggregate the efforts of users to identify harassers and trolls, developing shared lists of offending accounts. These tools represent yet
another sliver of the labor of moderation: not only the labor of each user that is aggregated by these tools, but the labor that has gone into developing the tools themselves, often requiring independent and unfunded designers to work with or around the platform APIs. As Stuart Geiger notes, this labor counterbalances the “labor” of harassment itself: “The work of harassment can be efficiently distributed and decentralized, with anonymous imageboards serving as one of many key sites for the selection of targets. . . . In contrast, the work of responding to harassment is much more difficult to scale, as each of those messages must be dealt with by the recipient. . . . With blockbots, counter-harassment work can be more efficiently distributed and decentralized across a group that shares common understandings about what harassment is.” Regardless of their approach or effectiveness, these independent grassroots efforts constitute another part of the labor that, in its current incarnation, supports and executes the process of content moderation.

There are moments in which platforms recognize, or are forced to acknowledge, that they need outside expertise. The array of issues platforms find themselves adjudicating are both myriad and sensitive. From time to time, and usually issue by issue and controversy by controversy, major platforms have sought the aid of existing organizations that have the expertise and legitimacy to help them address an issue with sensitivity, and shore up their legitimacy in doing so. Kate Klonick highlights these partnerships by taking a closer look at Twitter’s Trust and Safety Council,59 announced in 2016, which reveals the range of nonprofit and activist organizations Twitter had already been turning to more informally: groups with expertise in a particular kind of harm (the Anti-Defamation League, the National Domestic Violence Hotline), groups dedicated to a vulnerable population (ConnectSafely, the Family Online Safety Institute, GLAAD), and groups advocating for user rights online (the Center for Democracy and Technology, Internet Watch Foundation).60

Everyone

Finally, some platforms ask users to rate their own content when it is first posted, and then provide filtering mechanisms so that users can avoid content they want to avoid. Unlike flagging, this enlists every user, distributing the work more equitably and diminishing the problem that those doing the flagging do not represent the whole community. The challenge in this approach is how to get users to rate their own content fully and consistently.
Platforms don’t want to introduce too many steps at the moment a user posts, worried that an unwieldy and multiclick interface will discourage participation. So any user-rating process either must be lean and depend heavily on defaults or it must happen less often. On Tumblr, for example, each user is asked to rate her entire blog, rather than each post, and the default rating is “safe.” While this makes the interface quite simple, the rating can only serve as a blunt instrument: a Tumblr user who occasionally posts risqué art and a user who regularly posts pornography might have the same “Explicit” rating. Users inevitably have different interpretations of what is “adult” or “violent” or “not for children,” especially regarding their own posts, leaving the platform with limited means for ensuring consistency across users.

User ratings make up an important component of the moderation of some online platforms. When Flickr first launched, it quietly encouraged users to follow the NIPSA rule: Not in the Public Site Area. Photos considered adult by Flickr’s moderators would be tagged as such, so as not to appear in search results. In 2007, Flickr shifted this to a user-assigned rating system, where users were expected to rate the photos they post as “safe,” “moderate,” or “restricted.” Flickr’s moderators can change a photo’s ratings if they feel it has been incorrectly assessed and can suspend a user for regularly failing to rate photos correctly. YouTube can “age-restrict” specific videos or channels; users who come across these videos are warned that they are about to see restricted content and must click through to the video. Registered users under the age of seventeen cannot click through; neither can users who have not logged in, as YouTube has no way of knowing their age. (This also benefits YouTube/Google, subtly encouraging users to sign in, which is in the company’s broader financial interests.)

Just as with flagging, user ratings are invariably subjective. Ratings may vary because of differences in how the same content is assessed by different users, or because of differences in how users interpret the vocabulary of the ratings system, or both. What I might rate as “moderate,” you might very much not. And when I rate my own contributions, though there may be incentives to rate accurately, I may also be subject to a perceptual bias: my own content is likely to seem acceptable to me. And because it is in the interest of a producer to be found by other users, ratings can tend to be strategic: does rating it as more acceptable than it actually is avoid its being filtered away from most people? Does rating it NSFW give it more allure than it may deserve? Finally, ratings are relative to one’s own understanding.
of the platform and its norms, which come partly from the platform itself and partly from the encounters a user might have on that platform. For a user who regularly explores the racier side of Flickr or Tumblr, and regularly encounters other like-minded users there, the platform as a whole may seem very permissive; another person who uses the same platform to share only uncontroversial content may develop a different sense of what the platform might find acceptable. Their ratings may skew differently, relative to their perceptions of the platform.

Ratings systems on U.S. social media platforms tend to deploy one of two vocabularies: based on age, like YouTube, or on a spectrum of appropriateness, like Flickr and Tumblr. The rating systems for Hollywood film and, more recently, television, use similar vocabularies. But there is no reason why ratings must hew to these two vocabularies. Like U.S. television ratings, age appropriateness can be combined with indications of types of potentially offensive content, providing the user, parent, or filtering algorithm information to help determine whether to allow access to that content. Since digital content can convey a rich array of categorical information as “metadata,” rating schemes are limited only by how much the platform is willing to ask the contributor at the moment of posting. However, the design of a rating system can have curious consequences.

Apple asks a great deal of developers when they post their apps to the App Store. Apple’s rating system is not based on age or on a single spectrum of appropriateness. Instead, developers must assess the presence of ten different kinds of problematic content, such as “cartoon or fantasy violence,” “horror/fear themes,” or “simulated gambling,” each assessed at one of three levels: “none,” “infrequent/mild,” or “frequent/intense”; Apple then mathematically combines these answers into a single age rating for the app, expressed in terms of age: 4+, 9+, 12+, 17+, or “No Rating.”62 These ratings matter. Without a rating, the app cannot appear in the App Store. Apps rated 17+ present the user with a warning before they can be downloaded; the other ratings are provided as information in the app store, and can be filtered out for individual accounts, presumably by parents. But the calculus behind the transformation of descriptive answers into age rating is mysterious, and largely opaque to the developers. Some have experimented to see what answers will warrant particular age ratings, and raised questions about what the difference might be between saying your app has “intense” “sexual content and nudity” or saying it has “mild” “graphic sexual content and nudity”—which end up generating different age ratings.63
THE LABOR AND THE LOGISTICS

Each social media platform has cobbled together a content moderation process that draws on the labor of some combination of company employees, temporary crowdworkers, outsourced review teams, legal and expert consultants, community managers, flaggers, admins, mods, superflaggers, nonprofits, activist organizations, and the entire user population. Not all platforms depend on all of these different labor forces, and no two do so in exactly the same way. What I have laid out in this chapter represents the terrain of work that together constitutes the often invisible, mundane, and embedded logistics of content moderation. Given the scope and variety of this work, it should give us pause when platforms continue to present themselves as open and frictionless flows of user participation.

Each part of this process is a kind of answer to the problem of scale: with numerous interactions, but limited resources to attend to them all. Each element provides a way for either a few people to do a great deal with limited resources, or a lot of people to each do a little, together. A generous interpretation would see these as attempts, some more successful, some less, to apportion the immense labor of content moderation to those best positioned to do it. Rating content falls to producers, who know the content best; flagging abuses falls to the victims, as they are most aware and most in need; disputes in a foreign language fall to internally employed field experts, or crowdworkers drawn from that culture or region; adjudicating the hardest cases falls to the company leadership, who can maintain consistent policies and enforcement across the site, and bear the responsibility for and consequences of a bad decision.

A less forgiving interpretation is that these are arrangements of expediency, even exploitation. Social media platforms have successfully cemented the idea that users pay for their services not with dollars but with effort: posting, commenting, liking, reviewing, forwarding. Users have accepted the notion that their microcontribution, their labor, is the fair price for whatever value and satisfaction they get from the platform. Adding rating and flagging to the user’s already long list of jobs is a small ask. Crowdworkers are a cheap and flexible labor force who can perform the kind of detection and classification that machine-learning techniques can’t quite do, can be flexibly moved (or hired and fired) as different kinds of user behavior wax and wane, and can absorb the psychological toll of wading through the mind-numbingly mundane and occasionally traumatic. The scope and character of that labor force remain hidden from the clean hallways and
day-glo cafeterias of Silicon Valley headquarters, and from the legal protections attached to traditional employment. The crafting of the rules themselves stays nearest to the platform, where it can be aligned with and help extend the performed ethos of the company, including the promises made to advertisers, and controversy and criticism can be managed with nearby public relations and legal expertise.

I think both these interpretations have some truth to them. Media industries, new and old, have tried to balance serving the public and serving themselves. Moderators, both the internal teams and the crowdworkers, probably are motivated by a personal and institutional desire to help protect their users and affirm a moral baseline, and a belief that this division of labor between moderators and users is a good approach for doing so. But such aims cannot be disentangled from the economic imperatives that drive moderation too, especially under the pressure of this highly regimented, breakneck, and compartmentalized work process. And, whether we like the particular division of labor a platform settles on, there has to be some division of labor, and it undoubtedly will demand some effort from the platform and some from the users.

We can and should ask questions about judgment, self-interest, and structural constraints at any point along this chain of work. Anyone, at any level of this enormous undertaking, can make a mistake, be ill-suited to the task, or implement a partial or skewed set of values that does not match those of the users. But this intricate division of labor raises two additional challenges: the coordination of these efforts and the translation of both concerns and criteria between the different layers.

The challenge of content moderation, then, is as much about the coordination of work as it is about making judgments. First, decisions the press or disgruntled users see as mistaken or hypocritical might be the result of slippage between these divisions of labor—between what is allowed and what is flagged, between how a policy is set and how it is conveyed to a fluctuating population of crowdworkers, between how a violation is understood in different cultural climates, between what does get objected to and what should. A platform might instantiate a reasonable rule with good intentions and thoughtful criteria, but that rule may be interpreted very differently by the internal policy team, the temporary reviewers in another part of the world, the community moderator on the ground, and the offended user clicking the flag. Policy decisions made by a company may too slowly filter down to those doing the actual reviewing; shifts in users’ sensibilities
or surging problems may too slowly filter up to platform leadership. This is a problem for platforms that seek consistency: as one representative of Facebook put it, “The central goal of all enforcement is repeatability at the kinds of scale we’re talking about, because if Facebook or Twitter or whoever can’t do the policy the same way over and over again given similar cases they don’t have a policy. They have some cool aspirations and then chaos, right?”

Second, perhaps our concerns about what is allowed or prohibited should be paired with concerns about how platforms organize, distribute, and oversee new forms of labor—from soliciting the labor of users as a voluntary corps of flaggers, to employing thousands of crowdworkers under inequitable employment arrangements, to leaving the task of setting and articulating policy to a tiny community of San Francisco tech entrepreneurs who have been socialized and professionalized inside a very specific worldview. Spreading the work of moderation across these different labor forces, and organizing them as a computational flow of data, transforms a human and social judgment of value and harm into a logistical problem-solving exercise. All these arrangements need to be scrutinized.

The challenges of coordinating the distributed and decentralized work of moderation are probably most acute at the points of contact. Between flaggers and crowdworkers, and between crowdworkers and policy teams, are membranes across which must flow both expressions of principle in one direction and expressions of concern in the other. At these points of contact, these expressions get rewritten, translated into a new form that is meant to both retain the meaning and fit it to the work that will respond to it. These translations can introduce distortions, ambiguities, and even new meanings.

For instance, enlisting the crowd to police itself can work at this scale only if the concerns of users can be transformed into manageable bits of data. When a user flags some problematic content, the character of his concern must be reduced to fit the data entry format provided: the flag itself, its particular submenus, time codes, and so on. This takes an affective, socially loaded, and meaningful expression of a user, scrubs it of emotion and detail, and restates it in desiccated terms. What may have been “Ugh! That’s terrible!” becomes “flag :: hateful or abusive content :: promotes hatred and violence :: 5:40.” The data subsumes and comes to stand in for the users and their objections. Something is lost, and something is added.

Similarly, when policy teams craft specific guidance for crowdworkers, as in the leaked documents that began this chapter, they must translate the platform’s community guidelines into instructions that will suit the modular,
rapid work of the reviewers. But these two documents are not congruent in their spirit, emphasis, or detail. One is a performance of principle, the other combines a restatement of those principles with internal rules not shared with users, ad hoc tactics harvested from the moderation work itself, and the scars of past incidents and external pressures. Again, much is lost and much is added.

Many of the problems with these systems of platform moderation lie in the uncertainties of this distributed system of work, and they breed in the shadow of an apparatus that remains distinctly opaque to public scrutiny. Platforms do an injustice, both to effective moderation and to the workers involved at every level, when they hide the character and arrangements of this labor. This makes it extremely difficult to understand why particular decisions are made, why certain rules are inconsistently enforced, and how the review process can be improved—not only for the user who might want to dispute a decision, and not only for the public who should have a better understanding of these inner workings, but even for the operators of the platform themselves.

Some content policy managers are hoping that more sophisticated data collection and analysis will help them better address the logistical challenges of content moderation. Platforms manage themselves through the gathering of data, and they gather an immense amount of it. This is no less true for the procedures of content moderation, for which platforms also now collect data. But data is never definitive; it always requires interpretation. Imagine that the data on our platform suggests that a great deal more nudity was removed this week. Was more being posted? Were flaggers being more sensitive? Were community managers in revolt? Was a new population of crowdworkers implementing the criteria differently? Did a policy change or a high-profile piece of viral content subtly shift what users think is acceptable to post, or what they think they can get away with? It is extremely difficult to parse the fluctuations with logistics this complex and distributed, workers differently situated and motivated, and the whole system constantly in flux.

With more clarity, this work could be better managed, more effectively audited and researched, and perhaps more trusted. Users might not immediately assume that the platform is being hypocritical, self-interested, or spineless, when in fact a decision might be coming from somewhere along this chain of labor that does not align with the stated policy. This does not mean that content moderation must all be performed publicly, or that it
must be flawless. It means that platforms must stand accountable for constructing this chain of labor, for making cogent decisions about how this work should be done and by whom, for articulating why moderation should be parceled out in this particular way, and for articulating clearly and publicly how they plan to make their moderation effective and responsive while also protecting the labor rights and the emotional and social investments of everyone involved. And while it may be too much to ask, these statements of accountability would be stronger and more persuasive if they came not just from each platform individually, but from all the platforms together as industry-wide commitment.
Last year, . . . while you were entertaining the virtual masses, I (along with millions of other women around the world!) was busy creating and nourishing human life. Not just one life, but two. That’s right, Facebook. I grew two tiny people inside my womb, birthed them, almost died in the process. . . . Why am I sending this to you, Facebook? Last week, I posted a picture of myself breastfeeding my newborn twins using my Facebook account. I posted this picture to a pro-breastfeeding fan page, to help encourage other mothers. . . . But you took that picture down. You took hundreds of pictures down. You told me my picture is offensive. Inappropriate for children. . . . I spent this last year putting forth every effort of my being to make this world a better place. I contributed two beautiful children. My first and last priority in life is helping them become amazing and happy people in every way I know how. And so, Facebook, I wonder. I really wonder. What did you do last year?

April Purinton, “An Open Letter to Facebook,” February 2010

Social media platforms struggle with a fundamental tension. No matter how they handle content moderation, what their politics and premises are, what tactics they choose, it must happen at a data scale. Such massive platforms must treat users as data points, subpopulations, and statistics, and their interventions must be semiautomated so as to keep up with the relentless pace of both violations and complaints. This is not customer service or community management but logistics—where the content, and the users, and the concerns, must be distributed and addressed procedurally.

However, the user who is the target of harassment and the user who is summarily suspended experience moderation very differently. The
experience of harm and of content moderation is at an *intimate scale*, even if that user knows, intellectually, that moderation is an industrial-sized effort. “This is happening to me; I am under attack; I feel unsafe. Why won’t someone do something about this?” Or “that’s my post you deleted; my account you suspended. What did I do that was so wrong?” The press also tends to cover moderation at this intimate scale: it challenges the actions of a behemoth company by pointing out a single violation and shows the people who were misunderstood or harmed by it. Compelling, human-sized stories fit the journalistic frame well, but they are orthogonal to the scale at which social media platforms process intervention.

It may be that this gulf can be bridged. Users may become more aware of this sociotechnical apparatus and their place in it; social media platforms might better recognize that impersonal interventions make users feel personally judged or silenced. On the other hand, it may be that these scales are simply irreconcilable, that interventions made at a data scale will always run up against the lived experience of those interventions, felt intimately by individuals.

Thus far, this book has focused on the platforms, and the platform managers: how they think of their role as moderators, what they do, what problems they encounter, how they justify themselves in the face of criticism. But content moderation is also a lived experience. Every deletion or suspension involves specific users; every rule draws a line through a community, that then adjusts around it. In this chapter I want to consider moderation from the user’s perspective, not just in the moment of being harassed or flagging content or having a post removed, but as a lived and ongoing negotiation with the platform—sometimes a negotiation with the interface, sometimes a negotiation with the company itself, and sometimes a public reckoning about our shared values.

Social media platform managers are certainly aware of and attentive to the users they serve and, sometimes, must also police. But those users are so numerous that they typically can be known only either as data or as a composite type—rarely as individuals, and only in the briefest exchanges. However, around a small set of contentious issues, platforms have been forced to confront the ways their rules affect people and communities, and to recognize that some users understand some content and behavior in very different ways than does the platform’s management. And at times, that management has found it necessary to interact with and even collaborate with members of that community, to shape fairer policies.
Undoubtedly, every kind of platform intervention has rubbed someone the wrong way. But the battles that have cropped up, between social media platforms and specific user communities that contest their rules and their right to impose them typically do so because the issues involved strike a broader cultural or political chord. Some are issues that precede and extend beyond the platform: norms that are already contested in the broader public realm, and are coming up for public litigation because a platform is weighing in on them. Some are political movements seeking to be seen and legitimized by their presence on social media. When a platform determines that some content should be banned, its proponents can feel as if that decision settles on top of and reifies a litany of previous efforts to silence that community or marginalize that activity.

I could just as easily use as an example a community that feels it gets too little intervention from platforms, such as women enduring harassment and misogyny. Because of the scope of this problem, there is already a substantial amount of superb scholarship and journalism documenting the experience of harassment and the efforts to spur more involvement from the platforms. This could tell a parallel tale about platforms having to listen to and adjust for an angry user constituency.

Instead, I want to consider a community of practice that finds itself running afoul of some edge of a platform’s moderation policy, but whose members nevertheless feel they have a legitimate right to participate. Maybe it is a rule against them directly, that they feel is too restrictive—activists who reject legal prohibitions against public nudity and find their posts and images removed for precisely the same reason. Maybe it is a rule that, though not directed at them, works against them anyway—such as the drag queens suspended from platforms that require users to have just one, “real name” identity. Maybe it is a vocal political group like the “alt-right,” whose adherents use provocation as a political weapon, inducing the platform to suspend them so they can use the decision itself as further ammunition. Or maybe, as in the debates around breastfeeding photos, it is a community seeking an exception to a blanket rule, and finding it must push back against social media platforms that are unaware of or unable or unwilling to carve out and adjudicate such an exception.

The dispute between Facebook moderators and breastfeeding mothers has lasted more than a decade. It has quieted in the past few years, though this does not mean it is resolved. At its peak, this disagreement powerfully shaped not only Facebook’s policies, which did change in response, but also
how Facebook management came to understand the job of moderation, and how users slowly came to understand how Facebook moderates. Facebook is not the only platform to struggle with the question of whether images of breastfeeding are acceptable or unacceptable; similar questions have arisen for Livejournal, YouTube, and Instagram, though not to the same degree or with the same public visibility.

The debates about breastfeeding photos on Facebook may feel like too specific an example to concentrate on, and far from other kinds of concerns that now plague social media platforms, like misogyny, terrorism, political propaganda tactics, and hate speech. But this is part of the problem for social media platforms and for how we think about them. All of the issues they police are to some degree specific to a community concerned about them, and different from one another. Yet they all coexist on the same platforms and are all policed by the same mechanisms. If the computer is a universal machine, platforms are universal media—they can be fitted for almost any communicative purpose, all at once. This is both their marvel and their hazard.

I find the debate around breastfeeding particularly illustrative. It is one of the earliest disputes about platform policies, and one of the most persistent. It has emerged on several platforms, and attained broader visibility through activism and the press. It hangs precisely on a social and legal issue that was already contested in public spaces before it was an issue on social media. And it is, not surprisingly, about women’s bodies and their appropriate presentation in public, a perennial point of tension for Western debates about public propriety, for traditional broadcasting and publishing, and again for social media.

While breastfeeding was the central point of this dispute, it was woven into a larger set of questions about Facebook’s comparatively strict rules against nudity: what are the reasonable exceptions to such a rule (accidental, artistic, nonrepresentational), how consistently is the rule applied, and how does a rule against nudity run up against the interests of users who find it reasonable, even empowering, to display their own bodies. While in Western culture women’s exposed bodies are typically represented in media for the pleasure of men, and often for the commercial profit associated, women also expose their own bodies for a range of different reasons: as an expression of self-confidence, as a reclamation of their own sexuality, as a challenge to restrictive cultural standards of beauty (across the axes of age, race, and size), and in and around important moments in their lives that
involve their bodies—not only breastfeeding but celebrating the experience of birth, expressing grief and resilience after a mastectomy, or asserting the legitimacy and beauty of their body after sexual reassignment surgery. This array of meanings does not fit neatly into the traditional, sexualized display of women’s bodies as objects of desire, or the regulation of such display.

Tracking the arc of this dispute with Facebook highlights the impact that platform moderation can have when it impresses itself upon the complex terrain of social practice and meaning: the tensions between a platform’s goal of simple, clear, and universal rules and the heterogeneity of its users’ values and beliefs; the way platform managers find themselves having to wade into tricky, culturally contested issues; and the risk that rules can curtail the kinds of struggles for political visibility that take place on and beyond social media. Where a major social media platform sets its policy on images of breastfeeding leaves a heavy footprint on the broader social debate about breastfeeding in public, which is part of why the users irritated by the policy have continued to struggle against it instead of simply abiding by it or leaving the platform. It also highlights how, at the same time, the platform itself can become a site of contestation and activism: where the platform policies come under scrutiny, where newly politicized users can find like-minded allies and organize a collective response, both to the platform’s policies and in pursuit of broader political ends.

Most important, the breastfeeding controversy shows the experience of users as they run up against platform policies, to reveal how their own understanding of and political commitments behind their practices must contend with a social media platform’s efforts to impose guidelines, the real workings of its moderation efforts, and the contours of the public debate in which platforms find themselves. To this end, I interviewed several of the women who were most active in the efforts to push back against Facebook’s rules, and explored discussions that took place on Facebook groups and blogs about the controversy (as well as speaking to Facebook representatives and surveying the secondary press coverage and Facebook’s own public statements about it). I selected these women not because they were typical but because they were the most outspoken, the most recognized by the community that was politicized by this issue, and in some cases the ones Facebook contacted as the dispute persisted. I am not suggesting that theirs was a typical experience, if there is such a thing; rather, their experience of and insight into this dispute are particularly illuminating.
In its earliest years, when Facebook was available exclusively to Ivy League college students, the site’s managers probably didn’t have to deal too often with photos of mothers breastfeeding their children. (It’s not clear, back then, if Facebook even had “managers” responsible for content rules and removals, though as early as 2008 it had a “site integrity ops” team, and by
2009 it was touting its moderation efforts in the press.) But when Facebook expanded its target membership in September 2006 from college students to anyone age thirteen or over, the influx of adults to the platform brought with it a much wider range of activities, well beyond the specific interests of well-to-do American undergraduates.

Less than a year later Facebook began removing breastfeeding photos and issuing suspensions to the users who posted them. Some of these photos were posted by new mothers to their personal profiles and shared with friends; others were posted to mothering or breastfeeding support groups on Facebook, where new mothers could get advice for the challenges involved in breastfeeding, and find some sense of communion and community with other mothers. A user would log on only to find an alert that her photo had been removed, or that she was suspended from the entire site for a specified number of days. The pro forma text from Facebook stated bluntly that her photo violated the rule against “nudity, drug use, or other obscene content”—a classification that was both vague and often insulting to these mothers.

Facebook was not the first platform to run into trouble for restricting breastfeeding photos. In February 2007, a MySpace user found her breastfeeding photo removed and was threatened with account deletion if she posted it again. After the story generated some attention on a few interested “mommy blogs,” and in the local press where she lived, a petition demanding that MySpace change its policy received more than eleven thousand signatures. A year earlier, the blogging community LiveJournal experienced a full-blown “Nipplegate” when it clarified a rule banning nudity in “user pic” profile icons, and its volunteer abuse team requested the removal of one user’s profile pic because it featured her breastfeeding. The incident garnered a great deal of heated discussion within the LiveJournal community, and led to an email campaign, a one-day journal blackout, and even a (sparsely attended) “nurse-in” at the headquarters of parent company Six Apart, before an exception to the policy was made. Nevertheless, it was on Facebook that breastfeeding images would become a visibly contested line of demarcation, not just between acceptable and obscene, but between the rights of a platform and the rights of users.

It is hard to know now how many women had photos removed and said nothing; this is not information Facebook makes public or is eager to share. Some women who found their images removed may have simply accepted the decision as legitimate, or were unwilling to complain about it publicly.
They may have been unaware that others were facing the same prohibitions, or were speaking out about it. But some of the mothers who had pictures removed or faced suspensions were more vocal, writing angry blog posts and in some cases turning to the local press to criticize Facebook’s policy.

Having a photo removed, one that a user hadn’t anticipated might violate the site’s guidelines, can be an upsetting experience. This can be true for any kind of photo, but the impact may be even more palpable here. Some women spoke of feeling ashamed and humiliated that their photos, and their experiences as new mothers, were being judged obscene. Removal of a photo was literally an erasure of the woman and her accomplishment, and could easily feel like a particularly personal violation of a deeply held conviction:

[Facebook,] I’ve been in quite a mood about this whole situation, honestly. I didn’t just take [the photo] down because you were offended, but more because I am very disheartened and tired of the whole mess. . . . You have put me in a difficult situation because you have asked me to censor something that is very important and crucial to my life. You have asked me to put aside my personal convictions and pride in my life and my children’s life and hide it. . . . I am very sad right now as I feel something dear to me has been stolen and I’m not talking about just a picture.9

Some angered users drew a parallel to broader efforts to prevent women from breastfeeding in public: the sidelong glances from disapproving passersby that nearly all breastfeeding mothers experience, or high-profile incidents in which breastfeeding mothers had been asked to cover up, to go the restroom, or to leave a restaurant or store—incidents that were also being publicized and discussed on Facebook and elsewhere by breastfeeding mothers. Facebook’s restriction felt like an extension of the restrictions women continue to face, even in light of recent legal victories to protect and assure the right to breastfeed in public across the United States. And the contest over public breastfeeding is itself embedded in a broader debate about the merits of breastfeeding itself, in contrast to the use of baby formula; this was a culturally sensitive issue marked by judgment, conviction, and suspicion on both sides.

As more and more women faced deletions and sometimes suspensions, some were “discovering” that there was in fact content moderation at work behind the platform. But this did not mean that they clearly understood
how it worked. Deletions and suspensions were generally accompanied by short, formal, and vague statements, and ways to contact the company or appeal a decision weren’t easy to find. Users complained that Facebook’s message to them often did not even indicate which photo was at issue; sometimes a user could discover what had been removed only by comparing her online photo album with what she had on her own computer. Some were frustrated by Facebook’s inconsistency and opacity, making it difficult either to reasonably predict whether future photos would run afoul of these rules, or to generate any coherent response.

During the time [the photo] was up, FB disabled my account several times. They gave me warnings via email, first telling me that they had removed objectionable content (without telling me what they found objectionable), then sending me pix they found obscene, warning me to removed them immediately or risk having my account permanently disabled. In each case, I immediately complied with their request. The last time they sent me two pix, one of me nursing my toddler while in labor with her sister, and the other of a baby at breast. Neither pic showed any nipple at all. I took them down as soon as I received the warning. In spite of this, FB deleted not only my [breastfeeding] page, but my [side interest] page and my personal page as well. I lost all my family pix and my friend list, and all the hard work I had put into [my breastfeeding page].

All these women could do, alone or in groups, was surmise how their pictures had been identified, what criteria were being imposed and by whom, and whether these mechanisms were consistent from instance to instance. They began to develop their own theories about how their photos had been identified, how the rule was being imposed, how content moderation worked, and what motivated Facebook to handle breastfeeding images in this way. Sometimes these came close to how Facebook content moderation actually functioned, sometimes they were far off the mark. Given the opacity of Facebook’s process, these presumptions were the best these women had to help them make sense of the penalties they faced. (Facebook has since made improvements in how it communicates with a user who is deemed to have violated a community guideline: identifying the photo in question, for example, and explaining somewhat more specifically which rule it violated. Still, users continue to complain about the opacity and inconsistency of this process.)
This struggle with the vagaries of Facebook’s policy and its application were evident in my interviews. In this single quotation you can see the overlapping layers of speculation and uncertainty about how Facebook set and imposed rules:

Nobody ever commented on a photo and said, “Hey, I think this is kind of inappropriate. I know my kid’s on Facebook and I don’t want him seeing this.” You know? Nobody emailed me privately and said, “You know, I understand what you’re trying to do here, but I just don’t . . . I think you crossed the line.” You know? There was none of that. It just . . . I’m sure someone reported it; I’m sure someone clicked the little button to report it and reported it as obscene. But yeah, there’s no way of finding out why. And as far as I understand—you know, Facebook doesn’t even review those, I don’t think. There was a lot of speculation and of course at the time, I did a lot of research in finding out, you know, how that whole thing worked and some people said, “Well it has to be reported as obscene by two different people.” And you know, everybody has a little different story. But I’ve heard too of people who have done tests where they put up a picture of a cat and have a friend report it as obscene just, you know, to test it. And they’ve had it removed too. So from what I can tell, there’s not necessarily a human in the background making a judgment call either, of whether it violates the terms of service or not, you know? I can’t believe that one person clicking it obscene automatically removes it. But yeah, there was some speculation as to who it would’ve been. You know, people ask me all the time, “Who do you think did it? Who do you think reported you?” And it’s impossible to know. You know? . . . So that is frustrating too, that people can just anonymously decide what’s obscene and what isn’t, in their mind, and that perhaps Facebook doesn’t even check it at all, they just assume that if people click it “obscene,” it’s really worth being called obscene.11

There are a number of misapprehensions in this woman’s statement, a result of Facebook’s opaque moderation process. But in the absence of more clarity about how this work is conducted, why, and by whom, Facebook left itself open to this kind of speculation. One user may suspect a covert cultural value judgment made by a rogue reviewer, while another might presume an insensitive identification made by an algorithm, and still another might suspect persistent trolls aggressively flagging photos from their Facebook
The opacity of the process made it difficult in practice to anticipate the rules. And it bred suspicion among otherwise healthy communities and networks of friends, as users wondered who might have flagged a photo they felt was beautiful, personal, legitimate.

It also bred suspicion about Facebook and its motivations. It was easy to imagine, especially as these women found their way into breastfeeding discussion groups and encountered others who faced similar penalties, that Facebook was deliberately targeting breastfeeding women, and these groups in particular. What did Facebook have against breastfeeding? News of each removal or suspension seemed to suggest a concerted effort whether one existed or not. At the same time, being in a group that circulates breastfeeding images, these users saw clearly how inconsistent the sanctions were, as they watched photo after photo similar to their own not being taken down. In these groups, women debated why one photo crossed a line and the next one in the series did not, or why one photo would be removed from a breastfeeding group where countless other similar photos remained. This perceived inconsistency undercut the legitimacy of Facebook’s efforts, as they did not seem to represent a comprehensible standard.

Over the course of the next eighteen months, on their personal blogs and on Facebook, some of the affected women began to articulate a fuller criticism.
of Facebook’s policy. Several Facebook groups emerged—the most prominent of which, Hey Facebook, Breastfeeding Is Not Obscene! grew to hundreds of thousands of members over the course of the next year. In these spaces, women began to sharpen a set of counterarguments to Facebook’s policy.

Breastfeeding is physically taxing and emotionally draining. Despite idyllic media portrayals, it can be difficult, painful, and exhausting. For new mothers especially, unsure of exactly how to do it and accosted by unwanted opinions and conflicting advice, it can be an enormous triumph when it works. Many women talked about posting their photos as a marker of this hard-fought accomplishment:

Breastfeeding isn’t easy for everyone. A lot of women struggle through bad latches, poor milk supply, sore nipples, and other breastfeeding challenges and if they persevere, they want to share their success with others. Other people like to post pictures of themselves getting their university degree. Well, honestly, that was a walk in the park compared to the effort I put into breastfeeding my son.\(^\text{13}\)

The act of taking the photo in the first place, sharing it with friends, and publicly posting it to a supportive Facebook group was a way to celebrate what they had achieved. Though most of the photos removed by Facebook were amateur shots, some were professionally done and carefully composed. Many felt that breastfeeding was aesthetically beautiful, a powerful representation of the bond between mother and child, and that this further argued against Facebook’s deletions (though the site’s policies do not weigh in on aesthetic quality). Though many of those who decried the policy were mothers of multiple children and were more experienced with breastfeeding, they often spoke on behalf of new mothers, noting what a challenging experience breastfeeding can be at first. Sharing photos can also be an important way to get medical advice and emotional support. For many women, breastfeeding is something that they usually do alone and have received very little instruction about; a new mother might post a photo in search of advice from more experienced women.

More often, a breastfeeding photo is a symbolic token, a badge of belonging to a community that would rally around a new mother. Facebook, and particularly the pro-breastfeeding groups in which many of these women congregated, provided an important source of advice and support and a strong sense of community. For some, social media provided a vital substitute for the kinds of support, both familial and communal, that were
less and less available to new mothers. In Western settings especially, because the case for breastfeeding itself remains contentious, many women feel they have few places to turn to for practical advice or emotional camaraderie. By disrupting this community of women, Facebook might be making it less likely for women to try breastfeeding or to persist when it proved difficult:

So I have so many moms that I’ve worked with that have been up against the world that tells them that they can’t do it. . . . When women stopped breastfeeding and started formula feeding, we lost that wealth of knowledge, of how to meet your baby’s needs at the breast, and how to respond with mothering instincts. And I see so many moms that, they have those mothering instincts, but they don’t know how to trust them or listen to them because they’re looking on Google, or they’re looking in a book, or they’re listening to their pediatrician’s recommendations, and somewhere along the line, something is missing.14

The communities forming online provided, in their eyes, a kind of knowledge repository missing from modern culture. For Facebook to extend its “no nudity” policy into that community, and thereby disrupt its ability to embrace new mothers and circulate that knowledge, was for some a distinct failing of what social media promised to be.

For some, the value of these breastfeeding photos went beyond the women who posted them or the new mothers who saw them. Many felt that the public visibility of breastfeeding was vital to normalize it as available and legitimate; efforts to hide breastfeeding, whether that meant being asked to cover up in public or take down photos from Facebook, worked against this normalization. Seeing breastfeeding as inappropriate, dirty, or obscene—or not seeing it at all—would make it less and less acceptable for women and for the culture at large. As one interviewee put it, “What you permit, you promote.”15 In the notes from Hey Facebook, Breastfeeding Is Not Obscene! the group framed the issue in similar terms:

When corporations and social groups (like Facebook) create and uphold policies that label breastfeeding as obscene or objectionable, the myths that breastfeeding is private, socially inappropriate or sexually explicit are perpetuated and this has a detrimental effect on societal perception and attitudes surrounding breastfeeding. This in turn has a detrimental impact on breastfeeding initiation and duration rates and stigmatizes and demeans women who are doing nothing wrong.16
On the Hey Facebook, Breastfeeding Is Not Obscene! group, it was common to see discussion not only about Facebook removals but about incidents in the news in which stores, airlines, and restaurants had asked a breastfeeding mother to cover up or go elsewhere. The argument about breastfeeding in public and about posting breastfeeding photos to Facebook regularly intermingled, as both were seen as working toward greater normalization for breastfeeding as a practice. “I think that breastfeeding photos do just as much good to normalize nursing as going out and nursing in public would. I think you’ll almost experience more hostility from a photo than you will from just going out and nursing.”17 The support available on Facebook, both in the sense of community and in the circulation of photographic evidence, might offer a woman a stronger defense when she faced social sanctions herself:

You know, if you’re kind of a breastfeeder but not necessarily an activist—you know, maybe just knowing that there are other people out there that share the same views makes you a little bit more bold when you go into a restaurant and are asked, you know, to not nurse your infant. You know, maybe you go, “You know what? I have a right to breastfeeding my child in this restaurant and I know that there’s people backing me. I’ve got that group of—I don’t know—33K on the ‘Leaky Boob.’” Or whatever group that they’re on on Facebook. And, you know, it gives you more boldness . . . you know, more information to stand behind, so that it does affect your life a little bit more even outside of Facebook.18

Some linked their critique of the policy all the way to scientific evidence of the relative merit of breast milk over formula. It was common to cite recent reports by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), both of which made a strong case for the health benefits of breastfeeding.

On one hand, it is a public health issue. For many years, the World Health Organization has emphasized the need for mothers to breastfeed and has set minimum standards that many countries, including the United States, still have yet to meet. They have set these standards to help prevent the significant number of deaths of infants in our world. By removing pictures of breastfeeding, the message is sent that it is something shameful, something that should be hidden and not seen.
This can undermine the confidence and desire of future mothers to breastfeed their children, to the detriment of their children’s health.\textsuperscript{19}

If the diminished visibility of breastfeeding in public meant fewer women would attempt to breastfeed then, in the eyes of these women, Facebook’s policy amounts to a public health concern.\textsuperscript{20}

Though not all the breastfeeding photos that Facebook removed exposed the bodies of the mothers, commonly they did include exposed nipples, or breasts covered only by an infant. This was, according to Facebook, what made them unacceptable. But some found it frustrating that images of maternal care were being lumped in with images that were about the sexualized display of women’s bodies. Calling these photos “obscenity” seemed to sexualize a moment that was distinctly not sexual, but rather a natural and essential part of mothering. “If the baby’s in the picture and they’re in the moment of feeding the baby, or about to feed the baby, or maybe the baby let go and is smiling and reaching for the mom’s face, but the nipple’s exposed, that’s not a sexual moment. That’s not a pornographic moment.”\textsuperscript{21}

For some, breastfeeding should be an exception, the same kind of exception represented by state laws that allowed for public breastfeeding where nudity is otherwise prohibited. Others connected Facebook’s strictures to a long-standing, feminist critique of Western culture, that women’s bodies, and breasts in particular, have been hypersexualized, treated exclusively as objects of male desire at the expense of all of their other aspects, including nutrition. “When you get down to the nitty gritty of it, it’s because breasts are sexual. That’s the problem. It’s not about posting what you want on Facebook, it’s because breasts in North American culture are intrinsically sexual here.”\textsuperscript{22}

Most pointedly, some of the women whose breastfeeding photos were removed railed against the double standards they saw in what Facebook did allow. A quick search on Facebook turned up many, many other photos of women’s breasts that they felt were more exposed and more salacious than their own:

So I put into the search bar: common, different names for breasts. And immediately found all these different pages and fan pages. Like you know . . . large breasts . . . you know, all different sorts of—very much from a male perspective of oversexualizing breasts and there’s thousands of fans of these pages. It wasn’t just an individual posting one picture; it was—it was like pages with thousands of people. And absolutely offensively profane breasts. Posting pictures of breasts that were, you know,
distorted. Either graphic distortion from the computer (like computer generated) or just sort of from plastic surgery and . . . I was just amazed at how easily I found all these pages and all these pictures. So I reported all of them . . . I never got any response from Facebook.23

Several posts to the Facebook protest groups mentioned how easy it was to find hypersexualized images of cleavage, and even linked to those pages, to highlight what was apparently acceptable on Facebook. Some urged their fellow users to flag these images, and commented later on whether they were taken down quickly, or at all.

Because Facebook management was reticent to respond in the early days of this emerging controversy, aggrieved Facebook users were left to wonder why this double standard existed. Some saw it as an extension of the same double standard in American culture, where the sight of a woman breastfeeding causes anxiety in a society inured to sexualized images of breasts in media and advertising. Others noted the gender inequity both on Facebook and in Western culture, that women’s nipples are taboo but men’s are not, as in this comment from one of the organizers of the Facebook group, offered to the New York Times:

Stephanie Knapp Muir . . . said the company’s policy was unfair and discriminatory towards women. “If they were removing all photos of any exposed chest—male or female—in any context, at least that would be fair,” Ms. Muir said. “But they’re targeting women with these rules. They’ve deemed women’s breasts obscene and dangerous for children and it’s preposterous.”24

Others linked it to Facebook’s economic priorities:

I believe that not only is their policy lacking an obvious need for the protection of breastfeeding; but it’s also lacking in credibility. Thousands of pornographic pages exist, even after we’ve advocated to thousands to report them; that really shows that Facebook has an agenda, and it’s certainly not the “protection of minors” that they like to claim.25

The women facing Facebook’s removal of their breastfeeding photos articulated two kinds of counterarguments: that the policy was hypocritical, and that it was consequential. While in practice these two counterarguments were often interwoven, they strike me as representing two very different orientations. In both, there is the recognition that Facebook has the power to govern visibility, with material and semiotic consequences. But the first
is internal to Facebook, posed by aggrieved users to the rule makers, while the second is posed by citizens, many of whom already have a political stance on the issue, against a stakeholder who has power over what ends up in public view. What’s important here is the overlap of the two, that the critique of Facebook’s policy was both internalist and externalist, concerned with both the fairness of the rules and with their societal consequences.

However these decisions were framed, it was easy to see them as unreasonable and patronizing. Many of these women felt themselves subjected Facebook policies that were arbitrarily imposed—as if the women were being treated like children: “They started—I call it ‘grounding.’ I don’t know what the official term was. But they started grounding people from being able to post pictures for a week if their offense was posting an inappropriate picture.”

The deletions seemed to go quiet between about November 2007 and November 2008. But in November 2008 there was another surge of removals and suspensions, once again angering some women and generating discussion in the Facebook groups devoted to the issue. By December 2008 more
than eighty thousand people had joined the Hey Facebook, Breastfeeding Is Not Obscene! group, and more and more of the discussion revolved around getting Facebook to change, or at least better articulate, its position. Heather Farley, after having some of her photos removed, wrote a letter critiquing Facebook’s policy that circulated widely online; in it she argued that the policy amounted to gender discrimination. The same month, Kelli Roman (cofounder and admin of the Hey Facebook group) and Stephanie Muir, both of whom had had photos deleted, organized a protest. On December 27, 2008, two dozen women took part in a “nurse-in” outside Facebook’s headquarters, then in Palo Alto. The next day, eleven thousand Facebook users joined in a virtual protest, replacing their profile pictures with breastfeeding images.

It would be a mistake to imagine that these women were isolated users, or that this was their first encounter with restrictions on public breastfeeding, or even that they were shocked by Facebook’s efforts. Many of these women were already connected to this issue and one another—both on Facebook and beyond it, in their local and professional communities or as strangers who shared specific political goals. Many of them had found the protest communities on Facebook before ever having their own photos deleted; some were also involved in offline support groups in their own communities. The women who organized the 2008 protests, and many of the others who took part in the nurse-in or spoke to the media, were not new to these issues. As one woman put it, “Facebook, you’re messing with the WRONG lactivist.” Farley, Muir, and Roman were all self-proclaimed “lactivists”: they were already politically active promoting breastfeeding, defending the right to breastfeed in public, and criticizing companies that sold and promoted baby formula. Several were health and education professionals, others were doulas, who assist in the birthing process and advocate for women going through childbirth, and others were lactation consultants, who train new moms in the process of breastfeeding. Some posted their photos not in ignorance of Facebook’s policy but as a challenge to it, and to the broader cultural taboo they saw as so problematic.

For other women who didn’t already have a political or professional investment in the issue, having a photo deleted led them to these communities and helped to radicalize them. Some found their way to Hey Facebook, Breastfeeding Is Not Obscene! or other breastfeeding support pages, to discover both that they were not alone and that there was a well-established case for seeing Facebook’s restrictions as aligned with other forms of public
One of my birth clients had started some sort of a Facebook group—I can’t remember what it was called now, but kind of like a Bring Back [Her Name] or something page on Facebook. And that was gaining a lot of momentum, you know? People were joining that and that’s when I started finding out that there was a ton of people out there that had been affected by very similar situations, you know? That they’ve had their accounts deactivated because of breastfeeding photos or because of maternity photos or whatever. It seemed like perhaps Facebook was kind of picking on breastfeeding photos and that kind of thing. So there was a pretty large community of support that started building pretty quickly after it happened. I think that gave me a little bit of the courage that I needed to, you know, step forward and contact media.29

Not only did these women find their way to this community; urged by that community to poke around to see whether Facebook allowed more sexualized images of breasts, they might also come to experience Facebook as internally contradictory: “full of boobs” and at war with lactivists.

At the same time, add yet another contradiction: the women who pushed back on Facebook’s interventions used Facebook to find one another. This helped bring newly aggrieved users into the community, and provided a space in which to discuss additional incidents and sharpen their arguments. “That’s how they found each other, that’s how they galvanized, ‘Hey, I’m having this issue.’ And ‘Yeah, I heard about so and so, I should put you guys in touch.’ And then a movement is born, and it’s basically born on the very channel that is taking the stand against them.”30 It is a curious fact of the participatory web that social media platforms sometimes find themselves hosting their own critics. And when it came time to protest, Facebook itself became a means to do so, both for organizing real-space political actions and as a virtual venue for activism. These lactivists used Facebook to circulate their critiques of Facebook’s policies and, by extension, its legitimacy as an intermediary.

Emboldened by the Palo Alto protest and the support they found online, these women began to flex their political muscles: calling for a class-action lawsuit, talking of a boycott against Facebook advertisers, and demanding that Facebook change its policy. Some drafted “open letters” addressed to Facebook and CEO Mark Zuckerberg, and shared them online. Their efforts
began to draw more attention from the press. And they began to connect to other organizations with related political aims—most notably TERA, the Topfree Equal Rights Association, a women’s advocacy group committed to ensuring the right of women to be topless in public. TERA set up a website to host some of the breastfeeding photos that Facebook had deleted, as evidence of a concerted push against women. Some of the women I spoke with were ambivalent about the link to the topless movement, while others saw it as aligned with their concerns about the gendered inequity of Facebook’s policy. Others drew comparisons to other contemporary consumer activism, like the 2012 boycott of Chick-fil-A, and to broader political mobilization efforts like the fight for gay marriage.

As Facebook began to respond to these growing criticisms, it tried a number of tactical responses, including standing firm on the rule as articulated, apologizing for errors made by individual moderators, and noting the difficulty in scale of the task involved. Eventually it attempted to further clarify its nudity policy, as a gesture both to the communities affected and to the socially progressive value of breastfeeding.

In statements in 2009, in response to press coverage of specific incidents and to the efforts of the Hey Facebook group, Facebook made its first public statement specifically about breastfeeding photos. This was not a change in policy, but an attempt to clarify. The statement appeared in a few different versions, but went something like this:

Breastfeeding is a natural and beautiful act and we’re very glad to know that it is so important to some mothers to share this experience with others on Facebook. We take no action on the vast majority of breastfeeding photos because they follow the site’s Terms of Use. Photos containing a fully exposed breast do violate those Terms and may be removed. These policies are designed to ensure Facebook remains a safe, secure and trusted environment for all users, including the many children (over the age of 13) who use the site. The photos we act upon are almost exclusively brought to our attention by other users who complain.

Here Facebook was attempting to shift the issue back to a more defensible distinction, that it was not the breastfeeding that Facebook objected to but the nudity that sometimes went along with it. Nudity is a cleaner and more defensible line to draw, as a Facebook representative acknowledged in a comment less than a month later: “We think it’s a consistent policy. . . . Certainly
we can agree that there is context where nudity is not obscene, but we are reviewing thousands of complaints a day. Whether it’s obscene, art or a natural act—we’d rather just leave it at nudity and draw the line there.” The clarification was sandwiched between an olive branch to breastfeeding women and an affirmation of Facebook’s obligation to moderate the site, justified in terms of protecting children and being responsive to users. But
parsing publicly what is or is not acceptable leads to skirmishes around the particular line being drawn. And for the breastfeeding community, Facebook had drawn its line precisely around the female nipple.

Perhaps Facebook management did not want to start establishing exceptions to the rule based on the social importance or aesthetic quality of the image, as other platforms have done. Basing the rule on the nipple offered Facebook a logical and more actionable distinction. But as one woman put it, “I don’t know if they understand the territory they’re wandering in.”

Settling on this distinction merely shifted and focused the debate; lactavists responded by pointing out that many of the photos that had been removed (many still on the TERA website and easily reviewed) did not include exposed nipples, and that plenty of images that had not been removed did. At the same time, the discursive simplicity of the rule—no nipples!—made Facebook’s efforts to police nudity even easier to criticize and ridicule.

Over the next few years, the imposition of this policy became increasingly commonplace, a fact of life for the women in these communities. Some women never ran into the policy again, while others faced dozens of removals
and multiple suspensions. The groups established around the first removals persisted and grew, a place to report users who faced removals and suspensions, to trade tips for how to respond, and so forth. One woman would disappear from Facebook, and news of her suspension would spread among the breastfeeding networks. When she reappeared, she would be welcomed like a returning traveler. The press would regularly highlight when Facebook’s no-nudity policy was poorly implemented, including photos of nude paintings, sculptures, and baby dolls.

But soon the community found a new cause célèbre. Emma Kwasnica had her first photo removed from Facebook in January 2009, and was an early and regular participant in the Hey Facebook group. After her first suspension, she wrote a powerful and widely circulated appeal to women to join the fight against Facebook. In 2010, after several more photos were removed and she endured a series of lengthy suspensions, she wrote a second piece arguing why breastfeeding must be more publicly visible, which also circulated widely. She was joined by a handful of other women who were also outspoken about this issue, not only participating in Facebook groups but documenting the ups and downs of the issue on their own blogs, writing “open letter to Facebook”-style calls-to-arms, and organizing additional political actions.

Like many of her outspoken colleagues, Emma was not new to the tensions around public breastfeeding. She arguably fell to the left of most of the women supporting her: not only was she vocal about the right to breastfeed in public and share breastfeeding photos on Facebook, she advocated for less mainstream issues such as milk-sharing networks. Her critique of Facebook was animated not just by a sense of individual or community rights but by a distinctly feminist critique that saw Facebook’s handling of this issue as fundamentally linked to male fears about women’s bodies and patriarchal systems of control. In addition, she was practiced in techniques of public relations and political activism, and knew how to drive this issue into the public spotlight.

By 2012, her account had been suspended on four different occasions. In January, during yet another suspension, a new Facebook group was begun on Emma’s behalf. The group, Stop Harassing Emma Kwasnica over Her Breastfeeding Pics, quickly grew as well. This was just one part of an array of political actions organized to protest Facebook’s policy. A second wave of nurse-ins was held in February 2012 at Facebook headquarters and in thirteen other cities. In March 2012 the Stop Harassing Emma Kwasnica
group held a “24 hours of Facebook censorship” online protest, during which they posted a breastfeeding photo every hour to see how many would be removed (two were removed, and two suspensions issued). In May 2012 a petition, “Facebook—amend breastfeeding-photo guidelines!” was circulated, gathering more than ten thousand signatures. After enduring a three-day suspension, Gina Crosley-Corcoran (known through her blog as the Feminist Breeder) initiated her own “72-Hour Campaign to Normalize Breastfeeding on Facebook,” in which she posted seventy-two breastfeeding photos in seventy-two hours; she was blocked again, for a week.

By this time, the breastfeeding controversy had expanded in important ways. Many more women on Facebook were aware of the issue. Membership in the Hey Facebook group alone had passed 250,000, before some change in Facebook’s workings cut it to 9,000; many in the group suspected that the reduction was in fact deliberate. Moreover, the frustration with Facebook’s policy was increasingly being linked to other frustrations about how social media treated women. Concerns about the harassment of women, include misogynistic humor, unwanted advances, and violent threats, were growing more urgent. The resurgence of the breastfeeding issue around Emma Kwasnica was not just solidarity with one member of a community, it was part of an expanding critique of Facebook and social media more generally, along gender lines.

From the breastfeeding community again came charges that Facebook itself was misogynistic, insensitive to women’s issues. In tandem with technology journalists and feminist bloggers, they drew parallels to Facebook’s removal of birth photos, images of placentas, and photos of women showing their mastectomy scars, as well as those of tattoo artists who shared photos of their artwork for postmastectomy patients. Each removal pushed a similar button: not just that the images should be granted exemption from a rule against nudity, but that each is an all-powerful, nonsexual representation of a woman’s body that had once again run afoul of Facebook’s review. Note the use of the word “harassing” in the name of the group defending Emma Kwasnica: from the protestors’ perspective, Facebook was not just being unfair or inconsiderate but was—especially as multiple penalties against the same women piled up—the aggressor.

Charges of hypocrisy regarding what Facebook did not take down grew as well. In November 2011, a Change.org petition demanding that Facebook remove several rape joke groups gathered more than 200,000 signatures, and many of the groups identified were removed. The fact that Facebook
moderates content, and particularly that it had been so intrusive around breastfeeding, offered a rhetorical counterpoint: as one contributor to the *Utne Reader* argued, “If Facebook were an unpolicered free-for-all, I would shrug my shoulders defeatedly at the stupid rape joke and move on. But it’s a policed community. Facebook regularly monitors and removes content it deems inappropriate to a public forum, including anti-Semitic, anti-Muslim, and even I-hate-my-teacher pages. The site is particularly vigilant in removing any promotion of cutting, eating disorders, or drug use. Facebook even yanks photos of breastfeeding mothers.”44 A year later, when Women Action and the Media led a group of women’s organizations to again call out Facebook groups dedicated to humor that denigrated women and celebrated sexual violence, the effort was circulated and supported by the breastfeeding community.45

This sense that the breastfeeding issue was now part of Facebook’s larger perspective on women was strongly felt in the community:

I think it absolutely challenges our notion of neutrality, because [Facebook] has been sold to us, albeit free, but we have embraced it as something that is our forum, that lets us express ourselves as we want, when we want. And this is I think the first big challenge to that assumption. They may have—they may take down certain things that are offensive that may speak out against a group or may have hate speech or may—but this is the first time that they have organized against an entire—and they certainly wouldn’t see it this way and not every person would see it this way. But to those who are on the other side of it, they feel that Facebook is essentially mobilized against an entire sex.46

The tech press was also increasingly aware of the now-five-year-old dispute. New controversies were often framed as the latest in a growing list of offenses, which meant that the breastfeeding issue was brought up again and again, as part of a critique that went beyond isolated incidents to be about platform moderation as a whole.47 The Facebook guidelines for moderators leaked in 2012 began to shine light on the labor behind moderation, helping bring the whole apparatus into greater scrutiny. As the breastfeeding issue reemerged in 2012, some of the press coverage began to explicitly call on Facebook to change its policies. The *Guardian* posted a critique of the policy in its user content section Comment Is Free, even inviting users to send in their breastfeeding photos, which the *Guardian* promised to post to its Facebook page to see whether they would be removed. (After receiving
hundreds of photos, the paper backed away from its promise, and produced a Tumblr gallery of them instead. This move was roundly criticized in the breastfeeding community on Facebook. Tumblr does not prohibit nudity, breastfeeding or otherwise.)

Once again, it was through Facebook that these critiques of Facebook could circulate. Inside the protest groups, and the groups merely dedicated to breastfeeding, participants circulated press coverage of the issue, concerns about related women’s issues, and criticisms of Facebook more generally; women would report their photos deleted, or resurface after a suspension: “I plan to regularly, methodically, and insistently expose Facebook’s misogyny and lackluster corporate responsibility. I plan to blog, Tweet, and yes, use Facebook, to reach as many people as possible to work together to ask them to change.” And they supported one another in other ways, celebrating new babies or commiserating about the challenges of motherhood.

Around this time, several clever challenges to Facebook’s policy enjoyed viral success, including on Facebook. The most widely seen was a photo of a woman in a bath, whose oddly positioned elbows could be mistaken for exposed breasts; web magazine Theories of the Deep Understanding of Things posted the photo as a test of Facebook’s removal process—and reported with glee that Facebook removed it within twenty-four hours. Others highlighted the hypocrisy of Facebook’s policy by posting men’s nipples alongside women’s. One breast cancer awareness group posted a video of a woman demonstrating breast exam techniques on a topless man.

The Facebook breastfeeding controversy also became further intertwined with political movements regarding the rights of women to be topless in public. As noted, this link had already been forged in 2009, when TERA offered to host deleted breastfeeding photos in order to document the controversy. But the issue of public nudity expanded greatly in 2012, with the emergence of the Free the Nipple campaign. Begun by Lina Esco as she worked on an independent film of the same name, Free the Nipple challenged public indecency laws that prohibited female nudity in public, where similar male nudity was deemed acceptable. During the same time, the Ukrainian feminist group Femen staged topless protests in Europe and in the United States. The #freethenipple hashtag grew in prominence over the next few years, picked up in the feminist blogosphere and the mainstream press, and spurred by high-profile celebrity support from Scout Willis, Chelsea Handler, and Miley Cyrus. All three had photos removed from Instagram.
The nudity policies of Facebook and Instagram, and their perceived hypocrisy about gender, became a recurring point of contention in the Free the Nipple movement, and a useful opportunity to press the larger issue. Free the Nipple, like the Facebook breastfeeding groups, circulated reports of images being removed from social media platforms.54 In 2014, artist Micol Hebron circulated an image of a male nipple, suggesting that it be digitally added to cover women’s exposed nipples in images;55 her image went viral in 2015 and generated Instagram accounts full of these cut-and-pasted pasties.56 (Hebron has been suspended from Facebook on several occasions.) This led to the Instagram account Genderless Nipples, which regularly posts user-submitted photos of nipples, some male and some female, so close up that they are difficult to distinguish.57 That account was, at least in early 2018, still accessible.

"This Is a Male Nipple," circulated online in 2014. Used under CC-share-alike Creative Commons license (with gratitude to the earlier work on which it was based, by artist Micol Hebron)
It became increasingly apparent that challenging Facebook’s and Instagram’s rules—not just as unfair or incorrectly applied, but as unjust to women—was a powerful strategy. Facebook now had a “women problem” that united multiple communities around a common critique. The challenges also seemed to have an effect on the specific policies in question. In May 2013, after the WAM campaign against rape humor, Facebook added to its policy a clear statement condemning misogyny and threats of sexual assault veiled as humor, and indicated that it would more aggressively remove groups that trafficked in such discourse.58 In June 2013, in response to public pressure, Facebook added a clear exception to its nudity policy to allow postmastectomy photos.59 And in July 2013, in response to the broader critique of the opacity of their moderation process, Facebook debuted its Support Dashboard, which tracks any content a user has flagged, any complaints filed against the user’s own content, and any actions taken by Facebook.

Finally, as reported in June 2014 but apparently implemented the previous month, Facebook changed its policy on breastfeeding images.60 The relevant part of the policy on nudity—which is still prohibited categorically—now included the following caveats: “We remove photographs of people displaying genitals or focusing in on fully exposed buttocks. We also restrict some images of female breasts if they include the nipple, but our intent is to allow images that are shared for medical or health purposes. We also allow photos of women actively engaged in breastfeeding or showing breasts with postmastectomy scarring. We also allow photographs of paintings, sculptures, and other art that depicts nude figures.”61

Many in the Facebook breastfeeding communities celebrated the policy change as a hard-fought victory. Some noted, though, that the policy had not changed in substance, only in emphasis. And some noted that the removals continued. It is possible that Facebook’s new policy statement was an empty gesture—or, more likely, that these ongoing removals were a consequence of the slippage in Facebook’s division of labor. It is hard to calibrate the work of hundreds of clickwork reviewers to apply an exception immediately and consistently. And a policy change doesn’t necessarily affect which photos get flagged. Still, the issue certainly has cooled since the change.

Discussion has continued around Free the Nipple, surging again around a few high-profile Instagram deletions; clever memes poking at Western squeamishness about women’s nipples continue to circulate. But a fascinating new wrinkle in this saga popped up in 2015, when the press noted a Twitter campaign begun by Courtney Demone, a transgender woman,
asking #DoIHaveBoobsNow⁶² She uploaded topless photos of herself before and after the transition surgery, and wrote an article daring Facebook and Instagram to remove her photos. “At what point in my breast development do I need to start covering my nipples?”

Breastfeeding in public was already a publicly contested issue. Facebook did not invent this controversy, but in establishing moderation rules, it drew a line across it. This made Facebook and its moderation process a flashpoint for that same contestation, in new terms. So it’s no surprise that, just as U.S. culture is in the throes of a debate about transgenderism, a community making a bid for greater cultural visibility again sees Facebook’s moderation as a venue in which to test the existing boundaries of that visibility. De-mone’s article, of course, circulated widely on Facebook.

MODERATION AS A SPACE OF POLITICAL CONTENTION

The nearly decadelong struggle between Facebook and the breastfeeding community highlights what it really takes to moderate a platform that is being used, inhabited, by thriving communities. There are users who find that they must live with platform moderation. The interventions platforms make to police user activity intrude on existing communities, disrupt them, and rearrange them. At the same time, these communities can reorient themselves to face the moderation, whether to cope with it, evade it, or challenge it. After a great deal of effort and heartache, the Facebook breastfeeding community was able to provoke a change in the rules that acknowledged them and their values.

Nearly all aspects of the process of content moderation—setting the rules, fielding complaints, making decisions, and addressing appeals—are kept entirely hidden from users. Decisions are made behind closed doors, and built into the closed code of the platform itself. This opacity is a deep and abiding problem for content moderation and the workings of platforms. But even so, the last step, the removal of content and the suspension of users, is public—and can therefore become a public concern. And content or behavior that users find reprehensible, but that remains on a platform, is public too, and is therefore available as critical ammunition against the platform itself.

User pushback comes in a variety of forms: single users flagging content they dislike, groups of users coordinating their efforts to flag content they disapprove of, individuals complaining about a deletion or suspension (on the platform itself, on other platforms, on their own blogs, or to the press),
users appealing decisions through formal channels, and groups of users turning to activism to express their outrage, about one decision or an entire policy. Furthermore, the platform itself can become a public venue for its own contestation: where policies are up for scrutiny, where support can be gathered, and where both the rule and its imposition can be challenged—in order not only to change it but to advance a broader political aim. The breastfeeding community was able to organize, sharpen its arguments, and find political allies against Facebook, on Facebook.

These are contestations around political visibility. Social media platforms can grant visibility and they can withhold it. For groups for which visibility is politically significant, the power of Facebook to render them invisible is threatening. At the same time, challenging Facebook’s moderation as part of the unfair effort to hide and shame breastfeeding mothers turns out to be a way to win that visibility, on the platform and beyond.\(^\text{63}\)

Contests around the rules imposed by social media platforms are not merely disputes about particular uses and where the line between appropriate and prohibited should be drawn. And they are not just attempts by users to claim the right to set the terms within which they participate online. As public expression has moved increasingly to these platforms, and as attention to the fact of moderation has grown, contesting the platform, its rules, and its right to intervene is becoming part of this political strategy around the issues themselves. Critics used Facebook’s restriction of breastfeeding photos as a way to comment on the cultural hypocrisy of sexual mores and to connect their rule to the broader issues of breastfeeding in public and women’s rights generally; critics also used Facebook’s permissiveness toward rape humor and idle threats as a way to draw attention to the misogyny of online culture.

Social media platforms have become the terrain of political and cultural contest; that is apparent. But for political issues whose partisans seek visibility, access to social media platforms and the manner in which they are governed matter a great deal. The women aggrieved by Facebook’s rule about breastfeeding photos were not calling for a social media platform that would allow all nudity: given their critique of the sexualized images of women’s bodies they felt were all too available on Facebook, their concerns were clearly more nuanced. They believed that a blanket rule against nudity that included images of breastfeeding had implications both for the women who circulate these images and for the cultural understanding of breastfeeding.
These activists want breastfeeding to be seen, for a variety of personal, social, and political reasons. This makes them similar in aim and tactics to the performers and drag queens thwarted by Facebook’s real-name policy, to protesters seeking attention and legitimacy on Twitter, to artists turning to social media to spread their political message. And it also makes them similar to the terrorists, the trolls, and the fake news opportunists, who in their own way want their visibility on social media to translate into increased political legitimacy. This is not to say that these groups are all equally deserving of visibility or recognition—just to note that each is turning to social media platforms in order to be seen. Distinguishing among them is necessarily a matter that platforms cannot avoid.

Questions of visibility extend beyond what can be seen, to what is even able to appear. I mean “visibility” in the sense that some groups seeking legitimacy struggle to simply be seen against the wishes of those who would marginalize and silence them, such as proponents of gay rights or public breastfeeding; visibility in the sense that some kinds of antagonism between groups go unnoticed or uncommented on, such as the culture of violence against women; visibility in the sense that one group’s speech is silenced as potentially dangerous to others, as in fundamentalist Islamic propaganda; and visibility in the sense that some kinds of images are seen as potentially dangerous to those who choose to consume them, such as “self-harm” images that may support anorexic, cutting, or suicidal behavior. Again, I do not mean to equate these efforts just because they all seek visibility. But they all, in some form or another and for different ends, seek to be rendered visible, in places where visibility can be a step toward legibility and legitimacy. This is one power of media: being visible on television, or in the news, or on social media, suggests that you count. Sometimes visibility is not just a political accomplishment but a triumph over the mechanics and governance of the medium.

This case should also remind that moderation is not static: it is not the assertion of a priori rules and the subsequent enforcement of them. In this case, the practice emerged before the rule, the rule came under scrutiny, and the rule was eventually changed under pressure. Platform moderation is an ongoing negotiation—often an internal one, among the policy team, but sometimes with politically active user communities and sometimes on the public stage. It is both an internalist concern—what should the platform’s rules be, how will they be enforced, what is a fair way to govern users?—and an externalist concern: how does what the platform allows or prohibits affect broader public knowledge and value?
Disagreements about the standards regarding breastfeeding in public coalesced around Facebook’s decisions to prohibit similar kinds of exposure. That frustration moved from an online discussion of the perceived injustice, especially using Facebook itself, to find its way eventually to the front steps of Facebook’s corporate headquarters. Disputing the rules set by platforms like Facebook provides an opening for political action online and in real spaces. And in the eyes of those newly motivated by this perceived injustice, the shift in Facebook’s policy was a victory in the broader dispute.

The focus of this chapter has been Facebook, its policies, and its inconsistent enforcement of them, but this issue is not solely on Facebook’s shoulders: there are undoubtedly users who are flagging these photos. If no one complained about breastfeeding photos, Facebook might not have had a conservative policy about them: Facebook has few policies that risk restricting and annoying users that do not also either honor a legal obligation, make Facebook more amenable to advertisers, or appease some broader swath of the user community. So while breastfeeding advocates and the tech press applauded Facebook’s policy change, it is worth remembering that someone else’s values were disregarded at the same time. Some gained in this particular negotiation over visibility, but some also lost. When the moderation tactics are about deletion, suspension, and removal, and changes to the rules can render a whole category acceptable that was not before, every decision will be political; every decision will have winners and losers.

It is worth noting that while Facebook and its moderation policies offered an opportunity for a public debate over values, and even provided a space to organize politically, it took political action, negative press, and a decade of “platform disobedience” to get Facebook to move (slightly) on this issue. There may be no way to satisfy the concerns of all users, to honor all ideological perspectives. But there are better ways for users to speak to platforms, as well as on them. If political visibility is at stake, then some form of political representation of the public in the governance of platforms is in order—not just as users, or eyeballs, or data points but as the voice of the governed.
More control over what you see and what you don’t. *What’s Safe Mode?* Safe Mode filters sensitive content in your dashboard and your search results. *Who’s it for?* You, if you want it! Maybe you’re happy to see sensitive content when you’re scrolling through Tumblr, maybe you’re not. Safe Mode puts that choice in your hands. . . . (If you’re under 18: You’re not able to turn off Safe Mode until you’re older. You’ll just have to use your imagination.)

Tumblr, “Safe Mode Is Here, Tumblr,” June 2017

After Yahoo acquired Tumblr in 2013, Yahoo CEO Marissa Mayer promised “not to screw it up.” Still, devoted Tumblr users worried that their cool, web 2.0 image blogging platform would be domesticated by the nearly twenty-year-old search giant. One group, in particular, worried a great deal: those who used Tumblr to collect and share porn. This was and is a sizable slice of Tumblr’s users: at the time, somewhere near or above 10 percent of Tumblr was “adult fare,” including both fans curating their favorite professionally produced porn and amateurs sharing their own, self-produced explicit imagery.

Tumblr has a more permissive policy about pornography than most social media platforms. Instead of prohibiting it, Tumblr asks users to self-rate: blogs with “occasional” nudity should be rated “NSFW.” Blogs with “substantial” nudity should be rated “adult.” In its community guidelines Tumblr explains this policy: “Tumblr is home to millions of readers and bloggers from a variety of locations, cultures, and backgrounds with different points of view concerning adult-oriented content. If you regularly post sexual or adult-oriented content, respect the choices of people in our
community who would rather not see such content by flagging your blog . . . as Not Suitable for Work (‘NSFW’). This action does not prevent you and your readers from using any of Tumblr’s social features, but rather allows Tumblr users who don’t want to see NSFW content to avoid seeing it.”

Allowing pornography is uncommon but not unique among platforms; Blogger and Flickr take similarly permissive stances toward explicit content, and also ask users to rate their collections accordingly.

In May 2013, some Tumblr users noticed that blogs rated “adult” were no longer findable through the major search engines. A month later, Tumblr began using the ratings to selectively exclude posts from its own search tool. Posts from “NSFW” or “adult” blogs no longer appeared in Tumblr’s search results, even if the post itself was not explicit, and regardless of whether the search was explicit. Actually, it was even more complicated than that: if the searcher already followed the explicit blog, that blog’s posts would appear—if it was “NSFW.” If it was “adult,” the more explicit rating, those posts would not appear in the search results, even if the searcher already followed that blog.

Clear? No? It was an intricate and confusing arrangement, one that users had a hard time following and the company had a hard time explaining. The principle behind this intricate policy is not an unreasonable one: let users continue to post explicit pornography, while using the self-rating to shield users who do not want to encounter it. But enacting this principle meant codifying it in a series of if/then conditions that could be automated in Tumblr’s search algorithm. And what the policy meant in practice was that while an explicit blog’s existing followers could more or less still get to it, it would now be much more difficult for anyone new ever to find it, given that its posts would not appear in any search results. In addition, there were other assumptions hiding in the new policy: that the rules should be different for mobile users than for users on their computers; that “logged-out” users (which includes users who have not yet signed up for Tumblr) should not encounter explicit blogs at all; and that explicit Tumblr blogs shouldn’t be appearing in search results on Google or Bing—or Yahoo. These represent somewhat different priorities, but get folded in with Tumblr’s apparent concern for balancing the right to share pornography and the right not to encounter it if you choose not to.

From a public relations standpoint, Tumblr certainly could have been more transparent about the details of its original policy, or the changes it was making. David Karp, founder and CEO of Tumblr, dodged questions about it on The Colbert Report, saying only that Tumblr didn’t want to be
responsible for drawing the lines between artistic nudity, casual nudity, and hardcore porn. Of course, Tumblr’s rating system already asked users to make a different but equally murky distinction, between “occasional” and “substantial” nudity. And it is worth noting that Tumblr reserves the right to dispute or change users’ ratings, suspend users for failing to rate their blogs accurately, and change the policy or the way it is implemented.

Certainly, there must have been some delicate conversations going on at Yahoo/Tumblr headquarters, for some time before these changes, on how both to “let Tumblr be Tumblr” (Mayer’s words) and also to deal with all this porn, as “it may not be as brand safe as what’s on our site” (also Mayer). These are questions with real economic implications. Tumblr places ads only in its Dashboard, where only logged-in users see them, so arguably the ads are never “with” the porn, even on adult blogs—but they would appear alongside search results. Yahoo may have wanted to prevent pornographic search results from turning up alongside that advertising, and its management also may have hoped eventually to pair ads with the blogs themselves—so that the “two companies will also work together to create advertising opportunities that are seamless and enhance the user experience” (Mayer again).

What’s ironic is that, I suspect, Tumblr and Yahoo were probably trying to find ways to remain permissive with regard to porn. They certainly were remaining more permissive than some of their competitors (so far), including Instagram, Blogger, Vine, and Pinterest, all of which made similar moves in 2013 and 2014 to remove adult content, make it systematically less visible to their users, or prevent users from pairing advertising with it. But to some Tumblr users, this felt like structural censorship, and broke the site’s earlier promise to be an open publishing platform. As outspoken sex blogger Violet Blue warned, “Removal from search in every way possible is the closest thing Tumblr could do to deleting the blogs altogether.”

A semi-apology from Tumblr seemed to make amends, as did some changes following the uproar. Tumblr subsumed the “adult” category under “NSFW” (since renamed “Explicit”). Blogs marked as such were again available in Tumblr’s internal search and in the major search engines. And Tumblr promised to work on a more intelligent filtering system.

CENSORS AND CHECKPOINTS

Media companies, be they broadcast or social, have just two basic things they can do with content that some but not all of their users find inappropriate. They can remove it, or they can hide it. Removal is the approach
taken by most social media platforms, and by most traditional media, including broadcast radio and television, magazines, and recorded music. The advantages are numerous. There is the sense of assuredness and clarity that the problem is gone, the judgment rendered. Content that offends one user is likely to offend more, so removing it addresses multiple instances of offense; if it’s gone, it cannot offend again. It demonstrates a decisive commitment to protecting the public, allows the platform to signal that it does not tolerate such content or behavior, and avoids associating the company brand with something offensive. And removal saves human resources later, having to adjudicate the same content or user again and again.

On the other hand, as we have already seen, removal comes with challenges. It is the harshest approach, in terms of its consequences. It renders the content or the user invisible on the platform. Removal is a blunt instrument, an all-or-nothing determination, removing that content for everyone, not just for those who were offended. And it runs counter to the principles of so many platforms: open participation, unencumbered interaction, and the protection of speech. Content policy managers are aware of this irony; several commented on how odd it is that, on a platform committed to open participation, their job is to kick some people off.

Disgruntled users who have had content removed or been banned from a social media platform sometimes cry “censorship.” It is a powerful claim, but it is not entirely accurate. Users suspended by a platform, or even banned permanently, are not entirely shut out, as they can continue to participate on other platforms and on the broader web. This makes it hard to call this censorship in the strict sense. Moreover, “censorship” presumes a right to speak, and usually the kind of legal speech rights enshrined in the U.S. First Amendment and in similar protections around the world. But the First Amendment, and its corollaries elsewhere, are protections against restrictions by the state, not private companies. While some have argued that information intermediaries can have some of the same distorting or chilling effects that the First Amendment prevents the state from inflicting, there is currently no legal obligation on private providers to allow their users to speak, or to refrain from restricting users’ speech, even if those restrictions are political, capricious, or unfair.

On most platforms, a suspended user can simply create a new profile and post again, turning platform governance into an endless game of whack-a-mole, where content reappears in slight variation, under new names, or from dummy accounts that can be identified only in hindsight. And while
this whack-a-mole is a resource-intensive approach, it may be in platforms’ economic best interest: while platforms do not want to host truly disruptive users, they do want as many users as possible, which means erring on the side of rehabilitation and second chances. They are vastly more willing to suspend than to ban.

Still, removal from a social media platform matters. For a user, being suspended or banned from a social media platform can have real consequences—detaching her from her social circle and loved ones, interrupting her professional life, and impeding her access to other platforms. There may be other platforms available, but the banned user cannot take with her an entire network of people, an accumulated history of interactions, or a personal archive of content. And being excluded from the highest-profile platforms, where the most valuable audiences can be built, matters especially. It’s why the common admonition “If you don’t like it here, just leave” is an insufficient defense of clumsy policies and toxic environments. The longer a user stays on a platform and the larger it gets, the more she is compelled to stick with it, and the higher the cost to leave.

This means that even a perceived threat of removal has real effects. Creators adjust what they make, in an effort to stay within the rules or in response to having run afoul of them. This is, of course, the point: punitive measures like deleting a post or suspending a user for a day may deter the harasser going forward. But it also risks curtailing or chilling important speech. We cannot know how much never gets posted because users censor themselves, what adjustments they make in anticipation of the rules, and what conversations or perspectives are pushed into hiding or off the platform altogether.

In fact, to the extent that content moderation is somewhat akin to censorship, removing content or users is akin to the most profound kind of censorship. U.S. First Amendment jurisprudence has long treated interventions that preempt speech entirely as more problematic than ones that impose penalties after the fact, because preemption silences speech in the process. Removing users from platforms not only limits their speech, it interrupts their ability to participate on that platform, and can interrupt their future speech as well.

Tumblr opted for the second, softer form of moderation: retain the content in question, but circumscribe its delivery. The same software architecture that serves up content can be used to hide content from those who might
be offended, sometimes without their knowledge. Such moderation by design is not unique to platforms. It is the digital version of how adult content has always been handled: putting the X-rated movies in the back room at the video store, scheduling the softcore stuff on Cinemax after bedtime, scrambling the adult cable channels, wrapping the magazines in brown paper and keeping them on the shelf behind the counter.

Similar strategies emerged in the earliest efforts to deal with porn on the open web. The first attempts to regulate online pornography came in the form of either wholesale prohibitions on adult content or restrictions on access to it, usually by age. But such prohibitions found little support in a U.S. legal environment that had previously defined obscenity based on the judgment of a community, and a technical environment where information seemed to flow so promiscuously. More palatable was filtering software, which allowed individuals to block, on behalf of themselves or their children, a list of sites that offered adult material. Filtering is arguably a less invasive approach than removal. If the right balance is struck, the platform enjoys the traffic and revenue generated by both users seeking illicit content and those who prefer a “clean” experience. Allowing sexual content for those who wanted it and handing responsibility to the individual appeals to American liberal values. On the other hand, critics challenged these tools for blocking too little and for blocking too much, especially when some of the blocked sites provided socially relevant material, such as sexual health advice. Others worried that filtering software was being installed by school administrators and office managers, allowing them to filter the web traffic of an entire school body or all their employees, often without the users’ consent.

Social media platforms can incorporate the logic of filtering to a much more sophisticated degree. Platforms are intricate, algorithmically managed visibility machines. They grant and organize visibility, not just by policy but by design: sorting and delivering information in the form of profiles, news feeds, threads, channels, categories, updates, notifications. Some content stays where you first posted it, some content is vaulted to the front page, some is delivered to your followers or friends—as you direct it, or as algorithms determine. Some content disappears, or falls away as it ages. Some users and groups are rendered visible to the public, others only to trusted users, others only in a response to a search query. Trending algorithms list what’s popular according to some calculation of interest, over some period of time, across some population of users; different results are shown to different users based on who and where they are. As Taina Bucher reminds
us, social media platforms are about not only the promise of visibility but also the threat of invisibility. If an algorithm doesn’t recognize you or your content as valuable, to others it’s as if you simply aren’t there at all.

Platforms have many ways to direct the flow of information, structuring participation such that some actions are possible and others are simply unavailable. All aspects of a platform’s material design can be understood, together, as a kind of architectural regulation. A technology that facilitates some uses can do so only by inhibiting others. Software that offers a menu of options, logically, leaves off all others. And every contour of a tool can leave a subtle mark on what its users make with it. The video formats and coding protocols that YouTube requires determine how accessible the site is to content producers and to viewers equipped with different kinds of tools, and may subtly shape the videos themselves. Technical limits like the length of posted videos, and the rules dictating who gets to exceed these limits and who does not, establish a tiered hierarchy for content producers.

But the implicit constraints that follow from design can also be exploited as a deliberate form of architectural regulation. YouTube makes it technically difficult to download its videos; this is not incidental to how the site was designed, it was a deliberate attempt to prevent users from copying, circulating, and reusing content, and an economic choice about how to sustain a business around these limitations. When it comes to moderating content, there are ways to use design deliberately to channel contentious content toward some users and away from others. But even more, any platform mechanism, however neutral it may appear, can also enforce moral judgments: how information is categorized, how users are verified, and how content is recommended. Each structural feature of a platform is a complex combination of technical design and human judgment, and each makes value assessments of some kind or another—not just what counts, but what should count.

When the design features of the platform are used to moderate, human judgment is transformed into a highly codified value system that’s then built into the structure of the platform itself, materialized, automatically imposed, in many ways rendered invisible to the user, and thereby harder to call into question. In addition, these technical measures are never only in the service of balancing broad speech with a healthy and sustainable community; these tools are overdetermined by the competing impulses the platform faces, which usually means balancing moderation with commercial imperatives.
Most moderation by design takes a “checkpoint approach”—hide the content some people want from others who shouldn’t have it. As it turns out, this is not a simple task:

First, the provider needs to know which content to hide. Those difficult distinctions—what to do with nudity that’s artistic, casual, educational—never go away. But the provider can, as Tumblr does, shift the burden of making those distinctions to someone else—not just to dodge responsibility and avoid liability but to pass the decision to someone more capable of making it. Adult movie producers or magazine publishers can self-rate their content as pornographic, which many of them see as preferable to having the government do it. The MPAA sponsors its own board to rate all major films (G, PG, PG-13, R, NC-17), not only to avoid government regulation but also to offer parents guidance and to assist theater owners and advertisers who want to avoid explicit content. There are problems, of course: first, the “who are these people?” problem, as in the exclusive and secretive MPAA ratings board; second, the “aren’t these people self-interested?” problem, as when TV production companies rate their own programs for broadcast. Still, self-interest is not necessarily incongruent with the interests of the provider: X-rated movie producers know that their options are the back room or nowhere; they gain little in pretending that their product is not pornographic, and gain more by clearly signaling its character to consenting adult customers.

Second, the provider needs to know who should not be given access to that content. It may seem a simple thing for a magazine seller to check a customer’s ID as proof of age. But for that to work depends on a vast identity architecture already in place. A seller can verify a buyer’s age because the buyer can offer a driver’s license or other officially sanctioned identification: an institutional mechanism that, for its own reasons, is deeply interested in reliable age verification. That mechanism includes a massive infrastructure for record keeping, offices throughout the country, staff, bureaucracy, printing services, government authorization, and legal consequences for fraud.

Finally, there needs to be a defensible barrier between the content and the customer. The magazine stand has two such barriers, one architectural, the other financial: the upper shelf and the cash register. Adult books are placed safely behind the counter, pornographic magazines are wrapped in brown paper, adult videos are in the back room. The kids can’t reach them, and will receive judgmental stares for trying. Even the tall ones can’t slip away unchecked, unless they’re also willing to engage in theft. The point of
purchase acts as a compulsory checkpoint moment, and without proof of age there is no sale. In broadcast, the barriers were either temporal (adult content could be scheduled late at night) or technical (scrambled cable channels). Again, this requires more infrastructure than one might think: the signal is scrambled unless the cable company authorizes it to be unscrambled, which requires a technical adjustment to the receiver. The descrambler used to be in the cable box itself, making it vulnerable to those with the knowhow, tools, and desire to solder the right tab and get that channel unscrambled—thus the need for laws against tampering, another external apparatus necessary to make this moderation tactic robust.25

Social media platforms can engage in this kind of architectural regulation, in much more intricate ways than before, by designing moderation into the algorithms that structure them. Algorithms may not yet be sophisticated enough to identify inappropriate content automatically, but they excel at making real time determinations of whether to deliver content to a particular user, based on information they have about that user and that content. User ratings indicate which content is adult—with all the caveats that go with self-rating: user attrition and error, self-interest, and competing interpretations of the criteria. While platforms generally do not have access to government-issued identification, they do have access to information users have offered about themselves, in profiles, preferences, settings, queries, and the data traces they leave behind. And while Tumblr has no top shelf or cash register to serve as its barrier, their defensible barrier is at the point of search, the moment when platforms determine visibility, of what and to whom. Able to make instantaneous comparisons of content rating and user preference, across a vast number of information queries, the platform can deliver adult content only to a select few, at a speed and scope that a magazine seller could not imagine.

As a strategy, moderation by design has some distinct advantages. For platforms that have developed a sturdy and consenting community around adult interests, or pride themselves on allowing unfettered debate, or are determinedly hands-off when it comes to what users do, moderation by design is a mode of governance more aligned with these aims. While removal is all-or-nothing, this way the content that might offend some but not others can be retained, adding value to the archive for those untroubled by it. It allows the platform to proclaim its commitment to protecting the speech of its users, though it also opens the platform to being criticized as too permissive, and to losing advertisers skittish about a site that appears
to be “full of porn.” And platforms have flexibility in choosing their default position: one platform could start in an unrestricted search mode and let users opt in to a filtered mode; another platform could begin with restrictions in place as a default, and let users opt out of them.

Despite the advantages, moderation by design is politically fraught, raising questions about the regulation of public discourse that never came up for traditional media. In many cases, the moderation is invisible, and whether users are aware of moderation is important. Moderation by design is also a preemptive measure. Content that is restricted simply does not appear; users are not faced with even the indication of content that might offend them, or lure them to go looking for more. This radically complicates the offer of visibility made by these platforms: by whom and under what conditions are you visible, and how do you know whether you’re visible, and under what terms?

Moderators can sequester users and even entire perspectives, while avoiding the appearance of censorship. Because they are technically there, it can be hard to identify and challenge the ways in which their visibility is hampered. This matters a great deal for those who are being partially hidden and don’t know it. It especially matters for members of marginalized groups, who may have already struggled to attain visibility and legitimacy through more traditional media, and are hoping to more effectively make their case online, beyond the control of gatekeepers. And it should matter to everyone, when information on the platforms has been filtered, channeled, and choreographed in ways that make it appear that you and I are encountering the same world of available discourse, while in fact, unawares, we may be navigating overlapping but subtly different worlds of discourse, superimposed on the same platform.

**SEARCHING FOR SOMETHING AND GETTING NOTHING**

These hiding tactics produce one of two outcomes. With the first, a user searches for something and gets nothing; the content is withheld, but the intervention itself is apparent. With the second, a user searches for something and gets what appears to be everything relevant. This hides not only the filtered content but any sign of intervention; the results are sutured back together, leaving no evidence that anything is missing. The first may appear more egregious, but the second is arguably more dangerous.

Along with the adjustments governing how adult blogs could be found, Tumblr made a second change, specific to the mobile version of the platform.
Some search terms began to turn up no results at all—obviously sexual terms, like “porn,” but also some terms that were not so narrowly pornographic, like #gay.26 Tumblr issued a quasi-explanation on its blog, which some commentators and users found frustratingly vague and unapologetic.27 Other platforms have experimented with this approach; Instagram explored hashtag blocking as a response to the availability of pro-anorexia materials, blocking terms like #proana, #thinspo, and #thighgap.

Tumblr’s decision to block hashtags that might turn up porn was likely intended to satisfy requirements imposed by Apple, which sets its own rules about explicit content for the apps it is willing to provide on iOS through its app store.28 Apple can reject apps it deems explicit, and can assign an age rating on those that may facilitate access to porn, a rating Tumblr may have wanted to avoid. It’s moderators, all the way down.29

By blocking specific hashtags from its search results, Tumblr ensures that no (tagged) porn accidentally makes it through its app to the eyes of its gentle user. However, it also hides adult content from those who actually want it. But more troublingly, returning zero content tagged with the word “gay” hides an enormous amount of nonpornographic content as well. If I search for the word “gay,” I may be looking for images of people celebrating the DOMA decision on the steps of the Supreme Court, or I may be looking for explicit pornography. It is extremely difficult for Tumblr to know which I meant.
(Occasionally, term and intent line up by design: when Instagram users began tagging pornographic images #pornstagram, the made-up word probably means little else. Yet even here, user creativity may lead discussions around this hashtag in nonpornographic directions—like this discussion of the strategy itself. This search term no longer returns any results—although, curiously, it does on Tumblr.)

Blocking #gay in order to hide porn reduces a term with multiple meanings, some deeply felt and some deeply political, to only its pornographic usage. To treat “gay” exclusively in its sexual meaning undercuts the political efforts of the LGBTQ community to identify itself as people not simply defined by their sexual preferences, and to make discussion of gay and lesbian issues more commonplace in public discourse. In doing so, Tumblr singled out a community that is already silenced and marginalized in countless other ways. Needless to say, “straight” was not blocked.

It is worth noting that blocking the word “gay” may not have been intentionally homophobic, though it came across that way to critics. A data analytic approach may have spurred this decision, without anyone thinking carefully about the social ramifications. There probably were many explicit Tumblr blogs using that keyword to identify gay porn; if Tumblr ran an analysis to identify the terms most commonly associated with porn, it might have identified #gay as a term commonly used to tag porn. A different analysis could have identified how often it’s used as a slur in harassing conversations. And blocking it as a search query or excising it from comments might be a positive intervention in some of these interactions. But in specific instances—when a user is in fact seeking out sexual health resources, or speaking to his political community, or saying something genuine about himself—Tumblr was unacceptably “overblocking” legitimate expression.

Back in 2008, Google added an autocomplete feature to its search tool, after experimenting with it for nearly four years.30 You’ve used it: as you begin to type your search query, Google attempts to finish it before you do, to save you a moment or two of extra typing. Its guesses are drawn both from your own past searches and in larger part from the searches of all users. While this is often a helpful and uncontroversial feature, it can sometimes produce some surprising results. While reporters in the tech press enjoyed pointing out amusing examples, it was not long before the human appetite for the sexual and the violent, already present in the corpus of past search queries,
began to be reflected in the autocompletions. Google found that it had to block some of the offensive suggestions that were turning up as suggestions in response to innocuous queries, and disable the autocomplete feature altogether for queries that were likely to lead to obscene or otherwise problematic phrases.31

What is telling here is that Google, which has historically been adamant in refusing to censor the search tool itself, is much more willing to censor the autocomplete function. Since becoming the most dominant search engine, Google has run into the occasional controversy when a particularly offensive result has come up prominently in searches.32 Google was criticized when users discovered that the first result to a search for the word “Jew” was a rabidly anti-Semitic site called Jewwatch. Despite the criticism, and cofounder Sergey Brin's admitted displeasure about this particular result, Google refused to censor it. Instead it inserted an explanation that emphasized the neutrality of the search tool and Google’s strict policy not to intervene, explaining that search results reflect the politics of the web and the vagaries of language, not Google’s opinion. Five years later, its position changed when outraged users noticed that, in response to a query of (then-first lady) “Michelle Obama,” the Google Image search returned a troublingly racist image of Obama photoshopped with the face of a baboon. Google initially took the same position as with the Jewwatch controversy, arguing that as racist as the image was, it was the top result not because of Google but because people were linking to it. But criticism intensified, and Google finally decided to remove the image from the search results and replace the normal banner ad with an explanation for altering the index.

What makes autocomplete different? I suspect that it’s the nature of what is being delivered. Google, both generally and specifically in its responses to controversies like Jewwatch, presents itself as merely an index—not responsible for unsavory content and, in fact, more valuable to the extent that it does not censor. This is a somewhat fanciful claim, as search engines leave off all sorts of content—criminal sites, pornographic sites, download sites that can be used for piracy, spam sites, and sites that violate Google’s technical requirements. And the search engine algorithmically sorts its results in complicated and opaque ways, rendering some results so far down the list that, in practical terms, they are unavailable. But the stance Google maintains is that the search engine provides an unflinching index to all websites, regardless of their content. When Google autocompletes your half-typed search query, it is drawing from user-generated content and user
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data (other queries) to predict the most relevant choices. But unlike an
index, here Google is in effect putting words in your mouth—did you mean
this? The suggestion—whether it is on-point or disturbingly obscene—
seems to come from Google as a recommendation, and is then fitted onto
your half-query, as if you were about to say it yourself.

This pertains not just to autocomplete. The front page of YouTube,
populated by algorithms assessing popularity, is also carefully managed so
that salacious videos don’t end up there. In 2010, users of Google’s new
Nexus One phone found that the speech-to-text recognition tool refused to
transcribe many expletives. Google’s Translate app similarly refuse to trans-
late familiar “dirty words,” in any language. And Google is not the only such
censor. The Apple iPhone will not autocorrect misspelled profanity, includ-
ing sensitive but not obscene words like “abortion.” A TripAdvisor user
discovered that she could not use the words “feminism” or “misogyny” in a
review (she was describing an incident at a restaurant)—but the restaurant
manager could use “feminist” without a problem.

In all of these cases, the absence was noticeable. Tumblr was roundly
criticized for blocking #gay. Women criticized Instagram in 2015 for block-
ing #curvy, and again for blocking #goddess (but not #god). Plenty of
press coverage followed the introduction of Google’s autocomplete function.
Tech reporters noticed Instagram’s blocked hashtags in 2013, and tried to
identify as many as they could; researchers noticed the absences in Apple
spellcheck and designed an experiment to identify the entire blocked vo-
cabulary. By and large such interventions are difficult to spot, but at least
the evidence that something has been moderated away remains, and that
scar is a clue that critics can follow.

SEARCHING FOR SOMETHING AND GETTING WHAT APPEARS
TO BE EVERYTHING

When platforms refuse to serve up results, or offer a blank page where users
expect something to be, the intervention is made visible. At least the tradi-
tional checkpoint approach reminds all possible users that this provider
does allow the dirty stuff, even if it is hidden away. The new customer who
walks into the video store and sees that there is a back room, even if he
never goes in, may reject the establishment for having even offered porn.

But when Tumblr delisted its adult blogs from the major search engines, it
wanted to keep Google users from even being reminded that Tumblr has
porn. It wanted to hide not just the porn but even the existence of the back
room. This may be a fundamental tension at the Yahoo/Tumblr partnership: management may want to allow porn, but not want to be known for allowing porn.

Much more difficult to spot, and thus much more appealing to the platform, is quietly withholding specific content from what appears to be on offer, but otherwise giving the user what appears to be everything, seemingly unfiltered. When the search results arrive, and look thorough and reasonable and relevant, it is harder to know that something has been withheld. This, more than any other aspect of platform moderation, raises questions about public knowledge and provider responsibility that have little precedent in traditional media.

Consider what, in the field of search, is known as the “accidental porn” problem. All the major search engines offer users a “safesearch” mode—if I don’t want to see pornographic results, I tick a box and the search engine filters them out. You might expect the opposite to be true: if I have turned safesearch off, I have consented to and indicated my comfort with receiving adult content among my search results. But all the major search engines also go one step farther: even for users who have safesearch off, the search engine nevertheless filters out adult results—your search query is assumed to be an innocuous one, one that is not seeking adult content. In other words, even if I have safesearch off, if I search for “movies,” I will not see links to adult movie sites; the search engine will deliver only nonexplicit results, using the very same algorithmic moderation as if I had safesearch turned on. If I search for “porn movies,” then I get the adult content.40

To be safe, search engines treat all users as not wanting accidental porn: better to make the user looking for porn refine her query and ask again, than to deliver porn to users who did not expect or wish to receive it. Reasonable, perhaps; but the intervention is a hidden one, and in fact runs counter to my stated preferences. Search engines not only guess the meaning and intent of my search, based on the little they know about me, they must in fact defy the one bit of agency I have asserted here, in turning safesearch off.41

Because platforms use algorithms to deliver their content in a variety of ways, there are many points at which platforms can selectively withhold content. Search results are presented as measures of relevance, but the criteria that drive them are opaque, which helps hide moderation like this. But even
metrics that appear to be straightforward reporting of data—activity, sales, popularity—can provide the opportunity to hide away offensive content.\textsuperscript{42}

Twitter Trends is a rough calculation of the topics that are suddenly enjoying a great deal of activity, either regionally or across the entire platform, at a given moment. Usually these terms are hashtags that users include to link their tweets to an ongoing conversation. However, hashtags that include profanity or obscenity do not appear in the Trends list. To be clear, users can include obscene hashtags in the tweets themselves, and those tweets will not blocked or removed; other users can come across them in a public feed or because they searched for them or because they follow that user. But if, according to Twitter’s calculations, a particular term that includes profanity “Trends,” it will be excluded from that measure of popularity. This can sometimes lead to profanity arms races, as when 4chan pranksters began to push chosen terms, dirty but not traditionally profane, into the Twitter Trends lists, leading Twitter to add #gorillapenis and #gooddick to its list of blocked terms.\textsuperscript{43} Google also offers a Trends function, designed to indicate the popularity of specific search queries over time and location. In 2008, once again thanks to 4chan, the Nazi swastika topped the Google Trends list; Google removed it manually, but in doing so, publicly acknowledged that their Trends service already included a porn filter for terms that are profane themselves or otherwise would clearly direct users toward pornographic content.

Amazon revealed a similar intervention, by accident, in 2009. Authors and users began to notice that specific books had dropped off the best-seller list; these books no longer even displayed a “sales rank,” a regular feature indicating how much that book is selling relative to all other Amazon offerings. After some investigation it became clear that all of the books in question, more than fifty-seven thousand of them, were gay- and lesbian-themed. In a community traditionally sensitive to being rendered invisible, word began to spread, much of the debate taking place on Twitter under the hashtag #amazonfail. Theories emerged: some believed that Amazon had been hacked, perhaps as a form of punishment for selling LGBT-friendly books; others took it as evidence Amazon’s own politics, under the assumption that it was trying to erase books aimed at the gay and lesbian community from its best-seller list.\textsuperscript{44}

Amazon did not help perceptions when, in its first responses to authors whose books were suddenly unranked, it explained that “adult” content gets excluded from Amazon’s search tool and sales ranking. But the response
revealed Amazon’s mistake: an Amazon employee had mistakenly marked these fifty-seven thousand books as “adult,” a misclassification that automatically removed them from the calculation of sales rank. Amazon quickly corrected the mistake.

The incident revealed that Amazon’s sales rank algorithm is a moderated one. Books that Amazon classifies as adult can be searched for and purchased, but they do not qualify for a sales rank, whether that rank is high or low. There is a mismatch between what the algorithm is claimed to measure and what it actually measures. What users cannot see reflected in the sales rank is not only that Amazon sells adult books but, perhaps more important, how popular that adult content is among Amazon customers. Seemingly quantitative metrics like “best sellers” can in fact be infused with value judgments about propriety, and can be used to obscure some content from some users.

From the platform’s perspective, these subtle, algorithmic checkpoints can be extremely appealing and convenient solutions, as is apparent in an early, controversial decision by Flickr. Like Tumblr, Flickr has a relatively loose set of criteria for what can and cannot appear on its site; if you know how to look, you can find pornography, and not just the artistic nudes common to the pro-amateur and artistic photography the site catered to. Rather than prohibiting adult content, Flickr requires users to rate their photos “safe,” “moderate,” or “restricted.” Flickr’s search tool has a safesearch filter, defaulting at the start in the “moderate” position, meaning that unless the searcher adjusts that setting, he will not find images rated “restricted.” Flickr hoped this would wall off the pornographic and anything else obscene.

In 2007, Flickr received complaints from the governments of Germany, South Korea, Hong Kong, and Singapore. A motley crew, but each had a similar concern; their national laws preventing minors from accessing obscene content were stricter than those in the United States, and each country felt that Flickr should do more to keep X-rated content from the nation’s curious teenagers. Flickr designers could have instituted a checkpoint requiring users to confirm their ages. Instead, Flickr simply designed the system so that users who are visiting Flickr from, say, a German Internet Protocol (IP) address, cannot turn safesearch off. They will only ever see photos rated “moderate” or “safe,” no matter their age.45

From Flickr’s perspective, problem solved. Germany wants to prevent teens from encountering adult content, and with Flickr’s adjustment they
will not. But the decision stepped well beyond what the law required. While German teens will not find adult content on Flickr, neither will German adults, to whom this law does not apply. In other words, a law protecting minors became a technical measure restricting adults as well. (The episode also revealed a curious second problem: Flickr does not, or has failed to, prevent availability in Germany of images of swastikas, which are also illegal under German law—presumably because the images are not rated as “restricted” by Flickr users or moderators.)

Flickr’s decision treads, not so carefully, on long-standing debates about how to regulate speech and culture. U.S. law has long wrestled with how to keep adult content away from children without also keeping it away from adults. On television, because it is difficult to selectively filter content for some viewers and not others, TV programming is largely restricted to “acceptable for children” (for example, no nudity), with some networks stretching what that includes (violence or sexually suggestive scenes, for example) and using the time of day as a rough barometer for when the audience is likely to include children. For film, the MPAA rating system allows films to include adult material, and depends on theater operators to serve as the checkpoints that keep children from it. American concerns about protecting children regularly run up against the First Amendment notion that adults should be able to consume the content they want. Solutions that restrict children without deeply limiting what adults can access are preferable.

In Flickr’s case, however, the existing algorithmic checkpoints already in place were too convenient, too tempting. The ratings and safesearch mechanisms were already there, and the means to distinguish users by country was so simple and cheap, compared with installing and overseeing an age-identification mechanism. Whatever implications the decision had for adult users in these countries, to Flickr that cost was acceptable. But the decision is troubling for its implicit approach to public discourse and how it should be moderated.

Flickr depended on both its existing safesearch function and IP blocking, a common tool that helps websites deliver different materials depending on a user’s nation of origin. IP blocking has long been available for web servers like Apache; the server compares the IP address from which the request is made, and if the address matches any from a list of prohibited users, organizations, or entire nations, refuses to deliver the requested page. The same technology has been implemented by a number of social media platforms,
so that content requests emanating from particular nations will similarly go unfulfilled. This kind of moderation by nation is an emerging and appealing response to the problem of competing cultural norms. Global sites can pick and choose what they deliver to whom, “out of respect for local rules.” Platforms regularly use IP blocking to comply with requests from governments, particularly in the Middle East and Asia, that actively restrict the online activity of their citizens; Facebook would much prefer to block specific pages just from users in that country than find their entire platform banned.

This is precisely what happened in 2010, when the High Court of Pakistan ordered a ban be imposed on all of Facebook for Pakistani users, after street protests took issue with a particular Facebook group. Titled Everybody Draw Mohammed Day, the group was one American’s snarky challenge to the Muslim law prohibiting the visual representation of the Prophet. As his thinking went, if enough people drew Mohammed, there would be no way to threaten everyone with jihad or prevent this flood of images; the prohibition would collapse, or at least be exposed as absurd. As attention to the controversial group grew, among Muslims both in Pakistan and in neighboring countries, as well as among Western bloggers and journalists adamant about freedom of expression, the group swelled to 100,000 followers and spawned several related discussion groups. As the proposed day, May 20, 2010, approached, the High Court ordered the Pakistan Telecommunications Authority to block the entirety of Facebook for Pakistani users—as well as YouTube and relevant pages of Wikipedia and Flickr.

Facebook then faced a dilemma. It could, as Google famously did with China, defend the expressive freedom of the Everybody Draw Mohammed Day creators, and refuse to remove the group, enduring the Pakistani ban or even pulling out of Pakistan. It could also have deleted the group, though it would have been difficult to make the case that the page amounted to hate speech, and thus prohibited by Facebook’s community guidelines. Instead, Facebook chose a third option: it removed the group only from the search results of users located in Pakistan (as well as Bangladesh and India, which also had leveled complaints about the group). For Pakistani users, the offending page was simply not there; even its removal was invisible. A search for the relevant terms would simply not return it among the results. But the group remained on the site, available in other nations, its members unaware that it had been filtered. The Pakistani secretary of IT and Telecommunications was apparently satisfied, and lifted the sitewide ban.
Of course, there was no politically safe option for Facebook in this case, nor is there ever when a social media platform receives demands from countries to remove content it would not have removed otherwise. The decision to IP-block this page for users based in Pakistan was a convenient and cautious solution, but Facebook was still criticized for it. The strategy is increasingly commonplace, though. Microsoft’s Bing search engine does not respond to searches deemed “adult” if they emanate from China or several Middle Eastern nations. You Tube can put content warnings on specific videos that trigger only for users from certain countries; it has also blocked specific videos from particular nations of users, including the infamous “Innocence of Muslims” video that helped spark the attack on the U.S. Embassy in Benghazi, Libya. Most stunningly, this kind of nation-specific display can happen with maps: on Google Maps, Crimea is represented as part of Russia since being annexed, but only for Russian users.

The distinctly global nature of these platforms raises difficult challenges for moderation. Laws that protect free expression, and that either assign responsibility to delivery platforms or insulate them from it, differ widely around the world. The kinds of content deemed offensive differ as well. And many nations have, over the past decade, asserted their right and willingness to control national Internet service and impose sitewide bans, which can be financially and publicly damaging to a platform. Traditional media did not face this challenge, or not in the same way. Most didn’t reach that far, not because of regulation but because of practical limitations. A community newspaper in Bangor didn’t make it all the way to Bangalore. For the kinds of content providers that did have this reach—major movie studios, satellite broadcasters, national newspapers, and book publishers—national regulations and cultural norms could be accommodated “at the border,” figuratively and sometimes literally. Sanitized copies of a movie could be printed for a particular national market, or a different version of the newspaper could be printed. This might not even have felt like a great imposition, given that these media texts were redesigned anyway for an audience with different interests, reading in a different language, holding different cultural values.

Other platforms have responded differently to the dilemma posed by takedown requests, threatened sitewide bans, and other forms of political pressure from foreign nations. Twitter made a point in 2012 of articulating its stance: in response to a legal request from a foreign government to remove a tweet, Twitter will comply; but it removes the tweet only from
users based in that country, via IP blocking, not sitewide, and it substitutes an alert identifying who had requested the tweet’s removal. Given the growing number of these nation-specific requests and the increasing willingness of platforms to honor them, the only alternative would be to remove the tweets globally. Twitter’s aim is to make the intervention visible, even as the content is absent.\textsuperscript{51} Twitter weathered a great deal of criticism at the time for this position, but many platforms, including Facebook, have since followed Twitter’s lead. YouTube indicates not just that a video has been removed, but also which of its policies it had violated and who had made the request to remove it, if the entity was an institution or a government. Google has solved the problem differently with its Blogger service; Blogger has been redesigned so that its entire corpus of blogs has been duplicated for every country. If I try to access whatever.blogger.com while I’m in France, I will be redirected to whatever.blogger.fr. This allows Google to make nation-specific interventions and alterations for anything that violates local law: if French law requires some content to be removed, Google can remove it from the .fr version, and only users in France will ever encounter this custom-moderated version.

Still, hiding the intervention as well as the content remains a tempting tactic, especially for a platform eager to be all things to all people, under competing pressures, and in possession of a great deal of data about its users. A television network couldn’t show nudity to some viewers while shielding others from it; a magazine couldn’t include hate speech only for those readers who hate. But social media platforms, and other digital media services, can do essentially that. Their ability to serve content to some and withhold it from others is automatic and precise.

The data that can be used to make this distinction are also much richer, and the number of assessments that can be made is vastly expanded, nearly limitless. Most platforms already collect much more data about their users than just their age and nation, as part of their service to advertisers. A platform might be tempted to use all the data at hand to anticipate what might offend—a radical expansion of the “accidental porn” problem. Platforms could try to predict, based on the data they’ve collected, what is or is not likely to offend a particular user, and could algorithmically keep the most contentious content away from the easily offended. If I “liked” my local evangelical church, is that reason enough to assume that I should not be shown artistic nudity? If my social network is overwhelmingly liberal, is that enough reason not to highlight a link to a rancorous Breitbart article?
If my activity data suggest that I rarely choose violent movies, would it be best not to recommend a violent news report? Algorithmic determinations often depend on the fuzzy boundaries of statistical analytics that combine all these data points. What are the implications for public discourse if Facebook could determine that an image is 60 percent likely to offend and I am 45 percent likely to be modest in my preferences, and decided based on these calculations to leave that image out of my news feed? This kind of social sorting, fine-grained, fuzzy, and, predictive, is already technically available.

These kinds of precise, architectural moderation imposed by the platform may just be the tip of the iceberg. Many social media platforms already provide social sorting tools to their individual users. The manager of a Facebook page can already choose whether users from selected countries can or cannot access the page. So selectively offering content by nation or other criteria can be spooled out infinitely, allowing groups and even individual users to cherry-pick their preferred membership.

**INCONSPICUOUS INTERVENTIONS INTO A PUBLIC SPHERE**

Technical measures that keep some users away from some content, while continuing to display it to others, provide a convenient solution to the problems of porn, obscenity, hate, and harassment. But they also raise troubling questions about the power of social media platforms to offer different materials to different publics, in ways that are hard to discern or criticize. This strategy raises a new challenge to the dynamics of public contestation and free speech: the obscured obscuring of contentious material from the public realm for some, not for others.

Invisible interventions like Facebook hiding Everybody Draw Mohammed Day are unprecedented in traditional media. In the past, the withholding of content for reasons of propriety was always about its complete absence—a curse bleeped, a scene deleted, a topic unspoken. It was there or not, for everyone. Checkpoints like the back room in the video store and the high shelf at the magazine stand did create a way of dividing the public into two groups, adults and children, allowing some contentious material to be selectively withheld from this perceived “vulnerable audience.” And we do provide tools like Internet-filtering software to parents, to impose such selective restrictions on their own children. But we had no way, or the political will, to distinguish any other subcategories of people who should be prevented from seeing some things, while granting it to others, within a public communication venue.
That social media platforms can deliver and withhold with such precision, and embed that moderation into an algorithmic mechanism that seems to deliver unfiltered results, poses a new public challenge. The moment Everybody Draw Mohammed Day was selectively hidden, Facebook was no longer one site but two, one with the page and one without—two Facebooks existing simultaneously and superimposed, but only one accessible to a given user. When the next moderation decision is made, around a different piece of questionable content and a different national audience, Facebook becomes fourfold. Facebook is really a multitude of Facebooks, appearing to be one public venue but in fact spun out in slightly different versions, theoretically in as many versions as there are users. And instead of the traditional moderation problem—an entire community confronted with a contentious piece of material that is offensive to some and is perceived as valuable to others—we have the curious new problem of being led to believe that we all have access to the same things when we do not. We are left unaware that others are seeing what we are not, and that others are not seeing what we are.

Of course, given the sheer scale of social media platforms, the algorithmic sorting and personalization they engage in, the way they are adjusted according to users’ preferences and social networks, and the A/B testing many engage in beneath the surface—perhaps we already have not one Facebook but millions, no two of which are the same. This is consistent with concerns raised about the personalization of news and the algorithmic tailoring of search results: we are left unsure of whether what you and I see in response to the same query or at the top of our news feeds are the same, and that the manner in which they differ may shape what we know and what we think everyone else knows. Even so, it is important to note that moderation fits this logic, and takes advantage of it. The selections made for us by platforms are driven by more than just boosting user engagement and advertising revenue. Even the parts designed for all (search results, trending topics, headline news, shared moments, front pages) are selectively moderated. The sensation of a shared platform may be an illusion.

These selective interventions fracture the public, who may believe that they are all using Facebook together, as promised. If we are unaware of the criteria behind what platforms show and to whom, and we cannot see the scars left behind when platforms render content unavailable, we are left with no stable object to encounter, no common corpus of public discourse to share. Public discourse depends on contests over meaning, conducted on
public stages, among groups of people who must make themselves recogniz-
able to one another to be heard and found persuasive. Selective moderation
can undercut the potential for and faith in a shared space of contestation.

Moderation by design expands beyond concern for how to best remove
offending content and users while protecting speech, participation, and
community. It is part of a much more complex question about the many
reasons why some content is delivered and other content is not, some users
are seen and others are obscured. Platforms are not flat: not only can some
content be removed, but other content can be featured, highlighted, and
promoted. Sometimes this curation is driven by sponsorship, with featured
content enjoying a prominent place on the front page; sometimes it is
through various “cream of the crop” algorithmic measures, reporting back
to us what is “most read” or “most emailed” or “trending.” Most of the time,
it is the product of a judgment of relevance: the most relevant search result
in response to your query, the “top story” in your news feed. Decisions about
propriety are not separate from other decisions about which content to serve
up, which to bury, and which to discard; they are inextricably entangled.
And while traditional media often split the tasks of deciding what to produce
and what to remove, on social media platforms the tools and the calculations
are often one and the same.

These intermingled criteria not only shape what we can access or not,
they dictate our entire experience of the platform. Facebook’s news feed is
powerfully shaped by its ranking algorithms. We have few ways to access “all”
of our friends’ status updates, photos, and likes except as they are presented
algorithmically. Facebook itself is the result of this aggregate work of selec-
tion and moderation. In both, these commercial platforms act as speech
keepers, and the criteria on which both depend help to shape what counts
as appropriate cultural discourse.

These entangled judgments of relevance, value, and propriety, at least
when they are recognized as such, do offer opportunity to contest the
power of platforms. Interventions by the platform, real or apparent, can
spark critical examination of the proper bounds of cultural discourse and
the proper role of platforms. But when these interventions are made
obliquely, embedded in algorithms, and buried in a mountain of search
results or a flood of tweets, they can be harder to challenge.55 In the face of
ambiguous search results that could also be explained away as the result of
circumstance, error, or bias, users are left with only folk theories as to why
what’s there is there, and what might be missing.
what platforms are, and what they should be

Facebook is not just technology or media, but a community of people. That means we need Community Standards that reflect our collective values for what should and should not be allowed. In the last year, the complexity of the issues we’ve seen has outstripped our existing processes for governing the community.

*Mark Zuckerberg, chairman and CEO of Facebook, “Building Global Community,” February 2017*

Content moderation is such a complex sociotechnical undertaking that, all things considered, it’s amazing that it works at all, and as well as it does. Even so, as a society we have once again handed over to private companies the power to set and enforce the boundaries of appropriate public speech for us. That is enormous cultural power held by a few deeply invested stakeholders, and it is being done behind closed doors, making it difficult for anyone else to inspect or challenge. Platforms frequently, and conspicuously, fail to live up to our expectations; in fact, given the sheer enormity of the undertaking, most platforms’ definition of success includes failing users on a regular basis.

And while we sometimes decry the intrusion of platform moderation, at other moments we decry its absence. We are partly to blame for having put platforms in this untenable situation, by asking way too much of them. Users cannot continue to expect platforms to be hands-off and expect them to solve problems perfectly and expect them to get with the times and expect them to be impartial and automatic.
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We must recognize that moderation is hard work, that we are asking platforms to intervene, and that they have responded by enlisting us in the labor. What is important, then, is that we understand the ways in which platforms are moderated, by whom, and to what ends. But more than that, the discussion about content moderation needs to shift, away from a focus on the harms users face and the missteps platforms sometimes make in response, to a more expansive examination of the responsibilities of platforms, that moves beyond their legal liability to consider their greater obligations to the public.

IMPROVING MODERATION


But these are all are just tweaks—more of the same, just more of it. And some of them are likely to happen, in the short term, as the pressure and scrutiny social media platforms face increase, and they look for steps to take that moderately address the concerns while preserving their ability to conduct business as usual. But it is clearer now than ever that the fundamental arrangement itself is flawed.

If social media platforms wanted to do more, to come at the problem in a fundamentally different way, I have suggestions that more substantively rethink not only their approach but how platforms conceive of themselves and their users. I fully acknowledge that some are politically untenable and economically outlandish, and are almost certain never to happen. I spell them out in more detail in a separate document, but in brief:

Design for Deliberate and Actionable Transparency

Calls for greater transparency in the critique of social media are so common as to be nearly vacant. But the workings of content moderation at most social media platforms are shockingly opaque, and not by accident.1 The labor, the criteria, and the outcomes are almost entirely kept from the
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public. On some platforms, content disappears without explanation and rules change with notification; when platforms do respond publicly regarding controversial decisions, their statements are often short on detail and rarely articulate a larger philosophy.

Platform moderation should be much more transparent. Full stop. But transparency is not merely the absence of opacity. It requires designing new ways to make processual information visible but unobtrusive. If one of my tweets is receiving lots of responses from “egg” accounts—often the ones dedicated to trolling—that I have already blocked, how could this fact, and their number and velocity, still be made visible to me? Tiny eggs, swarming like angry bees below my tweet? A pop-up histogram that indicates the intensity of the responses, algorithmically estimated? The imperative for platforms to smooth and sanitize the user experience must be tempered with an obligation to make the moderation visible. Platforms should make a radical commitment to turning the data they already have back to me in a legible and actionable form, everything they could tell me contextually about why a post is there and how I should assess it. We have already paid for this transparency, with our data.

Distribute the Agency of Moderation, Not Just the Work

When social media platforms task users with the work of moderation, overwhelmingly it is as individuals. Flagging is individual, rating content is individual, muting and blocking are by an individual and of an individual. With few exceptions, there is little support for any of this work to accumulate into something of collective value, not just for the platform but for other users. As Danielle Citron and Ben Wittes have noted, platforms have been slow to embrace even the simplest version of this, shared block lists. They also propose an easy but ingenious addition, that users be able to share lists of those they follow as well.

Platforms should also let flagging accumulate into actionable data for users. Heavily flagged content, especially if by multiple, unconnected users, could be labeled as such, or put behind a clickthrough warning, even before it is reviewed. But this could be taken farther, to what I’ll call collective lenses. Flagging a video on YouTube brings down a menu for categorizing the offense, to streamline the review process. But what if the site offered a similar tool for tagging videos as sexual, violent, spammy, false, or obscene? These would not be complaints per se, nor would they be taken as requests for their removal (as the flag currently is), though they would help YouTube
find the truly reprehensible and illegal. Instead, these tags would produce
aggregate data by which users could filter their viewing experience. I could
subscribe to an array of these collective lenses: I don’t want to see videos
that more than X users have categorized as violent.4 Trusted organizations
could develop and manage their own collective lenses: imagine a lens run
by the Southern Poverty Law Center to avoid content that allied users have
marked as “racist,” or one from Factcheck.org filtering out “disputed” news
articles. This would not help the “filter bubble” problem; it might in fact
exacerbate it. Then again, users would be choosing what not to see, rather
than having it deleted on their behalf. It would prioritize those who want a
curated experience over those who take advantage of an uncurated one.

Protect Users as They Move across Platforms

Little of what a user does to curate and defend her experience on one plat-
form can easily be exported to others. Given that, in reality, most users use
several platforms, all of these preferences should be portable. If I have flagged
a video as offensive on Tumblr, I presumably don’t want to see it on YouTube
either; if I have marked an advertisement as misleading on Google, I pre-
sumably don’t want it delivered to me again on Facebook; if I have been
harassed by someone on Twitter, I presumably don’t want him also harass-
ing me on Snapchat.5 Given that users are already being asked to rate, flag,
and block, and that this labor is almost exclusively for the benefit of the
platform, it is reasonable to suggest that users should also enjoy the fruits
of that labor, in their interactions on this platform and elsewhere.

Social media platforms have been resistant to making users profiles
and preferences interoperable. At least publicly, platform managers say that
doing so would make it too easy for users to decamp to a hot, new service,
if their interest in this one cooled. The accumulated history users have
with a platform—established social networks, a legacy of interactions, an
archive of photos, an accumulated matrix of preferences—does in fact
discourage them from abandoning it, even when they are dissatisfied with
how it governs their use, even when they are fed up, even when they must
endure harassment to stay. This means that making it difficult to export
your preferences keeps some people in unsatisfactory and even abusive
conditions. The fact that this is not yet possible is a cold reminder that what
users need from platforms is constrained by what platforms need in the
market.6
Reject the Economics of Popularity

For platforms, popularity is one of the most fundamental metrics, often serving as proxy to every other: relevance, merit, newsworthiness. Platforms amplify the popular by returning it to users in the form of recommendations, cued-up videos, trends, and feeds. Harassment and hate take advantage of this: cruel insults that classmates will pass around, slurs aimed at women that fellow misogynists will applaud, nonconsensual porn that appeals to prurient interests. These are not just attacks, they generate likes, views, comments, and retweets, making it hard for platforms to discern their toxicity or pass up their popularity. With business models that use popularity as the core proxy for engagement, too often platforms err on the side of encouraging as many people to stay as possible, imposing rules with the least consequences, keeping troublesome users if they can, and bringing them back quickly if they can’t.

Under a different business model, platforms might be more willing to uphold a higher standard of compassionate and just participation, and forgo users who prove unwilling to consent to the new rules of the game. Where is the platform that prioritizes the longer-term goal of encouraging people to stay and helping them thrive, and sells that priority to us for a fee? Where are the platforms that gain value when fewer users produce a richer collaboration? Until those platforms appear and thrive, general-use platforms are unlikely to pursue an affirmative aspiration (what are we here to accomplish?) rather than a negative one (what shouldn’t we do while we’re here?).

Put Real Diversity behind the Platform

Silicon Valley engineers, managers, and entrepreneurs are by and large a privileged lot, who tend to see society as fair and meritocratic; to them, communication just needs to be more open and information more free. But harassment and hatred are not problems specific to social media; they are endemic to a culture in which the powerful maintain their position over the less powerful through tactics of intimidation, marginalization, and cruelty, all under cover of a nominally open society. Silicon Valley engineers and entrepreneurs are not the community most likely to really get this, in their bones. It turns out that what they are good at is building communication spaces designed as unforgiving economic markets, where it is necessary and even celebrated that users shout each other down to be heard; where some feel entitled to toy with others as an end in itself, rather than accomplishing
something together; where the notion of structural inequity is alien, and silencing tactics take cover behind a false faith in meritocracy. They tend to build tools “for all” that continue, extend, and reify the inequities they overlook.

What would happen if social media platforms promised that for the next decade, all of their new hires, 100 percent, would be women, queer people, or people of color? Sounds like an outrageous exercise in affirmative action and social engineering? It sure is. Slight improvements in workplace diversity aren’t going to make the difference; we’ve seen what corrosive environments some of these companies can be for those who do show up. But I suggest this not only for the benefit of the new employees but for the benefit of the platform and its users. It is not that women and queer people and people of color necessarily know how to solve the problems of harassment, revenge porn, or fake news—or that the job of solving these problems should fall on their shoulders. But to truly diverse teams, the landscape will look different, the problems will surface differently, the goals will sound different. Teams that are truly diverse might be able to better stand for their diverse users, might recognize how platforms are being turned against users in ways that are antithetical to the aims and spirit of the platform, and might have the political nerve to intervene.

THE LONG HANGOVER OF WEB 2.0

Would these suggestions solve the problem? No. When I began writing this book, the pressing questions about content moderation seemed to be whether Silicon Valley could figure out which photos to delete and which to leave, which users to suspend and which to stop suspending. The years 2014 and 2015 helped reveal just how many people were suffering while platforms tried to figure this out. But 2016 and 2017 fundamentally transformed the nature of the problem. It turns out the issue is much bigger than it first seemed.

In the run-up to the 2016 presidential election in the United States, and in elections that followed on its heels in France, Germany, the Netherlands, Myanmar, and Kenya, it became clear that misinformation was spreading too readily on social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter, and in many cases, its spread was deliberate. The clamor about “fake news” may tend to erase important distinctions between propaganda, overstatement, partisan punditry, conspiracy theories, sensationalism, clickbait, and downright lies. But even so, it has made clear that social media platforms facilitated the
circulation of falsehoods, and algorithmically rewarded the most popular and outlandish over more substantive journalism. The politically motivated, including Russian operatives keen on disrupting democratic political processes, and the economically motivated, including Macedonian teens keen on turning a quick profit on the clicks of the gullible, seeded online discussions with false content masquerading as legitimate news and political debate. Though it may be impossible to prove, some worried that this flood of propaganda may have been a factor in the U.S. election, handing the presidency to Donald Trump. Evidence that Russian operatives also bought advertisements on Facebook, Twitter, and Google, targeted at users in battleground U.S. states, and designed to fuel racial and economic tensions on both sides of the political spectrum, expanded the issue further. Advertising on Facebook was already moderated; it is not surprising that the platform’s response to this revelation was to promise better moderation. But the Russian operatives’ use of social media advertising also offers a powerful reminder that, all this time, we may have been thinking about platforms in the wrong way. Facebook is not a content platform supported by advertising. It is two intertwined networks, content and advertising, both open to all. Given that small ad buys are relatively cheap, advertisers are no longer just corporate brands and established institutional actors; they can be anyone. Persuading someone through an ad is as available to almost every user as persuading him through a post. The two networks may work according to different rules: posts go to friends and friends of friends, ads go to those targeted through Facebook’s algorithmically generated microdemographics. But the two also bleed into each other, as “liking” an ad will forward it to friends, and ads can be designed to look like posts. So while platforms moderate content that users circulate and content that advertisers place, the problem of policing propaganda—or harassment, hate speech, or revenge porn, for that matter—must now trace persuasive tactics that take advantage of both networks together.

The concerns around political discourse and manipulation on social media platforms feel like the crest of a larger wave that has been breaking for a few years now, a broader reconsideration, on so many fronts, of social media platforms and their power in society: concerns about privacy and surveillance, topped by the Snowden revelations of the links between Silicon Valley companies and the National Security Administration (NSA);
vulnerability to hackers, criminal or political, made plain by high-profile attacks on retailers, credit agencies, and political parties; their impact on the economics of journalism, particularly Facebook’s oversized footprint, which changes as often as Facebook’s priorities do; concerns about the racial and gender biases baked into their algorithms; research conducted on users without their consent; their growing influence over policy, in places like Washington, D.C., Brussels, and Davos; the inequities in their workplaces, and the precarious labor dynamics they foster as part of the “gig economy”; their impact on San Francisco, on manufacturing zones around the world, and on the environment.

Perhaps we are now experiencing the long hangover after the ebullient high of web 2.0, the birth of social media, and the rise of a global, commercial, advertising-supported Internet culture—the bursting of a cultural bubble, if not a financial one. It’s possible that we’ve simply asked too much, or expected too much, from social media. As Virginia Heffernan quipped, about Twitter, “I think we’ve asked way, way too much of a little microblogging platform that was meant to talk about where to get a beer in Austin, Texas, and now is moving mountains, and is a centerpiece of geopolitics. It’s like asking nodes of Rubik’s Cubes to manage world history.” Or perhaps these are growing pains. In a 2013 interview, Ken Auletta took the mounting criticism of social media as evidence that “Silicon Valley is in the equivalent of its adolescence. And, in adolescence, is suddenly a time when you become aware of things beyond yourself, become aware the world. . . . So suddenly the people at Google, the people at Twitter, the people at Amazon, awake to the fact that, oh my God, we have to learn how the rest of the world operates and lives and what they expect of us.” Or maybe platforms simply are vulnerable to both unpredictable and tactical misuse, because they’re designed to be. As Tom Malaby put it, thinking specifically about virtual game worlds, “Like few other products we can identify—early telephone service is one, Internet search engines may be another—. . . [a platform] depends on unanticipated uses by its consumers . . . meant to make itself.” Striking a new balance between control and contingency means platforms must assure an open-endedness sufficient to produce “socially legitimate spaces for the unexpected.”

The dreams of the open web did not fail, exactly, nor were they empty promises to begin with. Many people put in a great deal of effort, time, resources, and dollars to pursue these dreams, and to build infrastructures to support them. But when you build a system that aspires to make possible
a certain kind of social activity, even if envisioned in the most positive terms, you also make possible its inverse—activity that adopts the same shape in order to accomplish the opposite end. In embracing the Internet, the web, and especially social media platforms for public discourse and sociality, we made a Faustian bargain, or a series of them, and we are now facing the sober realities they produced. If we dreamed of free information, we found we also got free advertising. If we dreamed of participation, we also got harassment. If we dreamed of sharing, we also got piracy. If we dreamed of political activism online, we also got clicktivism, political pandering, and tweetstorms. If we dreamed of forming global, decentralized communities of interest, we also got ISIS recruitment. If we dreamed of new forms of public visibility, we also got NSA surveillance. If we dreamed of free content and crowdsourced knowledge, we also got the exploitation of free labor. If we dreamed of easy interconnection between complex technical resources, we also got hacked passwords, data breaches, and cyberwar.

The companies that have profited most from our commitment to platforms did so by selling the promises of participatory culture. As those promises have begun to sour and the reality of their impact on public life has become more obvious and more complicated, these companies are now grappling with how best to be stewards of public culture, a responsibility that was not evident to them at the start. The debates about content moderation over the past half-decade can be read as social media’s slow and bumpy maturation, its gathering recognition that it is a powerful infrastructure for knowledge, participation, and public expression. The adjustments that platforms have already made have not sufficiently answered the now relentless scrutiny being paid to them by policy makers, the changing expectations articulated by the press, and the deep ambivalence now felt by users. Social media platforms have, in many ways, reached an untenable point. This does not mean they cannot function—clearly they can—but that the challenges they face are now so deep as to be nearly paradoxical.

Social media platforms have, to a remarkable degree, displaced traditional media, and they continue to enlarge their footprint. They have indeed given all comers the opportunity to speak in public and semipublic ways, and at an unprecedented, global scale. While they are not used by all, and many parts of the world are still excluded by limited resources, infrastructure, the constraints of language, or political censorship, those who do find their way to these platforms find the tools to speak, engage, and persuade. The general-purpose platforms, especially, aspire to host all public
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and semipublic communication of every form, aim, and import. At the same
time, they are nearly all private companies, nearly all commercially funded,
nearly all built on the economic imperatives of advertising and the data
collection that targeted advertising demands. Their obligations are, like
those of traditional commercial media, pulled between users, content pro-
ducers, and advertisers—with only the one twist: that users and producers
are one and the same.

These platforms now function at a scale and under a set of expectations
that increasingly demands automation. Yet the kinds of decisions that plat-
forms must make, especially in content moderation, are precisely the kinds
of decisions that should not be automated, and perhaps cannot be. They
are judgments of value, meaning, importance, and offense. They depend
both on a human revulsion to the horrific and a human sensitivity to con-
tested cultural values. There is, in many cases, no right answer for whether
to allow or disallow, except in relation to specific individuals, communities,
or nations that have debated and regulated standards of propriety and legal-
ity. And even then, the edges of what is considered appropriate are con-
stantly recontested, and the values they represent are always shifting.

WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A CUSTODIAN

We desperately need a thorough, public discussion about the social respon-
sibility of platforms. This conversation has begun, but too often it revolves
around specific controversies, making it hard to ask the broader question:
what would it mean for social media platforms to take on some responsibil-
ity for their role in organizing, curating, and profiting from the activity of
their users? For more than a decade, social media platforms have presented
themselves as mere conduits, obscuring and disavowing the content mod-
eration they do. Their instinct has been to dodge, dissemble, or deny every
time it becomes clear that they produce specific kinds of public discourse
in specific ways. While we cannot hold platforms responsible for the fact
that some people want to post pornography, or mislead, or be hateful to
others, we are now painfully aware of the ways in which platforms can invite,
facilitate, amplify, and exacerbate those tendencies: weaponized and coor-
dinated harassment; misrepresentation and propaganda buoyed by its
quantified popularity; polarization as a side effect of algorithmic personal-
ization; bots speaking as humans, humans speaking as bots; public partici-
pation emphatically figured as individual self-promotion; the tactical gaming
of algorithms in order to simulate genuine cultural value. In all of these
ways, and others, platforms invoke and amplify particular forms of discourse, and they moderate away others, all under the guise of being impartial conduits of open participation. As such, platforms constitute a fundamentally new information configuration, materially, institutionally, financially, and socially. While they echo and extend traditional forms of communication and exchange, they do so by being, like computers themselves, “universal machines” for many different kinds of information exchange.

Our thinking about platforms must change. It is not just, as I hope I have shown, that all platforms moderate, or that all platforms have to moderate, or that most tend to disavow it while doing so. It is that moderation, far from being occasional or ancillary, is in fact an essential, constant, and definitional part of what platforms do. I mean this literally: moderation is the essence of platforms, it is the commodity they offer. By this point in the book, this should be plain. First, moderation is a surprisingly large part of what they do, in a practical, day-to-day sense, and in terms of the time, resources, and number of employees they devote to it. Moreover, moderation shapes how platforms conceive of their users—and not just the ones who break rules or seek help. By shifting some of the labor of moderation, through flagging, platforms deputize users as amateur editors and police. From that moment, platform managers must in part think of, address, and manage users as such. This adds another layer to how users are conceived of, along with seeing them as customers, producers, free labor, and commodity. And it would not be this way if moderation were handled differently.

But in an even more fundamental way, content moderation is precisely what platforms offer. Anyone could make a website on which any user could post anything he pleased, without rules or guidelines. Such a website would, in all likelihood, quickly become a cesspool and then be discarded. But it would not be difficult, nor would it require skill or financial backing. To produce and sustain an appealing platform requires, among other things, moderation of some form. Moderation is hiding inside every promise social media platforms make to their users, from the earliest invitations to “join a thriving community” or “broadcast yourself,” to Mark Zuckerberg’s 2017 manifesto quoted at the start of this chapter. Every platform promises to offer something in contrast to something else—and as such, every platform promises moderation.12

Content moderation is a key part of what social media platforms do that is different, that distinguishes them from the open web: they moderate (removal, filtering, suspension), they recommend (news feeds, trending lists,
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personalized suggestions), and they curate (featured content, front-page offerings). Platforms use these three levers together to, actively and dynamically, tune the unexpected participation of users, to produce the “right” feed for each user, the “right” social exchanges, the “right” kind of community. (“Right” here may mean ethical, legal, and healthy; but it also means whatever will promote engagement, increase ad revenue, and facilitate data collection.) And given the immense pushback from users, legislators, and the press, these platforms appear to be deeply out of tune.

If content moderation is the commodity, if it is the essence of what platforms do, then it no longer makes sense to treat it as a bandage to be applied or a mess to be swept up. Too often, social media platforms treat content moderation as a problem to be solved, and solved privately and reactively. Platform managers understand their responsibility primarily as protecting users from the offense and harm they are experiencing. But now platforms find they must answer also to users who find themselves troubled by and implicated in a system that facilitates the reprehensible—even if they never see it. Removing content is no longer enough: the offense and harm in question is not just to individuals, but to the public itself, and to the institutions on which it depends. This is, according to John Dewey, the very nature of a public: “The public consists of all those who are affected by the indirect consequences of transactions to such an extent that it is deemed necessary to have those consequences systematically cared for.”

What makes something of concern to the public is the potential need for its inhibition.

Despite the safe harbor provided by the law and the indemnity enshrined in their terms of service contracts as private actors, social media platforms inhabit a position of responsibility—not only to individual users but to the public they powerfully affect. When an intermediary grows this large, this entwined with the institutions of public discourse, this crucial, it has an implicit contract with the public that, whether platform management likes it or not, can differ from the contract it required users to click through. The primary and secondary effects these platforms have on essential aspects of public life, as they become apparent, now lie at their doorstep.

Fake news is a useful example. Facebook and Twitter never promised to deliver only reliable information, nor are they legally obligated to spot and remove fraud. But the implicit contract is now such that they are held accountable for some of the harms of fake news, and must find ways to intervene. This is not a contract that will ever bind the platforms in court,
but it is certain to be upheld in the court of public opinion. Even as mod-
eration grows more complicated and costly, the expectations of users have
grown not more forgiving but more demanding. That is the collective en-
forcement of the implicit contract, and right now it is pushing platforms
away from the safe harbors they have enjoyed.14

Rethinking content moderation might begin with this recognition, that
content moderation is the essential offer platforms make, and part of how
they tune the public discourse they purport to host. Platforms could be held
responsible, at least partially, for how they tend to that public discourse, and
to what ends. The easy version of such an obligation would be to require
platforms to moderate more, or more quickly, or more aggressively, or
more thoughtfully. We have already begun to see public and legal calls for
such changes. But I am suggesting something else: that their shared respon-
sibility for the public requires that they share that responsibility with the
public—not just the labor, but the judgment.

To their credit, the major social media platforms have been startlingly
innovative in how they present, organize, recommend, and facilitate the
participation of users. But that innovation has focused almost exclusively
on how users participate at the level of content: how to say more, see more,
find more, like more, friend more. Little innovation, by comparison, has
supported users’ participation at the level of governance, shared decision
making, collaborative design, or the orchestration of collective values. The
promise of the web was not only that everyone could speak but that every-
one would have the tools to form new communities on their own terms,
design new models of democratic collectivity. This second half of the prom-
ise has been largely discarded by social media platforms.

In 2012, Facebook held a vote. Starting in 2009, Facebook users could
actually “veto” a policy, but it required 30 percent of users to participate to
make it binding. The 2012 vote received just 0.038 percent participation.15
Facebook went ahead and amended the policy, even though a clear major-
ity of those who did vote were against it. And it got rid of the veto policy
itself.16 The vote was, in the eyes of the press and many users, considered a
failure. But instead of considering it a failure, what if it had been treated as
a clumsy first step? Hundreds of thousands of users voted on an obscure
data policy, after all. What if the real failure was that Facebook was discour-
aged from trying again? The idea of voting on site policies could have
been improved, with an eye toward expanding participation, earning the
necessary legitimacy, developing more sophisticated forms of voting, and making a more open process. And mechanisms of collective governance could mean much more than voting. Platforms should be developing structures for soliciting the opinions and judgment of users in the governance of groups, in the design of new features, and in the moderation of content.\textsuperscript{17}

Facebook has followed a well-worn path, from involving its users as skilled participants with agency to treating them as customers who prioritize ease and efficiency. Much the same happened with commercial radio and the telephone, even electricity itself.\textsuperscript{18} It would take a miracle to imagine social media platforms voluntarily reversing course. But I am not imagining some overbuilt exercise in deliberative democracy, nor do I mean to make every user accept or reject a bunch of gruesome flagged images every time she logs on. But given how effective commercial platforms have become at gleaning from users their preferences, just to more effectively advertise to them, I can only imagine what would be possible if that same innovative engineering went to gleaning from users their civic commitments—not what they like as consumers, but what they value as citizens.

It seems reasonable to think that, given everything users already do on these platforms, the data traces they leave should already make these civic values legible. Social media platforms are not just structures filled with content. Each contribution is also a tiny value assertion from each user: this is what we should be able to say, out loud, in this place. These claims attesting to what should be acceptable are implicit in the very act of posting. These are not grand claims, typically. When someone tweets what he had for breakfast, that is a tiny claim for what should be acceptable, what platforms should be for: the mundane, the intimate, the quotidian. When a critic of Twitter moans, on Twitter, that all people do is tweet what they had for breakfast, that is a claim as well: Twitter should be of more significance, should amount to something.

Some claims, from the beginning, require consideration: does “the way we do things” include this? Sometimes we debate the question explicitly. Should Twitter be more social, or more journalistic? What does it make possible, and where does it fail? But more often, these considerations accumulate slowly, over time, in the soup of a billion assertions—each one tiny, but together, legion. The accumulated claims and responses slowly form the platform.

Content moderation is fundamental to this collective assertion of value. As it currently functions, it is where, in response to some claims of what
should be acceptable, platforms will sometimes refuse. Every post is a test claim for what platforms should include, and from the start, some receive the answer “no.” No, this platform is not for porn. No, you can’t use this platform to threaten people. No, you mustn’t mislead people for a quick buck. Because every post is a “yes” claim that something does belong, it shows in relief exactly when platform managers must, or feel they must, act counter to the wants of their users.

But what if social media platforms, instead of policing content, could glean the assertions of civic value that they represent? What if they could display that back to users in innovative ways? Given the immense amount of data they collect, platforms could use that data to make more visible the lines of contestation in public discourse and offer spaces in which they can be debated, informed by the everyday traces of billions of users and the value systems they imply. Could their AI research efforts currently under way, to improve machine-learning techniques to automate the identification and removal of pornography, instead identify what we think of pornography and where it belongs? From our activity across platforms, artificial intelligence techniques could identify clusters of civic commitments—not to then impose one value system on everyone, as they do now, but to make visible to users the range of commitments, where they overlap and collide, and to help users anticipate how their contributions fit amid the varied expectations of their audience.

This would be a very different understanding of the role of “custodian”—not where platforms quietly clean up our mess, but where they take up guardianship of the unresolvable tensions of public discourse, hand back with care the agency for addressing those tensions to users, and responsibly support that process with the necessary tools, data, and insights. I do not pretend to know how to do this. But I am struck by the absence of any efforts to do so on behalf of major social media platforms.

Platforms can no longer duck the responsibility of being custodians to the massive, heterogeneous, and contested public realm they have brought into being. But neither can we duck this responsibility. As Roger Silverstone noted, “The media are too important to be left to the media.” But then, to what authority can we even turn? The biggest platforms are more vast, dispersed, and technologically sophisticated than the institutions that could possibly regulate them. Who has sufficient authority to compel Facebook to be a good Facebook?
As users, we demand that they moderate, and that they not moderate too much. But as citizens, perhaps we must begin to be that authority, be the custodians of the custodians. Participation comes with its own form of responsibility. We must demand that platforms take on an expanded sense of responsibility, and that they share the tools to govern collectively.

So far, we have largely failed to accept this responsibility, too easily convinced, perhaps, that the structure of the digital network would somehow manufacture consensus for us. When users threaten and harass, when they game the system, when they log on just to break the fragile accomplishments of others for kicks, this hardly demonstrates a custodial concern for what participation is, and what it should be. But simply crying foul when you don’t agree with someone, or when you don’t share his normative sense of propriety, or you don’t like a platform’s attempt to impose some rules isn’t a custodial response either. And in the current arrangement, platforms in fact urge us to go no farther: “If you don’t like it, flag it, and we’ll handle it from there.”

If platforms circulate information publicly, bring people into closer contact, and grant some the visibility they could not have otherwise—then with that comes sex and violence, deception and manipulation, cruelty and hate. Questions about the responsibility of platforms are really just part of long-standing debates about the content and character of public discourse. It is not surprising that our dilemmas about terrorism and Islamic fundamentalism, about gay sexuality, about misogyny and violence against women, each so contentious over the past decade, should erupt here too. Just as it was not surprising that the *Terror of War* photograph was such a lightning rod when it first appeared in U.S. newspapers, in the midst of a heated debate about the morality of the Vietnam War. The hard cases that platforms grapple with become a barometer of our society’s pressing concerns about public discourse itself: Which representations of sexuality are empowering and which are obscene, and according to whose judgment? What is newsworthy and what is gruesome, and who draws the line? Do words cause harm and exclude people from discussion, or must those who take part in public debate endure even caustic contributions? Can a plurality of people reach consensus, or is any consensus always an artifact of the powerful? How do we balance freedom to participate with the values of the community, with the safety of individuals, with the aspirations of art, and with the wants of commerce?

The truth is, we wish platforms could moderate away the offensive and the cruel. We wish they could answer these hard questions for us and let us
get on with the fun of sharing jokes, talking politics, and keeping up with those we care about. But these are the fundamental and, perhaps, unresolvable tensions of social and public life. Platforms, along with users, should take on this greater responsibility. But it is a responsibility that requires attending to these unresolvable tensions, acknowledging and staying with them—not just trying to sweep them away.
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